
PRELIMINARY REPORT 

TO: Jim Miles 

FROM: Bob Johnston 

SUBJECT: NAEB Tape Network Engineering Group meeting, January 3 and k, 1952 

DATE: January 11, 1952 

GENERAL: 

The Group meeting was quite successful, in fact, more successful than 
we who organized it had originally expected. Much good was derived from the mere 
exchange of information, and closer cooperation in the future is, I believe, 
guaranteed. It was gratifying to observe the willingness on everyone8 s part to 
spend son© concerted time and effort in order to insure that the formulation of 
standards for the Network will be the best possible standards which can b© de¬ 
vised. Although practically everything that was proposed was agreed upon, many 
more facets began to glow than were originally observed, and for this reason, a 
complete solution is not at hand. For instance, the area of electrical standards 
is very difficult to define practically, therefore there is still work to be done 
on this point. On the other hand, the more simple basic standards were agreed 
upon in full. Many good recommendations came out of this conference and we can 
begin work to carry these out® I believe everyone left the meetings much wiser 
than he entered -them, and for this reason alone, the entire effort can be justified. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Equipment: The equipment owned and the equipment on order for the NAEB 
Tape Network came under discus si on 0 It was generally agreed that the quality of 
Magnecord tape recorders was not high enough to be used universally at the Network 
Headquarters. It was thought that they were of good enough quality to be used 
in stations in the Network for playing back the Network tapes and in the Network 
Headquarters for the more simple tasks. Therefore the continued use of Magneeord 
tape recorders for the duplication of masters and copies for the Network is 
definitely not recommended except where it can be justified as a delaying action 
or as a matter of expediency until some better equipment is available. Along 
this same line of reasoning it was agreed that the use of Magnecorders for the 
master duplicating should be discontinued as soon as possible and better quality 
equipment be acquired. It was felt that this equipment be purchased even before 
the acquisition of some permanent duplicating equipment, for the quality of master 
duplicating would have to be improved sometime and should be made immediately. 
It was agreed that this equipment for master duplicating be the very finest avail¬ 
able at this tin© fcr the following reasons: 

I. This is the first step in the process of making duplicates 
of a program submitted to the Network. 
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2. Since it is during this process that the speed is reduced 
from 15 to this will be the greatest single loss of 
quality in the entire operation* It is, therefore, reasoned 
that the very finest equipmant be obtained to minimize this 
loss as much as possible, 

3* Since the masters sent to the Network are made on many dif¬ 
ferent types of machines, it i s highly desirable to duplicate 
these masters on equipment that can be adjusted easily to 
agree with the equipment making the original* 

2i« Since the determining quality is established by the primary 
standards, it is essential that Network headquarters have 
equipment capable of performing at this level* This equip¬ 
ment, properly maintained and tested, will in a practical 
sense be the first link in the process of establishing 
standards. 

The Group specifically recommended the Ampex 300 tape recorder for this 
application* It is recommended that two of these be purchased immediately to re¬ 
place all other equipment which is now used to duplicate master tapes* The ap¬ 
proximate cost of two Ampex 300 tape recorders is $3,600.00 

The purchase of the Hewlett-Packard test equipment was endorsed by 
everyone in the Group, 

Head Alignment: The Group agreed that the problem of head alignment 
was mainly one of fully informing everyone of the proper technique to use* It was 
suggested that a tape recorded program be circulated around the Network which 
fully explains the correct procedure to follow in aligning the recording heads* 
Several practical tips were offered as means in which this could most effectively 
be carried out* 

Basic Standards: The first seven basic standards were agreed to in 
full. The eighth basic standard, "Electrical Characteristics", is not complete 
at this time and much more work has to be done before I would recommend issuing 
it. The basic standards are grouped into two catagories, primary standard and 
secondary standard. The primary standard are the highest attainable today using 
the finest equipment and a speed of 15 ips* The secondary standards are accept¬ 
able standards for use in playback. 

The basic standards which are most complete at this time are: 

1, Type of tape: 
A* Plastic back—red oxide. 

2. Type of wind: 
Ao Tape wound with oxide in—("A"- wind)* 

3* Reel size: 
A. Primary standard—10(NARTB) 
B* Secondary standard—7"« 
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U. Tape length: 
A. Primary standard—2i;00 ft. plus 50 minus 0 
Bo Secondary standard—1200 ft. plus 25 minus 0. 

5* Erasing and recording width: 
A. Entire width of tape (full track) 

6. Tape speed: 
A. Primary standard—15 inches per second 
B. Secondary standard—7a inches per second. 

7* Tape alignment: 
A. Recording and reproducing heads shall be aligned 

perpendicular to trawl of tape. 

The above standards are basic to the entire industry and should not 
cause ary conflict with any kind of equipment generally used in the broadcast stations 

In the three areas of standardization the proposal was generally agreed 
to. It was believed necessary that the standards for tape duplication be the very 
highest attainable today. The standards in the area of tape acceptance bears 
emphasis for they involve a change from our normal routine in the past. It is 
recommended that the standards of tape acceptance be the primary standard. This 
means that tapes offered to the Network for acceptance be recorded at 15 inches 
per second and be of very good quality. Either size reel may be accepted however. 
The philosophy followed in making this decision is as follows: It is absolutely 
necessary, if we are to distribute good quality tapes, that the master sent to 
the Network be of the very highest attainable with the equipment the stations 
possess. It is, therefore, believed that requiring the masters to be made at 15 
ips. will go farther in insuring this requirement than will l\ ips. It nay appear 
ridiculous on first thought to require 15 ips. masters when we turn right around 
and duplicate them at 7i ips. However, it is believed the requirement of masters 
at 15 ips. will have an uplifting effect on all programs sent to the Network. If 
it does this, then it is entirely justified for it requires little additional cost. 
Furthermore, it is suggested that it be a requirement that, i&ereirer possible, 
these masters be original recordings on pre-erased tapes. 

It is believed that full attainment of these standards will require a 
good distribution program accompanied with complete written instructions. Our 
procedure for adopting officially these standards is as follows: the immediate • 
two weeks are being .pent on a little study on the electrical standards. I will 
then send out a revised form of standards to the members of the Group. They will 
then answer with any other suggestions. Their answer will constitute an official 
recommendation to the NAEB Board of Directors for adoption. We will then send 
copies of these standards to all the chief engineers of stations in the Network. 
It is possible that the electrical standards may take more time than two or three 
weeks. If so, the standards as much as are complete can be circulated. It is 
believed that with continued effort and cooperation the Tape Network can operate 
with standards more complete and workable than any other set of standards existing 
in the country today. 

RHJ :WC 
Robert H. Johnston 
Recording Engineer 



NAEB TAPE NETWORK 

Januaxy 29, 19$2 

Memo? 
To s Jim Niles, Dick Rider, Frank Schoolay 
From; Robert Ho Johnston 
Re : The acquisition of duplicating equipment from L*S« Toogood 

I have just completed a half-hour talk with Toogood and I feel I should 
set down my opinions, to you who have to make the decisions 0 

As of this moment we are where we were about a year ago with Toogood^ 
We still do not have a commitment to build the duplicator by a specified 
dateo All we have is an expressed willingness to build the duplicator 
some time in the future„ He said today, "Oh, I think something raore 
3sSinil©“d 11 work itself out in a few weeks o Drop in and see me if 
you1 re up in Chicago and you can see what X9 m wo iking onc" That egres¬ 
sion is fast becoming redundantd 

These are the facts as I analyse the situationo 

Xo Toogood has built and delivered two duplicating machines© One 
to some fellow in Canada and the other to some person who was 
going to do work for Georgestown University*, This latter per¬ 
son turned around and is now doing commercial work with the 
duplicator much to the concern of Toogood,, 

2.e Toogood has never said that he would not build us a duplicator0 
He has always said that he would sometime in the future0 How¬ 
ever, by his action (or inaction), he has displayed a disin¬ 
terest in building the duplicator up to the present time for the 
following stated reasons© 

Aq The head situation in the country is not good© The 
Magnecord head takes too much bias—very inefficient*. 
The Presto head besides being hard to get has electri¬ 
cal characteristics difficult to apply in this spec¬ 
ific caseo However, the duplicator he delivered to 
Canada had Presto heads on ito The RCA head unobtain¬ 
able o The Ampex head is holding up Ampex's production 
and for that reason unobtainable„ Brush doe s not make 
a broadcast head* Toogood is presently experimenting 
with Rangertone so there is a possibility with ito 

Bo Toogood is a slow deliberate man and does not want to 
sell equipment with his name attached that is riot of 
good quality© 
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Co He has consistently said that this sort of development 
takes time since it is his sideline businesso 

Unless I misjudge Too good., there are other reasons for his not 
building a duplicator for* us that he has not mentioned* These 
may be? 

A© He is concerned about competition0 He has complained 
to me about the Georgetown installstiono 

Bo He is not particularly impressed with our needo I 
believe he said he supplies .SPOstations himselfo 

Co He does not want to do business mth the University*, 
Perhaps he is sensitive about the bidding* the con¬ 
tracts, the legal points in generalo 

Do Our close proximity makes him fear that we can easily 
hound him about the performance, repairs, breakdowns, 
etc*, The two he has sold are many miles away from him*. 
Just coincidence??? 

Eo He wants our duplicating business« This has never been 
pointedly discussed* It would not be like him to take 
the initiative on this r. 

3o As bad as the head situation is, something could be worked out 
at this time0 If we could obtain 11 Ampex. Presto, or other 
good heads at this time, a duplicator could be put into opera- 
tionc If more of the same heads are not available we could 
operate about two to three thousand hours with the first ones 
we obtainedo This would be about a year* The mi chine then 
could be adapted for other better available heads at that time. 
In other words, m would be compromising on the electronics at 
this time* However the mechanical mechanism is about at a state 
of practical perfection*, 

iu There is sons indication that Ampex Electrical Carp* lias devel¬ 
oped something in the i*ay of a mass duplicator. If sor this 
should be investigatedc 

$Q I am assuming that it is most important that something be worked 
out in the way of mass duplicating before June*, 

6<o It is still most important, tec*inicalXy, that a single mandrel 
type of mass duplicator be obtainedo 

On the basis of the foregoing, it appears to me that we have only one 
possible course to follow» 
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We should immediately make some concerted effort to determine whether 
or not and when Too good will build us a duplicator 0 This should b© a, 
serious, high level, well-=planned visit* It should be an all-out 
effort to persuade Toogood to build this machine* If this fails-— 
if no promise is obtained to build this machine within a time limit 
which is felt necessary, then we have the following alternatives© 

lo Find someone else to build the thing© 

20 Build it ourselves© 

3o Use commercial stock equipment0 

A glance at the alternatives should impress us with the importance of 
getting Toogood to build this machine himself© Some thought should be 
given to the following questions© 

1© Why has he built two machines for other people and not for the 
University? Does he fear that we511 compete? Were they 
friendly agreements? Was he pressured into building them? Did 
he simply build them as experiments, as test models? 

2© If we suddenly came up with 11 good heads someihere, wuld he then 
build for us? This is about what happened with the Canada deal© 
He said that he was impressed when the fellow showed up with 
a dosen Presto heads© 

3o Would Toogood weaken if he felt we were going to get someone 
else to build the duplicator for us? 

ko Would it expedite matters if he were offered a retainer fee 
for the year following the installation of the duplicator to 
reln^mrse him for any attention he has to giv© the machine© 

So Would it ease his mind if the machine were rented from him 
rather than purchased? Therefore he could reclaim the machine 
if it were used in competition with him-? 

6© Is it possible that since we are a very good customer of 3M 
and sine© Toogood depends upon 3M a great deal that some pres- 
sure could be brought to bear on Toogood by 3M? 

Frankly I have not made any headway with Toogood in the last six months© 
I believe some decision should be mad© at this time as to which course 
to follow,, 

Robert H© Johnston 
Recording Engineer 



FOR INFORMATION OF- 

February 21, 

Mr. Robert VanDuyn 
W. K. Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creak, Michigan 

Dear Mr. VanDuyni 

You will recall that 
Foundation to the University of l) 
went of an educational brpo&cT 
of the national Association of Ed\eai 
a year to year basis beginning Juni 

ft made by the Kellogg 
feia to aid in the develop- 
lefcwork service on behalf 
.onal Broadcasters, is on 

1551. 

It would be tb the advantage of the University to 
place this grant on theNoame fisea/1 reporting basis as that 
followed by the^WfOTSrsifscofjm&nols, which terminates on 
June 30 of each" year. Wunmrit^ on hand are ample to enable us 
to proceed to/June 30, 1$52. 

Accordingly, wd wish to request that if possible the 
next grant yebr be for the period July 1, 1952 to June 30, 1953 
and to conformNiccordiMgly thereafter. Your consideration of 
this request wilF*W*appreciated. 

I should also like to inquire as to the type of finan¬ 
cial report which you would like to have rendered. If you will 
furnish us with this information* this office will be glad to 
prepare such report when due. 

Very truly yours. 

C* C. DeJLong 
Bursar 

CCDip© 
cci Mr. J. S. Miles 

Dean Wilbur Schramm 



NAEB TAPE NETWORK 

March h, 1952 

REPORT: 

TO : NAEB BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FROM t DICK RIDER 

RE : NETWORK STATIONS AND ASSESSMENT FEES 

There are currently 6l participating stations using the network service« 
These break down into 16 Class "A" stations, 15 Class "Bn, and 30 Class «cn» 
A list of active network stations by classification is attachedo 

The following figures are based on the 1952-1953 network service assess¬ 
ment rates as established by the menbership at the Biloxi meeting, These were: 
Class "A" $200$ Class "BM $125; and Class "C" $75* 

For the present six months period, Januaxy 1, 1952, to June 30, 1952, the 
following revenues will be obtained: 

From Class “A" Stations 
From Class "B" Stations 
From Class "C" Stations 

Total 

For the fiscal year July 1, 1952, to 
are anticipated: 

From Class "A" Stations 
From Class "B” Stations 
From Class "C" Stations 

Total 

$1,600,00 
937®50 

1,125.00 

$3, 662 o 50 

June 30, 1953, the following revenues 

$3,200*00 
1,875.00 
2»25QoOO 

$7,325.00 

It has been recommended by the Executive Committee of the Board that the 
next installment of the Kellogg Grant be paid to coincide with the normal July- 
June fiscal year. The amount allocated to network operation in the Kellogg 
budget for fiscal year 1952-53 is $16,500, This, added to the $7,325 antici¬ 
pated as receipts from stations, gives a total potential budget for the network 
of $23,825 for July 1, 1952-June 30, 1953® 

Since the purpose of this memorandum is partly to assist you in thinking 
about network assessments to be considered and approved at the Minneapolis 
convention, I might mention that the proposed Kellogg budget figure for network 
operation for fiscal year July 1, 1953-June 30, 1951* is $11,500, To achieve 



our hoped for #25*000 budget we will obviously need #13,500 from assessment 
fees. This is slightly less than double the anticipated 1952-53 receiptso 

For the 195U~1955 fiscal year the Kellogg budget provides #6,500<, After 
July 1, 1955, we are on our own* 

Obviously there will be some fluctuation in the number of stations and 
thus in the revenues received0 This is submitted to inform you of the situation 
as it now is and to begin the projection of dollar figures for future years 0 

Cordially, 

Dick Eider 



CUSS “A" STATIONS 

WGBH — Lowell Institute Cooperative Broadcasting Council 
WBAA — Purdue University 
WFIU — Indiana University 
WOSU -r Ohio State University 
WILL — University of Illinois 
WKAR «» Michigan State 
WUOM — University of Michigan 
WHA — University of Wisconsin 
WSUI — University of Iowa 
WOI — Iowa State College 
KUOM — University of Minnesota 
WCAL — Sto Olaf College 
KWSC — State College of Washington 
KSAC Kansas State College 
KFKU — University of Kansas 
KOAC -- Oregon State College 

CLASS ”BM STATIONS 

WBKY University of Kentucky 
WLSU -- Louisiana State University 
WUOA — University of Alabama 
WOT «— University of Tennessee 
WEVC — Evansville College 
KFJM 4- University of North Dakota 
KCVN 4- College of the Pacific 
KUQW University of Washington 
WABE «,• Atlanta Board of Education 
KDPS ~~ Des Moines Public Schools 
WBEZ -r Chicago Board of Education 
WBGQ — Board of Education, Newark, New Jersey 
WDTH -r Detroit Public Schools 
KSLH — Board of Education, St0 Louis 
WNAD — University of Oklahoma , 

CLASS "CM STATIONS 

WTBS — 
WAS -- 
WWHI <=>- 
WVSH — 
WEPS 

WAER Syracuse University 
WSOU — Seaton Hall College 
WDUQ Duquesne University 
WSAJ o- Qrove City College 
WBUR — Boston University 
WUSV -- University of Scranton 
WKSU — Kent State University 
WORE De Pauw University 
WFPL Louisville Public Library 
WMCR — Western Michigan College 
WNUR — Northwestern University 
WMUB — Miami University 
WMMI — Municipal Jr. College, Meridian, Mississippi 
KWLC — Luther College, Decorah, Iowa 
KWAR — Wartburg College, Waverly, Iowa 
KUSD — University of South Dakota 
KUSC — University of Southern California 
KBPS t- Portland Public Schools 
KWGS ~~ University of Tulsa 

KMUW — University of Wichita 
WGPS —. Greensboro Public School 

Dade County Board of Educo, Miama 
New Albany, Indiana, City Schools 
Wilson JrG High School, Muncie, Indo 
School-City of Huntington, Indo 
Board of Education, Elgin, Illo 

WSHS Sewanhaka High School, Floral Pko,NI 
WTDS — Toledo Public Schools, Toledo, Ohio 
WBGU ~ Bowling Green State University 
KWAX — University of Oregon 



Mr* Seymour 8, Siegel 
VETO, Z-taicipal Broadcasting System 
2500 Municipal Building 
8«v fork 7# 8w York 

Bear Syt 

Skis is to thank you for two things 1 for your willingness, and that 
of the other Executive Conmittae members, to have your setsting at i^r hotoe 
that day when I was still convalescing from the flu; and for your invitation 
to the Borman seating. I want to case to that conference if I possibly can, 
but it is going to be hard to do. I’m in a nesting up here the 28th and part 
of the 29th. If at all possible, 1*11 fly down for the latter part of the 
Homan meeting. These regional conferences appeal to me as idea and expert- 
aont, and if X can help then in any way X shall. 

I remea&er vaguely promising to write you a letter after that 
February 16 meeting at ay heme. Perhaps it isn’t necessary now, because 
Burton, so far as X can remember, reports accurately (in his minutes of the 
February 15 end l£ meetings, page k) what was said. But let me say some of 
it again, a little more fully. 

The University has no intention of trying to make policy for the 
Kellogg project. That is clearly the right and responsibility of HAEB 
through its elected and appointed representatives. Just as clearly, the 
administration of the project and of the project funds is the responsibility 
of the project director. He must follow and execute the policy designated by 
the H&EB sta?ervisory committee. He must use financial procedures which the 
University can audit and check, and than certify back to the Foundation. 

So far as the University of Illinois is concerned, our intention is 
to do everything we can to make it easier — not harder — for the Mm to 
run a successful project. If you ever find out that something the University 
is doing is making the project harder, then tell me at once. I don’t believe 
there are any of these problem® that can’t be solved if we know and talk 
about them. 

The project looks to me as though it is gathering speed now and 
headed in a direction that will make us all proud of it. 

Very best wishes to you! 

VSimh 
CCt Mr. Graydom Ausiais 

Dr. Burton Faulu 
Mr. Frank Schooley 
Mr. Jams Mies 

Sincerely yours. 

% 

Wilbur Schramm 
Dean 



THE NAEB TAPE NETWORK 

REPORT SUBMITTED TO THE W.K* KELLOGG FOUNDATION 

May, 1952 

INTRODUCTION 

The NAEB Tape Network came into being in January of 1950 when the 
series, WE HUMAN BEINGS, was offered to 19 stations® In January of 
1951 the headquarters of the tape netssork operation was moved from "WHIG, 
in Hew York, to the University of I3.1inoi s® There it was operated 
under the guidance of the Division of Communications® In June of 195)1 
the network began operations under the grant from the Kellogg Foundation® 

To indicate fully the progress made by the tape network, this 
report summarises its activities from the beginning in January* 1950, 

STATION PARTICIPATION 

By the tire the network operation was moved frcsn WNTO there were 
Ii3 stations utilising the service® With the addition of temporary dup» 
licating equipment this number was raised to 70* At the annual conven¬ 
tion of the association in Biloxi* Miss* in November of 1951, the member¬ 
ship voted to begin the levying of a service assessment fee for stations 
using 'the network* The fees were effective as of January 1, 1952® Sever¬ 
al stations found it impossible to pay Idle fee and dropped from the net** 
work® This decrease resulted in a network of 62 stations® Some of the 
stations which dropped out have since re Joined® They with new members 
have raised the total marker of participating stations to the present 
65* . It is anticipated that with the start of the new fiscal year there 
will be 68 fee-paying stations using the tape network service, 

(See appendix nA” and Appendix WCK) 

PROGRAMS AND THE Hi UTILIZATION 

The tape network has offered ?3 regular series of programs plus 12 
extra series or individual programs® This totals 90li individual programs® 
This represents 12,797 hours and 30 minutes of radio programming®^ In 

the period between January 1950 and -die present, the tape network has 
furnished 3,260 hours and 30 minutes of broadcast time to more than 70 
stations located in the major population centers of the United States® 

* Excluding series on which no statistics are available® (See Appendix B) 



The programs have been obtained from a wide variety of sources 
inc3-uding: member stations! the British Broadcasting Corporation# the 
Cooper Union?; the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation! the University of 
Berne, Switzerland! The Federal Security Agency; the Mutual Security 
Agency; the Armed Forces of the United States;*the United Nations; 
UNESCOj commercial stations and networks; private foundations; and other 
public service agencies® The programs have been concerned with many 
important subject areas and were presented in numerous formats® 

The percent of stations us5.ng regular program series has run from 
a low of 20$ to a high of 100$ with an average percentage of use of 66%« 
This is an encouragingly high percentage in view of the fact that use 
is entirely optional on the part of the station® No effort is made to 
increase the usage of programs except to select programs of continually* 
higher quality® This use of the network service has also been achieved 
with a distrlbutlon system that can not guarantee a regular delivery' of 
tapes on a sufficiently safe basis to insure complete regularity of 
scheduling® This bodes well for the network9s future® 

TOWARD A SOLUTION OF SOME PROBLEMS 

Two important steps were taken during the past year to help solve 
some of the network*s most pressing problems® 

In January there mat in Urbana a group of engineers and invited 
electronics specialists® This group was concerned with the technical 
problems of tape recording and the mass reproduction of tapes® Tape 
recording is such a new process that the extant technical standards 
are incompleteo Thus it became obvious that technical standards would 
have to be devised by our own members® A preliminary report was submitted* 
The standards are now being revised and will soon be published as a 
technical guide for the entire network operation® 

In February there met in Lafayette, Indiana the Tape Network 
Program Acceptance Committee and the In-School Programs Committee® These 
committees were confronted with the problem of establishing policies and 
evaluative criteria for programming the network® A greatly increased 
mutuality of thinking on the subject of programs resulted® A report of 
these findings was published for the information of all rasher stations® 
The In-School Programs Committee took further action in implementing an 
active distribution of programs designed for classroom use in elementary 
and secondary schools® This distribution is now a successfuly reality® 

THE OPERATION 

At this writing the network is still required to operate on a 
^bicycle** basis© This method of distribution is incapable of adequately 
serving the member eta tier©® Such success as the network has experienced 
has been achieved in spite of this method® It has been impossible to 
abandon the ^bicycle* without a mass duplicating machine® Delivery of 
such a machine is new assured® 

The network has acquired approximately £,200 reels of magnetic ta$a0 
This has allowed an ever expanding program service* It is anticipated 
that approximately IG.,000 reels will be required to keep the operation 
running at peak efficiency* 



Hien the remaining electronic equipment is delivered the network 
will bo capable of preparing, duplicating, and distributing the raax- 
imuai quantity of high-quality tape recorded programs® 

CONCLUSIONS 

.. Tape Network has achieved a position of eminence in the 
field of educational broadcasting. The typical reaction of station 
managers is keen enthusiasm. Yet, the real potential, of the operation 
has not been realised. With the advent of direct service to all stations 
on an individual basis the network will really come into its own. 
Program resources are developing rapidly. Financial support by th© 
using stations seems assured* Solutions are in progress for all major 
problems which have been met to date. It is impossible to view the 
future of -the tape network with anything but enthusiastic optimism. 



APPENDIX "AK 

HISTORICAL summary OP the NUMBER of stations 
PARI' ICI PA TING? IN THE NAEB TABS NETWORK 

Febinxary, IpJO—-The first series to bs distributed by WNYC, 
originator of the NAEB Tape Network, iras 
•WE HUMAE BEINGS o 

This series was distributed toc..stations0 

December, X93>U-~Tne tenth series, IDEAS AND 1HEIR OOMMUN* 
ICATION. was ihe last series to be distributed 
by Wind The headquarters was moved to the 
University of Illinois in January, 1951 

IDEAS AND THEIR COMMUNTCATION ?sas distributed to»««Jtl stationso 

May, 1951-In the NAEB Tape Network Progress Report #2, 
Network manager, Dick Rider, reported that 
the number of stations new being serviced 
by the NAEB Tap e Network was.. . .. h3 stations © 

June, 1951^™—«»The number of atatione increased to*.,*•*..•...**** «b6 station©« 

July, 1951—-r-—~Of the 69 active members of NAEB, the number 
receiving network service was«««««»*•**«*.***»»»52 stations* 

Ncvenber, 1951—With the start of the package method of dis¬ 
tribution, the network was servicing*«• *••••• «*•*• *©?0 stations© 

December, 1951—A service asses©?© nt fee was levied for -the 
NAEB Tape Network service© 

January, 1952—Of the ?9 active members, those receiving 
network service were ••••»•*••••....*o2 stations« 

May, 1952--—The number of stations now being serviced 
by the NAEB Tap© Network totalled*....****65 stationso 

is estimted that the number of station to be 
serviced by the network will be«*. • • * .68 stations <> 



LIST OF STATIONS CURRENTLY PARTICIPATING 
IN THE HAEB TAPE NETOEK 

KBPS (AH) 
KCVN (FM) 
KBPS (FM) 
KFJM (AM) 
KFKU (AM) 
KANU (FM) 
mm (fm) 
KOAC (AM) 
KSAC (AM) 
KSDS (FM) 
XSLH (FM) 
KUOM (AM) 
XUOW (FM) 
KUSC (FM) 
KUSD (AM) 
KWAR (FM) 
KWilX (FM) 
XWDS (FM) 
KWLC (am) 
KWSC (AM) 
mm (am) 
WAER (FM) 
WBM (AM) 
7/BEZ (FM) 
WBG0 (FM) 
WBGU (FM) 
WKY (FM) 
T/BUR (FM) 
WGAL (AM) 
WDTR (FM) 
TOUQ (FM) 
WEPS (FM) 
WEVC (FM) 
WIU (FM) 
WPL (FM) 
mmi (FM) 
WGPS (FM) 
fCrHE (fm) 
WHA (AM) 
WILL (AM) 
TOJC (F!i) 
WAR (AM) 
WAR (FM) 
WKSU (FM) 
WLSU (FM) 
WMCR (FM) 
mxi (FM) 

mm (fm) 

Benson Polytechnic Institute Portland- Ore* 
College of the Pacific Stockton, Calif® 
Des Moines Public Schools Bes Moines, lowa 
University of llorth Dakota Grand Forks. N*D» 
University of Kansas Lawrence, Kano 

University of Wichite Wichita, Kan® 
Oregon State College Corvallis, 
Kansas Stats College Manhattan, Kars® 
San Diego City Schools San Diego, CalifJ 
Board of Education Ste Louis, Mo® 
University of Minnesota Minneapolis, Him.* 
University of Washington Seattle, Wash® 
University of Southern California Los Angeles, Calif ;. 
University of South Dakota 
W&rtburg College 

Vermillion, S,D» 
Waver ly, ^osra 

University of Oregon Eugene, Qre0 
University of Tulsa Tulsa, Okla 
Luther College Decorah, Icwa 
State College of Washington Pullman, Wash® 
Board of Education Atlanta, Ga« 
Syracuse University Syracuse, N»Y» 
Purdue University Lafayette, Ind* 
Board of Education Chicago, Ill* 
Board of Education Newark, N*J* 
Bowling Green State University BouLing Green, Ohio 
University of Kentucky Lexington, Ky« 
Boston University Boston, Has a* 
St® Olaf College Ncrthfield, Mi!®* 
Board of Education Detroit, Mich* 
Duque sue Uni.ve rsity Pittsburgh, Pa,. 
Board of Education Elgin, IXlo 
Evansville College Evansville,IndQ 
Indiana Uni ve mi ty Bloomington, Ind® 
Free Public Library Louisville, Kyq 
Lowell Insit., Co-op B/dcsstlng Cornell Boston,. Mass a 
Greensboro Public Schools Greensboro, N.G» 
BaPauw University Greencastlo9 ind# 
University of Wisconsin Madison, Tfia * 
University of Illinois Urbans, Ill* 

Michigan State College East L&nsing, Mich© 

Kent St at© University 
Louisiana State University 
Western Michigan College 
Municipal Junior College 
Miami University 

Kent,* Ohio 
Baton Rouge, La-, 
KaXamasoo, Mich® 
Jferidien, MIes« 
Oxford, Ohio 



WAD (AM) 
WAD (FM) 
WAS (FM) 
WNDR (FM) 
WNYC (AM) 
WIG (FM) 
WME (FM) 
¥01 (AM) 
WOI (FM) 
WDSU (AM) 
WOSU (FM) 
wool (fm) 
WSAJ (AM) 
WSKS (FM) 
WSOU (FM) 
WOI (AM) 
KSUI (FM| 
TfTDS (FM) 
WTHS (FM) 
TOA (FM) 
WUOM (FM) 
TO? (FM) 
WUSV (FM) 
wvsh (FM) 
1TOHI (FM) 

University of Oklahoma 

Nsw Albany City Schools 
Northwestern University 
Municipal Broadcasting System 

Board of Education 
Iowa State 

Ohio State University 

Ohio University 
Grove City College 
Board of Education 
Sston Hall College 
State University of Iowa 

Board of Education 
Lindsey Hopkins Vocational School 
University of Alabama 
University of Michigan 
University of Tennessee 
University of" Scranton 
School City of Huntington 
Wilson Junior High School 

Norman, Ok'JLa* 

New Albanyj Ind„ 
Evanston, Ill® 
New York. N*Y* 

Brooklyn, N*Y, 
Amas, Icwst 

Columbus, Ohio 

Athens, Ohio 
Grove City, Pa* 

Floral Park, H.Y, 
South Orange, N*J* 
Icwa City, Iowa 

Toledo, Ohio 
Miami, FX&o 
University, Alsu 
Arm Arbor, Midtr© 
Knoxville, Term© 
Scranton, Fa© 
Huntington, Ind* 
Muncie, Ind- 

Possible additions to the networl as of July 1, 1952 

KANW (FM) Board of Education 
WET (FM) Wayne University 
WUNC (FM) University of North Carolina 

Albuquerque, N»M« 
Detroit, Mich© 
Chapel Hill, H«C« 
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SUMMARY OF SERIES JND NUMBER OF HOURS FEE TYH2 OF 

No© of Music series XS 
Indir* shows dist© i 

Total x5 s 

No® of Talk series 35 
Indiv* shows dist. 5 

Total ho 

No® of Talk hours*«•••«»••* 

No* of Drama said.es 10 
Indiv* shows dist* 3 

Total 1 13 

No* of Drama hours«*•••••„• 

h>368*35 Hrs© 

3,963tOO 

2,61i2:lj$ 

No „ of Documentary aeries 
Indiv* ihows dist,. 

Total 

NOo of Documentary hoists* ?89sOO 

NOo of Children’s series ~ik 

Ho0 of Children’s hours *    .•*..*.. «XsQ3li *30 

Total 



APPENDIX »GfJ 

TAPS NETWORK INCOME FROM SERVICE ASSESSMENT FEES 

Network Service Assessment Fees are levied on the same basis as 
stations are charged for regular NAEB annual dues* The stations are 
divided into three classes according to transmitter power* 

Class "A” 5kwfc or more 
Class wBn - Ikw* to h*9 kw* 
Class ffC,: Less than lkw<> 

The membership voted at the annua], convention at Biloxi, Mississ¬ 
ippi in November, 1952 to levy an annual service assessment fee for the 
network service. The rates established for the fiscal year July 1, 1952, 
to June 30, 1953 were; 

Class «Af} $200o0Q 
Class «B« X25o.CO 
Class WG!* 75*00 

The membership further voted to assess fees for the six-month period 
January 1, 1952, to June 30, 1952 at half the rats for the first full 
fiscal year« 

These charges break down as follows; 

Period—January 1, 1952, to June 30, 1952 

Number of stations in each classification 

Class WAW 
Class HBsi 
Claes "C*5 

Total 
Plus 7/NYC 
carried frse 

16 
15 
30 
ex' 

x 
~vr IHasfcions participating in Network 

(Jeeru, 1952)^ 

Hates 

Class WAW 
Class »B* 
Class «CB 

1100*00 
62a5 0 
37*50 

Revenue 

Class »AR 
Glass WB* 
Class WCB 

Total 

$1,600*00 
937.50 

1.125oOO 
"Ij^sss.svir 

# Stations, KSDS, WNYE, & 's¥0UI were added lata in ‘this period and are 
not counted in the number of stations nor revenue received0 They 
will not be billed until fiscal year 1952-2953* 



Period—July 1? 19$2, to June .30, 1953 

Number of stations in each classification 

Class »Att 
Class f*3« 
Class ”C»! 

Total 

Rates 

Class *»AW 
Class ”BK 
Class "CM 

20 
16 
32 

"isr 

$200«00 
125fc00 

75,00 

Revenue (Estimated) 

Class »A« 
Glass 
Class «CW 

Total 

$4,000*00 
2,000,00 
2,h00,00 



Hr. Robert VanDuyn 
Associate Director 
W. K. Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Mr. VanDuyn: 

Thanks for information on the hotel 
situation In Battle Creek next week. We*11 
proceed to get reservations at the Battle Creek 
Sanitarium. 

Sincerely, 

Frank E. Schooley 
Treasurer 

FESifmh 

blind copy - J. Miles 



W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 

BATTLE CREEK; MICH1 GAN 

DIVISION OF EDUCATION 

HUGH B. MASTERS 
Dl RECTOR 

ROBERT G.VANDUYN 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR May 12, 1952 

Mr. Frank E. Schooley, Treasurer 
National Assoc, of Educational Broadcasters 
WILL, University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Schooley; 

We just discovered today that there are complications in using 
the Hart Hotel. This hotel seems to be booked to capacity dur¬ 
ing the time the NAEB fellows expect to be he re. May we suggest 
that you make reservations at the Battle Creek Sanitarium, which 
is just up the street a block from our office. We have checked 
to be sure there will be no complications there concerning rooms. 

We stay on the same time the year around in Battle Creek—eastern 
standard time. 

We are looking forward to seeing you on Friday, May 23, and have 
made arrangements for you to use our facilities as long as you 
need them over the weekend. 

This week I will spent two or three days with Jim Miles who is 
in Iowa visiting Dick Hull. 

We are looking forward to having you people with us. 

Sincerely, 

HFDsjg Robert VanDuyn 



May 28, 1952 

Mi'. Robert VanDuyn 
Associate Director 
W. K. Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Bob: 

A sincere word of appreciation to you, and 
to every member of the Kellogg staff, from 
one who certainly enjoyed the opportunity 
of being present in Battle Creek. Please 
express my appreciation to others of the 
staff, too. Tell Andy X#m afraid I won * t be 
on isid Saturday when the Illinl defeat the 
rest of the Big Ten at Ann Arbor, so 1*11 
miss seeing him. 

Sincerely, 

Frank E. Schooley 
Treasurer 

FES:e« 

Dr. Horning - Internationa l Division 
Dr. Kindey (Sp?) - Heaeth and Medicine 
Miss Amy Vglione - Assoc, Nursing 
Andy Potello, Hospital 



XKFORmL BUDGET REPORT 

Prepared by the Executive Director for 

the Board of Directors® Meeting^ Kay 23=2ks 19^2 

(Formal reporting will be done 
at the end of the fiscal year, June 305 X9£2 

by the University of Illinois«) 



CAPITAL BUDGET 

ITEMS ORIGINAL REVISED ACTUAL BALANCE 

(A) L© So Toogood 
tape duplicator $Xl,000o00 $10,266o25 $6,989.50 $3,276©75 

(B) Tap© recording 
equipment 1*000©Q0 3A90o73 5*683^20 ~2*U32*U7 

(0) Tape playback 
and speaker l$000o00 1,335.06 «4.335o06 

(D) 1500 reels of 
tap© 5025OoOO t,92SoOO lis260..?2 661*©80 

(E) 5y0CQ shipping 
cartons lODoOO 

(F) Installation 
costs l,000o00 

(G) Cost of 
adminis trail on 967*50 967.50 

TOTALS $19,350*00 $19,350*00 $19,175.78 $ l?i*o02 

Explanations t 
Item As The price on the Too good duplicator has always been a nebulous figure© At one 

time it was $15,000©00c At another time -m thought w$ could assemble on© for 
less than $5*000o00o The figure used in the actual column above is the exact 
quotation finally given us via R&wdon Smith 0 The order has been placedo 
Delivery ie promised early in June0 

Item B“ This item has varied for two reasons $ (1) the necessity of having some interim 
equipment on which to do the duplication3 (2) Changes in engineering advice 

from the Presto to the Anpex machines© The $^,,623©20 figure actually purchased 
a 3e»unit Magnecorder ard two rack mounted Ampex 30Q«*te© The Ampex will b® used 
to make master tapes© The Kagnecorder will be used m a standby unit© 

Item Cs The $1,335*06 represent a not only a high quality .amplifier and speaker which 
are essential to quality auditioning, it also covered a balk magnetic eraser, 
a top quality electronic tape splicer, an audio oecilator and a distortion 
analyzer© All are necessary If we are to have top quality masters© 

Item Di In order to operate the network at its present levels w© have found it necessary 
to acquire over 52QO reels of tape* 1512 reels are represented in this item©, 

Item E: We did buy shipping containers but these we handled under operating expenses 
of tbe NS WORK OPERATING BUDGET, 

Item Pt Installation costs are included in the purchase price of the duplicator© 

Item Gs Normal University of Illinois charges for housing the project© 



NETWCHK OPERATING BUDGET 

ITEMS ORIGINAL REVISED ACTUAL BALANCE COMMITMENTS 

(A) Network Manager 
& Ass»t Director $6*000o00 $6,000o00 $5,500o00 $ 500o00 $l,000o00 

(B) Engineer \ time 2,200oG0 — 

(G) Recording 
Technician 3,00Q©00 3^000o00 2s75QoQQ 250©00 500o00 

(D) Clerk 2,i(00o00 2,1*00,00 2,200©GO 200*00 400.00 

(E) Packaging and 
shipping tapes 

(F) Office expenses 

li,Uoo©oo 

500o00 

—-— ——— 

(G) Operating expenses ' 5,903,00 7,U5o97 =1,512,97 29850o00 

(H) RepJacement and 
maintenance 3g000o00 3,000,00 ——- 3,000,00 

(I) Workmens 
compensation 162,00 ll*8©5o 13,50 27o00 

(J) Cost of 
adminis tration 1,035,00 ii.035.00 ———- 

TOTALS $21,500,00 $21,500,00 $19,01*9.52 $2,U50oii8 $4,777.00 

Explanationsj 
Generals This budget was drawn for 12 months, but will actually cower 13 monthsc This accounts 

for the majority of the difference between the commitments end balance columns ($29326«52 

Item Bs This item was eliminated as such- and the recording work done on a contract basis by 
the WILL recording serviceo This was billed under Item Go 

Items 
E and F: These were grouped together and with s portion of 3 make up Item Go 

Item G: This includes* 10 Transcription charges §3t9083®0X) ($12 700000)1 2o Mailing charges 
($l,321o2ij) ($900o0Q)j 3o Telephone and telegraph charges ($X5Qo00) ($50oQQ)| 
ho General ($l,l62,61i) ($20Qo00)j and 5« 56? reals of tap© ($l,699©08)o 
FIRST FIGURES IN EACH CASE ARE ACTUAL EXPENDITURES ~ SECOND FIGURES ARE COMMITMENTS© 

Item Hi This item was intended &£ a reserve0 Obviously it is needed for operating expenses© 

Item I: Illinois law calls for 1©5$ on all salaries« 

Item J* Normal University of Illinois charges for housing the project© 



PROJECT BUDGET 

ITEMS ORIGINAL REVISED ACTUAL BALANCE COMMITMENTS 

A 
Project Director $ 9*0G0o0Q $ 9sOQQoQO $ 6,000.00 $ 3,000,00 $ l*50QoG0 

B 
Directors annuity ——— XsQ2QaQQ 765.00 255,00 8£o00 

G , . 
Secretary 35ooo0oo 2$k0Qo00 1,600.00 800,00 hOOoOO 

D 
Extra labor 602,00 =602.00 3000 CO 

S 
Workmens Compensation —7—— 171o00 112,00 59.00 28oOO 

F 
Cost of Administration l#700c00 l»?00oC0 

G 
Working committees 2,£00o00 —— 961u97 =961*,97 or? ct»ao 

H 
Workshop 8,ooo*oo £,000*00 5,000.00 —— 

I 
Central office 

materials ^OOOoOO h9709*00 ■ 2*760,0? 1,91*8,93 iiOOoOO 

J 
Community studies 2«$0QoQQ —— ™..= 

K 
Unas signed trawl 3,3QOoOO 29000o00 1,703,65 296,15 300o00 

L 
Regional seminars ——— £p0G0o00 2*000,00 3,003,00 —~— 

3f 
Board Heatings — 29OOOoOO 3,1*38,13 =1,1*38.13 2„000o00 

N 
Reserve l^OOOoOO **»«»« 1,000,00 CM»K>«e<»C3><» 

TOTALS f3i»,000«00 |3!»,000*00 $21,61*6,02 $12,353.98 $ £,013o00 



PROJECT BUDGET — Page 2 

Item As There will be some money left in this item inasmuch as the Director 
did not assume office until Sep tarter lo 

Item 0 and Bj We have had three people in this position this year* Hence, it 
has been necessary to put at least part of this money over into 
extra labor* 

Item Es Illinois law calls for \«% on all salaries* 

Item Fs Normal University of Illinois charges for housing the project® 

Item Gi The working committees who met with these funds are the Tape Network 
Engineering Committee 5 the Tape Network Program Acceptance Committee $ 
and the Tape Network In-School Programs Committee* 

Item Hz A workshop is scheduled for Jims 15 through June 2$n 1952* This* however, 
is not listed ae a commitment on the budget inasmuch as the Executive 
Committee approved charging this workshop against the 1952^ budget* 
Tills money would than b© available to apply against our $8,,000 debt 
for tape80 

Item Ij This item includes printing, telephone and telegraph, and all similar 
office functionso 

Item K: This item includes the traveling by the Executive Director, the Tape 
Network Manager, and individual trips by several other people on project 
business® 

Item Ms Because of the difficulty of communication and the multiplicity of 
problems confronting the Board and the Executive Committee,, it seemed 
absolutely imperative that the expenditures under this item be madeo 



HEADQUARTERS REPORT 

The first year of the educational broadcasting project sponsored by the 

Kellogg Foundation can truly be called a shakedown. year© It is said that broad¬ 

casting in its broadest scope is one of the min elements of mass communication© 

While the NAEB may have solved many of the problems of mss communication# it 

still found basic communication very difficult0 When -you add to this the fact 

that there Here many problems which demanded the ultimate in communication# you 

begin to get some idea of the magnitude of the task© That we have been able to 

hold together at all is perhaps a major accompli,shrasnto To say that we have actu¬ 

ally forged ahead and are on more solid ground than a year ago ia# in effect# great 

praise© 

It is important to be historical for a moment# especially for the bene¬ 

fit of those who may read this report and do not have tbs background of active 

RAEB-crSo NAEB organised under this name in 193i|. from v.he dying embers of what 

were once the strong fires for educational broadcasting >f the mid-twenties» It 

managed through the late thirties and the war years of the forties to stay in exist¬ 

ence — but progressed very little® The end of the war* the opening of the FM band# 

and the allocation of 20% of the FM channels for educations! purposes — largely at 

the Instigation of NAEB — breathed new life into those embers* The next bit of fuel 

added was the strengthening of the News-Letter# taking it avvy £rom. a strict house 

organ function and making it a voice for educational broadcai tinge The fires were 

pushed to white heat By the Allerton Seminar of X9k9 and kept, there by the sub« 

sequent seminar in I9$0o The seminars gave form to the idea of the tap® network 

which was quickly inpleioBntedp The continued associations prompted the then K&EB 

President to call a special meeting from which was formed the Joint Committee on 

Educational Television© 

The membership rightfully felt that it had gone perhaps as far as it 

could go under its own power and so as led its emissaries to send out fosiers for 



~ 2 * 

potential help* Such help was forthcoming but* as with everything else in radio* 

it cana in landslide proportions* Mot only were we to. have the long sought money 

for strengthening the tape network and providing a central office* but we were 

also to have the money for a strengthened Joint Committee on Educational Television^, 

a largo program production unit,, and a substantial sura for the conducting of the TV 

monitoring projects* 

It took only a glance to realize that the min function of the central 

office* aside from the strong tape network operation, was on© of liaison* of keap<-.-> 

ing people informed* pf establishing the channels of eorcsmnicat ion© Tills has proved 

a very large order indeed© However* it is possible today to say that the people con® 

cernsd are better informed about the many programs of NAEB than ever before in its 

history© Communications are still not adequate0 Procedural matters are still not 

clearly worked out* The place of NAEB Headquarters is still not clearly established 

in many minds* 

The place of Headquarters in the average somber Ss mind is* however* much 

mre e3bar© It does provide for them the long needed pool of information about 

educational broadcasting© It gives them the place to trite and be assured of speedy 

and accurate answers to their current problems 0 It is starting to provide unsolici¬ 

ted helps in the fields of promotion* programming* !©V©5 and many others© 

One of the major parts of the project was the support of seminars and n©et» 

inga which were designed to s trengthen both stations and personnel© NAEB had long 

felt the need for such msetiigs, but budgetary limitations had prevented these© 

Now that these limitations wore partially lifted* what were the best meeting forms 

vhicli could be used? One that had long boon proposed was- the regional meeting© 

This was activated in Norman* Oklahoma* in March of 2$$2© The protagonists* every 

wish was fulfilled© It was successful on many counts© It gave knowledge to many 

people who in the past had never talked to another person engaged in educational 
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broadcasting* It gave a new insight on the national level of educational broadcast® 

ing to the officers of the association who acted as consultants for the meetings 

Here certainly was the fertile ground* the seed had been well planted* and KAEB 

on its cam experience easily and with assurance cultivated its growtho 

Aside from the regional meeting* this was a year of policy rase tings o 

The list rum? somewhat lilts this* 

Septenbers Executive Coietnittee meetings 

November; Meeting of the Executive Committee* Board of Directors* 

Adult Education Committea* and the National Convention; 

Decesperj Adult Education Committee) 

January 3 Adult Education Goimi&ttee* Idult 

Education Gojmitieo and tha Beard of Directors* and the 

Tape Network Engineering Committes; 

February; Tape Network Program Accor ;anco Committee* Tape Network 

Xn®School Programs'Connitti:<3* and the Executive Committee| 

March? Adult Education Committee* .Executive Committee* and 

Regional Conference; 

April? Executive Committee* Tape Hatvork Xh«School Program Committee* 

and Board of Directors meeting. x 

' Hay; Board of Directors meeting* 

2h addition to preparing for and attending the meetings mentioned in the 

previous, paragraph* the Executive Director attended* 

In September* The Carnegie Roundtable for Y-: \Ld Peace; 

In December* The School Broadcast Conferencej 

In J&nuaiy* Tbs (k stii it tribe: d v?: \t the' American Council 

on Education and the St-, J^oi&s Television Programs Mse tings 



In Aprils The Institute for Education by Radio<=1elevision and 

the Television Programs Institute; 

Ifl.Magyar The annual meeting of the American Council on Education,, 

In connection with these meetings# the Executive Director has taken the 

opportunity to visit the following mmbor stations.? 

WFPL ««• Louisville 
WNAS New Albany 
WTJOA i— University of Alabama 
WABE «• Atlanta Public Schools 
WUCT «- University of Tennessee 
WBKT University of Kentucky 
mXC — New York Gity 
WDIX2 <=»* Duqueshe University 
WMUR — Miami (Ohio) 
WEP8 — Elgin Public Schools 
WBOE «— Cleveland Public Schools 
WEAR Michigan State College 
WKGR — Western Michigan State Collage 
KSLH — St0 Louis Public Schools 
WNAD «*» University of Oklahoma 
WO I — Iowa State College 

In addition,, the Executive Director visited Associate Member Lehigh 

University ©id prospective member Antioch College* Past travelling has enabled the 

Executive Director to visits 

WHA — University of Wisconsin 
KUOM «*» University of Minnesota, 
WUOM <— University of Michigan 
WSUI «■» State University of Iowa 
WFITJ — Indiana University 
WGRE «■». DePauw University 
WILL — University of Illin6is 
WBM Purdue University 

This personal knowledge of the personnel# facilities# and methods of 

ops ration of twenty«four of our eightyour Active Members makes it a great deal 

©pier to rander real service to these menberso 



This has been an extremely trying year and jet m extremely gratifying 

oneo Many really fine individuals ha/a given of their very best, We have taken 

tremendous strides. There are many iure yet to take. That k> wU-'. taka the; 

foregone conclusion. They sra the nicessary '.'taps toward our ultima'.! goal* sound 

educational broadcasting o 



A Report 

from 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

to 

W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 



"...history was made in educational broadcasting.” 

These were the words John Dunn, Director of NAEB Region V, used 

to describe the first regional conference in NAEB history. This 

conference was a long dreamed of high point of the past year for 

NAEB. It was finally possible this year under terms of the grant 

from the W* K. Kellogg Foundation. 

Region V of NAEB is composed of the s tates of Missouri, 

Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, and Louisi¬ 

ana. This land of wide open spaces was also a land of great dis¬ 

tances between educational broadcasters. Many of the people who 

found it possible to attend this conference with Foundation help 

had in the past literally never talked to another person engaged in 

educational broadcasting. Who then could better counsel these people 

than practical educational broadcasters? It was therefore logical 

that the national officers of NAEB, all practical educational broad¬ 

casters, be chosen as the consultants for this meeting. 

The results will be felt for a long time. Immediately 

they can best be summed up by quoting two paragraphs from the report 

of John Dunn, who originally fathered the idea of regional divisions 

of NAEB and who sparkplugged this meeting. 

”REGIONALLY, I believe that Region V, for the first time, 
has a deeper respect for and understanding of the National 
Association of Educational Broadcasters than even before; 
regional members know their national officers and are 
greatly impressed with their ability; regional members 
know each other in a truly personal way, regional members 
realize that others have problems sometimes greater than 
their own; regional members are willing to help others so 
far as it is in their ability in the solution of problens; 
regional members are truly inspired to do bigger and better 
things in educational broadcasting. 



“NATIONALLY5 I think the national officers got a real in¬ 
sight into the problems of small operations; they know 
what educational broadcasting is doing at the ’grass 
roots * level. We proved to ourselves that we could 
operate a conference in a helpful way without any so- 
calle d ’big shots ’ •n 

In the matter of regional meetings, as with everything 

else it attempted this past year, the educational broadcasting pro¬ 

ject was experimental. It was a shake-down year. To get a true 

perspective on the problems faced and solved by this activity, it 

is perhaps wise to turn briefly to history. 

The idea of educational broadcasting was born at the same 

time the technical problems of broadcasting were solved# Early in 

the 1920’s people began talking about the great potentialities for 

mass education via radio. Some who thought of radio as a panacea 

to all educational problems soon lost some of their enthusiasm 

when broadcasting didn’t fall into the accustomed and time-tested 

educational patterns. 

A group of the stouter-hearted individuals who realized 

that radio would be important in its long term aspect continued 

to broadcast and to talk about the present accomplishments and 

even greater potentialities of the new medium# 

This organization of the 20’s, feeling the need for a 

stronger association, formed and activated NAEB in 193li« During 

the years prior to the advent of FM, NAEB continued to serve as 

the focal point for the exchange of information among those 

interested in educational broadcasting# The end of the war and 

the opening of the FM band with its allocation of 20 percent of 

the FM channels for educational purposes — largely at the insti¬ 

gation of NAEB — meant that the possibilities for the growth of 

educational broadcasting were now increased many fold# 



NAEB aid its members rightly decided that this was the 

time to strengthen the organization from within* The first thing 

attempted was a strengthened publication. NAEB had long issued 

a monthly News-Letter varying from four to ten pages and contain¬ 

ing information of and for members. This was now expanded to 

thirty to forty pages monthly with an attempt to secure all news 

bearing on educational broadcasting. From the original News- 

Letter circulation of less than fifty, there are now nearly four 

hundred News-Letters distributed each month. 

Other members felt the need for group determination of 

educational broadcasting's "aims and responsibilities." These were 

spelled out during the summer of 191*9 at the first Allerton Seminar 

on educational broadcasting. There was a subsequent seminar in 

195>0 which concerned itself with the problems of interpreting 

educational material via radio. These seminars gave form to the 

idea of the NAEB Tape Network, which was quickly implerrented and 

which has continued to grow to it present position of importance. 

When it appeared that education's stake in the television 

picture was about to be determined, the NAEB President called a 

special meeting with these seminar attendees as the nucleus. 

This meeting led to the formation of the Joint Committee on 

Educational Television, which has been the guiding force in 

securing a reservation of 21*2 T.V. channels for education. 

It had been felt that if NAEB were to progress as speed¬ 

ily as the occasion seemed to demand, it would have to have 

immediate outside support. It was at this point that the proposal 

which began the Kellogg Foundation Educational Broadcasting Pro¬ 

ject was presented to the Foundation. At this same time other 

approaches were being made to other foundations for money in 



different areas. At about the same time the Kellogg Foundation 

made its grant, the Fund for Adult Education made a grant for the 

production of several series of distinguished radio programs, and 

another grant for the conducting of T.V. monitoring projects* At 

the same time money was made available to two other areas of edu¬ 

cational broadcasting — The Joint Committee on Educational Tele¬ 

vision and WOI-TV, the only television station in the country owned 

by an educational institution* 

It was readily apparent that the headquarters office of 

NAEB would have a large size job in merely keeping people informed 

of what the various NAEB members and NAEB projects were doing. 

This important job is being done. NAEB policy persons are today 

better informed about the many programs of NAEB than ever before 

in its history. Lines of communication and forms of procedure 

are being worked out rapidly. 

To the NAEB member, headquarters provides that all- 

inportant service which has been sorely lacking in years past — 

namely, a needed pool of information about educational broadcast¬ 

ing which is readily available. While the members have been call¬ 

ing upon headquarters for specific information for some time, it is 

only relatively recently that they have been provided with unsolicited 

helps in the fields of promotion, programming, television, and many 

others. Many members have expressed their appreciation for these 

helps, and they will be expanded in the future. 

NAEB has for a long time had a number of committees. These 

functioned in the past mainly through correspondence. Meetings 

involving the stimulating face-to-face exchange of ideas were rarely 

possible. In recent years the NAEB Board has been the only group 

to meet regularly — usually twice a year. This past year the 



NAEB Board has been able to meet four times; the Executive Commit¬ 

tee has met five times; the Adult Education Committee four times; 

the Tape Network In-School Program Committee twice; the Tape Net¬ 

work Acceptance Committee and the Tape Network Engineering Com¬ 

mittee, once each. The headquarters office has prepared the major¬ 

ity of background material used at the above meetings* This has 

greatly expanded the possible items for consideration by the com¬ 

mittees. 

Personal visitations were realized as an integral part in 

strengthening individual operations. The Executive Director visited 

eighteen member institutions during the past year. In addition, 

NAEB was represented by headquarters personnel at eight meetings 

of other organizations. 

The Kellogg Foundation has provided much more than money 

for this project. The advice and consultation of Mr. Hugh Asters 

and Mr. Robert VanDuyn has been sought and gladly given upon several 

occasions. Their stories of how other organizations handled similar 

problems have often provided the key to the solution of some of our 

problems. At the same time, they have made scrupulously sure the 

ideas eventually carried out\ere those of NAEB. 

This has been a year of super activity on the part of 

those charged with the responsibility of determining the policies 

for educational broadcasting. It has been a year strengthened by 

the many new groups entering the educational broadcasting field. 

It has been a year made even more glowing by the unfulfilled prom¬ 

ise of educational television. Measured by the past, this has been 

a year of tremendous growth. If the potentialities for the future 

come anywhere near true, it will eventually seem that we have 



moved at a snail’s pace. This has been a necessary year. Neces¬ 

sary steps have been taken toward our ultimate goals sound educa¬ 

tional broadcasting* 

In summary, the educational broadcasting project this past 

year has nBantj 

(1) That the first real headquarters for educational 

broadcasting has been established. This means that not only do 

educational broadcasters have a place to turn to seek information, 

but that those not not* directly connected with educational broad¬ 

casting know there is a centrality of thought and action in this 

area, 

(2) That there has been a chance for educational broad¬ 

casters to get together, sharing in ideas and solving problems in 

face-to-face situations. 

(3) That there was held the first regional meeting in 

the history of educational broadcasting5 that the first real help 

has gotten to the educational broadcasters who are far from the cen¬ 

ters of educational broadcasting and who have been unable to attend 

the major meetings. 

(U) That the first provisions of central service have now 

been established so that educational broadcasters are securing the 

best information available on promotion, engineering, production, 

ideas, and management. 

(5>) That the tape network is now on a sound footing, 

able to supply eight to ten hours weekly of high quality programs 

to supplement and strengthen the individual station offerings. 

This brings us to a discussion of the NAEB Tape Network 

to which we now turn, 



THE NAEB TAPE NETWORK 

June, 1952 

INTRODUCTION 

The NAEB Tape Network came into being in January of 

1950 when the series WE HUMAN BEINGS was offered to 19 stations* 

In January of 1951 the headquarters of the tape network operation 

was moved from WNYC in New York to the University of Illinois* 

There it was operated under the guidance of the Division of Communi¬ 

cations. In June of 1951 the network began operations under the 

grant from the Kellogg Foundation. To indicate fully the progress 

made by the tape network, this report summarizes its activities 

from the beginning in Januaiy, 1950* 

STATION PARTICIPATION AND PROGRAM DISTRIBUTION 

When the network operation was moved to the University of 

Illinois in January of 1951, there were 1*1 stations participating in 

the service. One copy of each program was circulated among a selected 

number of these stations. Because of the limited facilities, it was 

not possible to offer all programs to all stations. At this time 

the average monthly production of tapes was 17 reels, and the 

average monthly air time was 118 hours «-* 

Shortly after January, 1951> an effort was made to in¬ 

crease the network’s output. Four ’’legs” or groups of stations were 

^Throughout this report ”air time” indicates the following computa¬ 
tion: Total running time of all programs distributed multiplied by 
the number of stations using the programs. Includes only regular 
series. Does not include extra programs or in-school programs. 



established* It was intended that four copies of all programs 

would be made and a copy circulated on each of the four "legs'1. 

This increased the average monthly production of tapes to 53 reels , 

and the average monthly air time to 167 hours* This also made it 

possible to offer all programs to all stations* Such was the net¬ 

work on June 1, 1951* the starting date of the grant from the 

W. K. Kellogg Foundation* 

The first steps taken under the grant were the purchasing 

of recording equipment and tape, and the hiring of additional per¬ 

sonnel. The equipment purchased was so selected that it could 

serve in the duplicating process while the search for a large 

duplicating machine was conducted* The number of "legs" or groups 

of stations was increased to 8* The number of stations participat¬ 

ing increased to 52. Four months after the start of the grant the 

average monthly air time increased to 1,082 hours. These figures 

represent a significant improvement in the service* More programs 

were being distributed to more stations in less time* 

Within a few months the number of stations increased to 

70. The annual NAEB convention was held in Biloxi, Mississippi, 

in November, 1951* At this meeting the NAEB Board of Directors 

took up the problem of levying a fee on stations using the network* 

It was deemed wise to put to the test the willingness of stations 

to support the network operation. A schedule of assessment fees 

was devised and the matter was put to the membership for a vote. 

(See Appendix "C".) The membership approved the plan. Thus, prior 

to the need for income from the s tations to augment the annually 

decreasing funds from the Kellogg grant, the member stations agreed 

to pay a substantial annual assessment fee. The results of this 



action have been highly encouraging. 8 stations felt they could 

not afford to continue the s ervice on a paying basis® This left 

a total of 62 stations. Since then son© have returned to the net¬ 

work, and a few new stations have joined. The present total of 

paying stations is 65. Three additional stations have asked for 

the service indicating that with the next assessment period, begin¬ 

ning July 1, 1952, there will be 68 paying participants in the 

network. 

By January of 195>2 the network achieved its present opera¬ 

tional level. The average monthly tape production increased to 

l,06l reels. There were now 12 "legs”. Average monthly air time 

increased to 1,231 hours. This indicates the scope of the opera¬ 

tion at the time of this report. 

PROGRAMS AMD THEIR UTILIZATION 

The tape network has offered 73 regular series of programs 

plus 12 extra series or individual programs, totalling 90k individual 

programs. This represents 12,797 hours and 30 minutes of air time.* 

The programs have been obtained from a wide variety of 

sources including: member stations5: the British Broadcasting Corpora¬ 

tion; the Cooper Union; the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation; the 

University of Berne, Switzerland; the Federal Security Agency; the 

Mutual Security Agency; the Armed Forces of the United States; the 

United Nations; UNESCO; commercial stations and networks; private 

foundations; and other public service agencies. The programs have 

been concerned with many important subject areas and were presented 

in numerous formats. 

The percent of stations using regular program series has 

* See Appendix "B 



run from a low of 20% to a high of 100$ with an average percent¬ 

age of use of 66$, This is an encouragingly high percentage in 

view of the fact that use is entirely optional on the part of 

the station* No effort is made to increase the usage of programs 

except to select' programs of continually higher quality* This 

use of the network service has also been achieved with a distribu¬ 

tion system that cannot guarantee a regular deliveiy of tapes on a 

sufficiently safe basis to insure complete regularity of schedul¬ 

ing. This bodes well for the networks future* 

TOWARD A SOLUTION OF SOME PROBLEMS 

Two important steps were taken during the past year to 

help solve some of the network's most pressing problems* 

In January there met in Urbana a group of engineers and 

invited electronics specialists. This group was concerned with the 

technical problems of tape recording and the mass reproduction of 

tapes* Tape recording is such a new process that the extant techni¬ 

cal standards are incomplete. Thus it became obvious that techni¬ 

cal standards would have to be devised fcy our own members* A pre¬ 

liminary report was submitted. The standards are now being revised 

and will soon be published as a technical guide for the entire net¬ 

work operation. 

In February there met in Lafayette, Indiana, the Tape 

Network Program Acceptance Committee and the In-School Programs 

Committee. These committees were confronted with the problem of 

establishing policies and evaluative criteria for programming the 

network. A greatly increased mutuality of thinking on the subject 

of programs resulted. A report of these findings was published 

for the information of all member stations. The In-School Programs 



Committee took further action in implementing an active distribution 

of programs designed for classroom use in elementary and secondary 

schools. This distribution is now a successful reality® 

THE OPERATION 

At this writing the network is still required to operate 

on a ’’bicycle" basis. The equipment, tapes, and personnel made 

possible by the Kellogg grant have permitted expanding this opera¬ 

tion to a maximum degree. However, optimum service is not possible 

under a ”leg-bicycle” system. There are too many possibilities of 

shipping errors, delays in the mail, and actual losses of tapes. 

Experience indicates that the most effective operation is a direct 

two-way service wherein each station is supplied directly from head¬ 

quarters with its own copies of all programs. This is possible only 

with a machine capable of duplicating tapes in mass volume. Such 

a machine is now contracted for and will be installed no later 

than July 1, 1952. Starting with the programs to be issued in 

September, 1952, each station will receive its own copy of all 

programs, and the network will achieve the operating efficiency 

toward which it has been striving. 

The network has acquired approximately 5*200 reels of 

recording tape. This quantity has made possible the continually 

expanding service. Tape supply has been one of the major chronic 

problems. This situation has not changed. With the advent of 

direct headquarters-station service the need for tapes will be in¬ 

creased. The only alternative to an increased tape supply is a re¬ 

duction in the volume of programming distributed. At this time it 

is anticipated that approximately 10,000 reels of tape will be 

needed to keep the network operating at peak efficiency. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The NAEB Tape Network has achieved a position of eminence 

in the field of educational broadcasting. It is now enjoying a 

national, and even an international, reputation. It is supplying 

a significant program service to the vast majority of non-commercial 

educational stations in the United States. It is providing the 

residents of the major population centers with a truly alternative 

radio service. It is clear that this has been possible because of 

the grant from the Kellogg Foundation. It would not have been 

possible to weather the early days of the operation without this 

help. It is equally clear that continuing support by the using 

stations will be accomplished to a degree in excess of the most 

generous estimates. 

This much has been achieved before the network reached 

its maximum efficiencjr. The full potential of this idea will not be 

realized until the mass duplicator is installed. The keen enthusiasm 

expressed by member stations has been developed while operating 

under a system that precludes regular, dependable, and timely service. 

This will be altered during the summer of 19^2. 

Program resources are maturing and developing at a most 

encouraging rate. National organizations, governmental agencies, 

foreign governments, international organizations, and private pub¬ 

lic service groups are now exercising the initiative in providing 

programs for the network. In the fall of 19^2 the network will 

begin the distribution of programs produced under a grant from the 

Fund for Adult Education. This project was predicated on the exist¬ 

ence and efficient operation of a tape network service. Plans are 

developing for extensive cooperative program production by member 

stations 



In view of all of this, it is impossible to look upon the 

future of the tape network with anything but enthusiastic optimism* 
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PLANS FOR 1952-53 

Plans for utilization of the money outlined in the at¬ 

tached budget statement can again be divided into three general 

areas: 

(1) Network operation 

(2) Seminars, meetings, etc. 

(3) Central office functions 

The NAEB Tape Network has been seriously hampered this 

past year by the lack of the key piece of equipment, the mass dupli¬ 

cator. With its arrival now seemingly only a matter of days away, 

we are making many plans not only to adequately use this piece of 

equipment but to change the operation of the network so that it can 

more speedily and more surely distribute the many fine programs which 

are available to it. The major hope is that we can dispense entirely 

with the system of legs and start a system of direct distribution to 

each member station. We are also looking forward to handling some 

exceptional program material, especially the Adult Education Projects 

series. 

The arrival of the duplicator means not only a change of 

methods but also a change of personnel and their duties. These 

plans are again well under way. One new member will be added to 

our staff in June and another perhaps in the fall as the details of 

the operation are developed. The tape duplicator will also solve, 

we hope, another knotty problem, that of quality reproduction. The 

engineering group is still working on tape reproduction standards 

and is making progress toward the ultimate goal of top quality 

masters, top quality duplicates, and top quality reproduction by 



the local stations 

By a financial twist the seminar portion of the operation 

gets off to a real start even before the fiscal year begins. At 

this writing, twenty-one public school broadcasters will meet in 

Allerton House, June 15-25* This seminar will be under the guidance 

of H. B. McCarty, Director, Station WHA, University of Wisconsin; 

I. Keith Tyler, Director, Office of Radio Education, Ohio State 

University; Alvin Gaines, Program Director, Station WABE, Atlanta 

(Georgia) Board of Education; and Jim Macandrew, Director, New 

York City Board of Education-. It will have as consultants; Harold 

Hand, Professor of Education, University of Illinois; Wilbur Schramm, 

Dean of the Division of Communications, University of Illinois; 

William E. Levenson, Asst. Supt. of Schools, Cleveland, Ohio; Ben¬ 

jamin Bloom, Examiner's Office, University of Chicago; Martha Gable, 

TV Co-ordinator, Philadelphia Public Schools; and Gordon Hullfish, 

Professor of Education, Ohio State University. 

These people should solve not only some of their operational prob¬ 

lems but should also provide a good answer to the ever asked question, 

"Where does broadcasting fit into the operation of a public school 

system?1' 

Plans are rapidly being completed for the television work¬ 

shop at Iowa State College this summer. This is to be a cooperative 

venture with Iowa State College and perhaps the Joint Committee on 

Educational Television. It should bring toegther those people most 

actively engaged in preparing for the operation of educational tele¬ 

vision stations or production centers. 

It is the plan with all seminars to make the important item 

the amount and kind of information the attendee can take home and 

apply* The Norman, Oklahoma, regional meeting was this type of 



meeting. It is a pattern which will be followed in at least 

two other regions this year# Regions II and VI have already 

submitted preliminary plans for such a meeting in their area. 

No Board action has been taken at this tine, but it is the feel¬ 

ing that these meetings will not be held until late fall or winter# 

The NAEB Convention in Minneapolis in early November will, 

of course, receive much consideration from headquarters# Should it 

become necessary to support this convention by bringing in outstand¬ 

ing speakers or in other ways, the budget is flexible enough to 

handle it. 

The NAEB Board when meeting to consider the attached 

budget held lengthy discussions on the portion allocated to seminars# 

There was a general realization that there were more jobs which 

needed doing this year than there was money available to do them# 

The Executive Director was authorized to proceed along the lines 

approved but to continue to explore the possibilities in other 

areas and, if possible, to make some concrete plans for such work# 

The Board then wished to reconsider and possibly petition the 

Kellogg Foundation for additional money for work in this area dur- 

int this current fiscal year# 

In the central office area, main effort will be given 

over to the integration and coordination of the many NAEB projects 

such as the TV monitoring project, the Adult Education Project, and 

others# It is hoped that not only can the liaison function be 

strengthened but that many of the projects not now operating 

directly from the central office will be able to gear their opera¬ 

tions to it in a more concrete way. Of course, the normal function 

of the distribution of literature, of maintaining the files, of 



doing as much of the secretariat work as is possible for the officers 

will be maintained* 

Summing up the meaning of the attached budget in terms of 

NAEB plans for 1952-53, this means that} 

(1) We will have for the first time a really effective 

tape network able to furnish a copy of every program direct to 

every station. This allows for greater flexibility and does 

away with the impossible situations involved in the ttbicycleM 

method* 

(2) We will hold the first seminar devoted to considera¬ 

tion of the role of broadcasting by the public schools. 

(3) We will hold two more regional conferences. This 

enables us to take the most advanced knowledge on educational 

broadcasting directly to the small broadcasters and school systems. 

(h) We will have a more effective central office in a 

better position to serve educational broadcasters generally and to 

focus and unify the exciting activities now under way. 

(5) We will have the opportunity for work groups and 

NAEB committees to meet occasionally and restudy the problensbe- 

fore educational broadcasters and the proper functioning of the 

national organization and its programs. Certain plans for this 

type of study are now under way. NAEB officers will undoubtedly 

wish to talk to the Foundation in more detail about this later. 



BUDGET FOR, NAEB HEADQUARTERS AND THE NAEB TAPE NETWORK 
July 1, 1952, to June 30, 1953 

OVERALL BUDGET 
SALARIES AND WAGES 
SEMINARS, ETC. 
SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES 
OVERHEAD 

TOTAL 

$27,600o00 
17,700.00 
10,000.00 
2,525*00 

BREAKDOWNS 

SALARIES AND WAGES Rate Only 
Executive Director $10,000.00 
Secretary 2,900.00 
Assistant Network Manager 3,900.00 
Traffic Manager 2,900.00 
Shipping Manager 2,900.00 
Duplicator Operator 3,500.00 
Extra Labor 1,500.00 

TOTAL S & W 

SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES 

* SEMINARS, ETC. 
Seminar $ 5,000.00 
Regional Meetings U,000.00 
Executive Committee Meetings 2,000.00 
Research - internal 1,000.00 
Research - external 2,000.00 
NAEB Committees 1,500.00 
Office travel 2,200o00 

TOTAL SEMINARS 
TOTAL 

INTERNAL BUDGETS 
PROJECT AREA 

Salaries and Wages $12,900.00 
Seminars, etc. 16,700.00 
Overhead 1,700.00 
Supplies and Expenses 2,700.00 

TOTAL PROJECT AREA 

TAPE NETWORK AREA 
Salaries and Wages $11*, 700.00 
Travel 1,000.00 
Overhead 825.00 
Supplies and Expenses 7,300.00 

TOTAL TAPE NETWORK AREA 
TOTAL 

INC0M2 
PROJECT AREA 

from Kellogg Foundation $3lt,000.00 

$27,600.00 

$10,000.00 

$17,700.00 

$3U,000.00 

$23,825*00 

$3U,000.00 

TAPE NETWORK AREA 
from Kellogg Foundation $16,500.00 
from member assessment fees 7,325*00 

$23,825.00 

$57,825.00 

$57,825.00 

$57,825.00 

TOTAL $57,825.00 



APPENDIX "A1 

HISTORICAL SUMMARY OF THE NUMBER OF STATIONS 
PARTICIPATING IN THE NAEB TAPE NETWORK 

February, 1950-The first series to be distributed by WNYC, 
originator of the NAEB Tape Network, was 
WE HUMAN BEINGS. 

This series was distributed to.19 stations. 

December, 1950---The tenth series, IDEAS AND THEIR COMMUN¬ 
ICATION, was the last series to be distributed 
by WNYC. The Headquarters was moved to the 
University of Illinois in January, 1951* 

IDEAS AND THEIR COMMUNICATION was distributed to 4l stations 

May, 1951-In the NAEB Tape Network Progress Report #2 
Network manager, Dick Rider, reported that 
the number of stations now being served by 
the NAEB Tape Network was.ij-3 stations. 

June, 1952-The number of stations increased to .46 stations. 

July, 1951-Of the 69 active members of NAEB, the number 
receiving network service was.52 stations. 

November, 1951—With the start of the package method of dis¬ 
tribution, the network was servicing.70 stations 

December, 1951—A service assessment fee was levied for the 
NAEB Tape Network service. 

January, 1952-Of the 79 active members, those receiving 
network service were...62 stations. 

May, 1952-The number of stations now being serviced 
by the NAEB Tape Network totalled.65 stations. 

July, 1952-With the addition of three new stations, it 
is estimated that the number of stations to be 
serviced by the network will be....68 stations 



LIST OF STATIONS CURRENTLY PARTICIPATING 

IN THE NAEB TAFE NETWORK 

KBPS (AM) 
KCVN (FM) 
KBPS (FM) 
KFJM (AM) 
KFKU (AM) 
KANU (FM) 
KMUW (FM) 
KOAC (AM) 
KSAC (AM) 
KSDS (FM) 
KSLH (FM) 
KUOM (AM) 
KNOW (FM) 
KUSC (FM) 
KUSD (AM) 
KWAR (FM) 
KWAX (FM) 
KWGS (FM) 
KWLC (AM) 
KWSC (AM) 
WABE (AM) 

WAER (FM) 
WBAA (iM) 
WBEZ (FM) 
WBGO (FM) 
WBGU (FM) 
WBKY (FM) 
WBUR (FM) 
WCAL (AM) 
WDTR (FM) 

WDUQ (FM) 
WEPS (FM) 
WE VC (FM) 

WFIU (FM) 

WFPL (FM) 
WGBH (FM) 
WGPS (FM) 
WGRE (FM) 
WHA (AM) 
WILL (AM) 
WIUC (FM) 
WKAR (AM) 
WEAR (FM) 
WKSU (FM) 
WESU (FM) 
WMCR (FM) 
WMMI (FM) 
WMUB (FM) 
WNAD (AM) 
WNAD (FM) 
WNAS (FM) 
WNUR (FM) 

Benson Polytechnic Institute 
College of the Pacific 
Des MoineS Public Schools 
University of North Dakota 
University of Kansas 

University of Wichita 
Oregon State College 
Kansas State College 

San Diego City Schools 
Board of Education 
University of Minnesota 
University of Washington 
University of Southern California 
University of South Dakota 
Wartburg College 
University of Oregon 
University of Tulsa 
Luther College 
State College of Washington 
Board of Education 
Syracuse University 
Purdue University 
Board of Education 

Board of Education 
Bowling Green State University 
University of Kentucky 
Boston University 
St Olaf College 

Board of Education 
Duquesne University 
Board of Education 
Evansville College ' 
Indiana University 

Free Public Library 
Lowell Instit. Co-op B/dcasting Council 
Greensboro Public Schools 
DePauw University 

Universits’- of Wisconsin 
University of Illinois 

Michigan State College 
t» tt H 

Kent State University 
Louisiana State University 
Western Michigan College 
Municipal Junior College 
Miami University 
University of Oklahoma 

f! II tf 

New Albany City Schools 
Northwestern University 

Portland, Ore. 
Stockton, Calif. 
Des'Moines, Iowa 
Grand Forks, N.D. 
Lawrence, Kan. 

tt tt 

Wichita, Fans. 
Corvallis, Ore. 
Manhattan, Kan. 

San Diego, Calif. 
St. Louis, Mo 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Seattle, Wash. 
Los Angeles, Calif 
Vermillion, S.D. 
Waverly, Iowa 
Eugene, Ore. 
Tulsa, Okla. 
Decorah, Iowa 
Pullman, Wash. 
Atlanta, Ga. 

Syracuse, N.Y. 
Lafayette, Ind. 
Chicago, Ill. 
Newark, N.J. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
Lexington, Ky. 
Boston, Mass. 
Northfield, Minn. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 
Elgin, Ill. 
Evansville, Ind. 
Bloomington, Ind. 
Louisville, Ky. 
Boston, Mass. 
Greensboro, N.C. 
Greencastle, Ind. 
Madison, Wis. 
Urbana,Ill. 

IT tl 

East Lansing, Mich. 
If If 11 

Kent, Ohio 
Baton Rouge, La. 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Meridian, Miss. 
Oxford, Ohio 
Norman, Okla. 

tl Tl 

New Albany, Ind. 
Evanston, Ill. 



WNYC (AM) 
WNYC (FM) 
WNYE (FM) 
WOI (AM) 
WOI (FM) 
WOSU (AM) 
WOSU (FM) 
WOUI (FM) 
WSAJ (AM) 
WSHS (FM) 
WSOU (FM) 
WSUI (AM) 
KSUI (FM) 
WTDS (FM) 
WTHS (FM) 
WUOA (FM) 
WUOT (FM) 
WSV (FM) 
WVSH (FM) 
WWHI (FM) 

Municipal Broadcasting System 
IT II II 

Board of Education 
Iowa State College 

it ii it 

Ohio State University 
f! f! ff 

Ohio University 
Grove City College 
Board of Education 
Seton Ball College 
State University of Iowa 

ii it ii it 

Board of Education 
Lindsay Hopkins Vocational School 
University of Alabama 
University of Tennessee 
University of Scranton 
School City of Huntington 
Wilson Junior High School 

New York, N.Y. 
it H it 

Brooklyn, N.Y. 
Ames, Iowa 

Columbus, Ohio 

Athens, Ohio 
Grove City, ?a. 
Floral Park. 
South Orange, N.J. 
Iowa City, Iowa 

n ii ii 

Toledo, Ohio 
Miami, Fla. 
University, Ala. 
Knoxville, Tenn. 
Scranton, Pa. 
Huntingt on, Ind. 
Muncie, Ind. 

Possible additions to the network as of July 1, 1952. 

KANW (FM) Board of Education 
WDET (FM) Wayne University 
WUNC (FM) University of North Carolina 

Albuquerque, N.M. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 
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APPENDIX «C« 

TAPE NETWORK INCOME FROM SERVICE ASSESSMENT FEES 

Network Service Assessment Fees are levied on the same basis as stations are 
charged for regular NAEB annual dues. The stations are divided into three classes 
according to transmitter power* 

Class "A” 5kw. or more 
Class "B" lkw« to lu9 kw. 
Class "C” Less than lkw. 

The membership voted at the annual convention at Biloxi, Mississippi, in 
November, 1951, to levy an annual service assessment fee for the network service. 
The rates established for the fiscal year July 1, 1952, to June 30, 1953 were: 

Class "A" $200*00 
Class «B» 125.00 
Class "C” 75.00 

The membership further voted to assess fees for the six-month period January 1, 
19f>2, to June 30, 1952, at half the rate for the first full fiscal year. 

These charges break down as follows: 

Period-January 1, 1952, to June 30, 1952 

Number of stations in each classification 
Class "A" 16 
Class ,,B** 15 
Class «C« 30 

Total 6l“ 
Plus VJNYC 
carried free 1 

62 Stations participating in Network 

(Jan. 1952)* 

Rates 

Revenue 

Class »A» $100.00 
Class '»B'» 62.50 

Class 37.50 

Class "A" $1,600.00 
Class »BM 937.50 
Class *»cu 1,125.00 

Period-July 1, 1952, to June 30, 1953 

Number of stations in each classification 
Class ”A" 20 
Class "B" 16 
Class nC" 32 

Total ~~68 

* Stations KSDS, WNIE, & WOUI were added late in this period and are not counted 
in the number of stations nor revenue received. They will not be billed until 

fiscal year 1952-1953* 



Eates 
Class "A" 
Class "B" 
Class "C” 

Eevenue (Estimated) 
Class "A" 
Class "B" 
Class "C" 

Total 

$200.00 
125.00 
75.00 

$4,000.00 
2,000.00 
2,400.00 

1875oo.oo 



NAEE HEADQUARTERS 

PRELIMINARY REPORT OF THE ALLERTON SEMINAR ON SCHOOL BROADCASTING 

The attached report is in very rough fornio It is intended to be inform^ 

tive only® Much verbal polishing ■will be done on the final report of this roetingo 

You will find attached a list of the consultants and attendees at the 

seminar* a program showing the order of appearance of the consultants and the duties 

of the attendees* and a list of the committees which were appointed by the director 

of the saminaro 

The report of the Foundations Committee was not formalized and is not 

includedo It will be submitted by the chairman* Harzy Lamb* at a later date. The 

Internship Committee was dissolved and a short recommendation was inserted in lieu 

of its proposed report® This recommendation is as follows? 

The seminar recommends to the NAEB board that it investigate 
fully thr3 possibility of exchange of station personnel and 
internships for worthy potential staff meirfcers or other 

candidates® 

The seminar* I am sure* was a success likB its predecessors® We will 

be calling on its recommendations and considred judgment for many years to come® 

Jim Miles 
Executive Director 



ALLERTON SEMINAR-ATTENDEES 

Consultants 

Ho B« McCarty — Station WHA Alvin Qalnes ~ Station WABE 
James Macandrew Station WNXE I© Keith Tyler — Ohio State University 

One Day Consultants 

James Ao Schwalbach Station WHA 
John Do Whitney ~~ Station KSLH 
Bo To Glassberg — Station KSLH 
Harold Hsnd — Profo of Educo* University of Illinois 
Fredrick Siebert* !Ur« of School of Journalism and Communications* Unive of XU© 
Vemon Fryburger* Asstc Profo of Journalism and Communications* Univ0 of Hlo 
Dallas Wo Smythe — Res0 Profo* Institute of Communications Research* Unive of Hlo 
Wilbur Schramm —> Dean of Division of Communications* Univ« of Illinois 
William E« Levenson* Ass to Supto of Schools* Cleveland* Ohio 
Benjamin Bloom Examiner8s Office* University of Chicao 
Martha Gable — T7 Co-ordinator* Philadelphia Public Schools 
Gordon Hullfish Ohio State University 

Members 

Marguerite Fleming — Station KSLH 
Mo McCabe Day — Station WVSH 
Kay Lardie — Station WDTR 
Haskell Boyter <=«■ Station WABE 
Dorothy Klock — Station WNXE 
Jay Stillinger Station WBOE 
John Maier — Station WWHI 
Patricia Green — Station KBPS 
Elaine Tucker — Station KOKH 
Harry Lamb «— Station WTDS 

Worthington Gregory — Station WSHS 
Clifton Schropp Station KBPS 
Ola Hiller — Flint (Micho) Public Schools 
Dale Keller — Station WGPS 
Edwin Barrett — Station KSDS 
George Jennings — Station WBEZ 
Juanita Rucker — Station WXSN 
Do Po Whitley — Station WHPS 
Merle KLnball Station KTOI 
Gertrude McCsnce «— Dept© of Educ©* Province of 

Manitoba* Winnipeg* Canada 

Committees 

Io PHILOSOPHT «*• Schropp* Hiller* McCance* and Macandrew 
IIo ADMINISTRATION <=>« Lardie* Boyter* Maier* and Jennings 
III9 SCRIPT — Lardie* Boyter* and Barrett 
IV0 FACILITIES — Day* Kinfoall* and Gaines 

Vo PROGRAM — Fleming* Stillinger* Tucker* and Whitley 
VIo UTILIZATION — Fleming* Day* and Green 
Vila PRODUCTION — Klock* Lamb* Gregory* and Rucker 
VIIIo TEIEVISION Fleming* Stillinger* Green* and Gregory 
IXo FOUNDATION — Lanib* Hiller* and McCarty 
Xo INTERNSHIPS <=>* Schropp* Barrett* and Gaines 
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Sunday* June 
— Allerton House^Till be Tea^^’^o assign rooms* 
-^Dinner •• 
— First seminar session* Speaker; Gordon Hullfish, Processor of Education, 

Ohio State University* • 

Monday? June 16 

Wilbur Schramm., Dean of Division of Communications, University of Illinois* 
Marguerite Fleming, Station KSLH* Board of Education-, St* Louis, Ko* 
D* P* Whitley * Station WHPS, High Point, (N* Car*) High School* 

Tuesday, June 17 
Alvin Ganos, Station l^ABE^ Board^of Education, Atlanta, Ga* 
Jay Stillinger, Station WBOE, Board of Education. Cleveland, Ohio* 

Wednesday, June 18 

B* I* Glassberg & John D* Whitney, Station KSLH, Board of Sduco, St* Louis* 
McCabe Day, Station WVSH, Audiovisual Center of the School City of Huntington, 
Indiana* 
John Haler, Station WWKE, Wilson Jr. High School, Muncie, HI* 

Thursday, June 19 
Benjamin Bloom, Examiner* s Office, University of Chicago*. 
Many Laafe, Station WTDS, Toledo (Ohio) Public Schools* 
Patricia Green, Station KBPS, Portland (0rego) Public Schools * 

Friday, June 20 
Janes Schwalbaeh, Station WHA, University of Wisconsin* 
Haskell Boyter, Station WABE, Board of Education, Atlanta, Ga* 
Clifton Rchropp, Station KBPS, Dss Moines Public Schools* 

Saturday, June 21 

Miss Martha Gable, TV Co-ordinator, Philadelphia Public Schools* 
Ola Hiller, Director of Radio Education, Flint (Mich*) Public Schools* 
Worthington Gregory, Station WSHS, Swanhaka,High School, Floral Park, No I* 

Sunday, June 22 

Miss Martha Gable; and Dallas Suythe, Res* Prof*, Institute of Communications 
Research, Univ* of Ill* and NAEB Director of Studies* 
Gertrude McCance, Dept., of Educ*, Prov* of Manitoba, Canada* 
Elaine Tucker, Station KOKH, Classen High School, Oklahoma City* 

Monday, June 23 
Harold Hand, Professor of Education, University of Illinois* 
Kay Lardie, Station WDTR, Board of Education, Detroit, Mich* 
Marie Kimball, Station KTQY, Tacoma, Washington* 

Tuesday, June 21* 
Fredrick SiebertT*”Dir7 oIi'~SHToQl of Jburn* & Communications, Uhiv* of Ill*; 
Femon Fryburger, Asst* Prof* of Joum and Communication, Univ* of HI* 
Edwin Barrett, Station KSDS, San Diego City Schools* 

J* J* Rucker, Station MTSN, New Castle-Henry Township High School, Hid* 



lo HEPCRT OF THE PHILOSOPHY COMMITTEE 

The power of thought and the ability to communicate are among mansE 

unique characteristics© For centuries the inability of millions of people to 

communicate effectively with one another has impeded human progresso The broad- 

cast media of our day are rapidly breaking down old barriers and creating new 

bonds of understanding© These media have become dominant forces in the lives of 

the vcrld*s people© In this age of conflicting ideologies these tools are power¬ 

ful forces for good or evil© Our cultural survival—even our way of life—may 

depend in no small measure upon the wise use of radio and television© 

Since training for effective living in this modern world is a primary pur¬ 

pose of education* it is imperative that schools use radio and television with 

the same serious purpose with which they use other teaching resources© To do 

this* educators must have access to adequate transmitting and reception facilities© 

The growth of school stations in the United States and the various functions 

they perform today prove conclusively the wisdom of the Federal Communications Com¬ 

mission in granting frequences to educational agencies© In 1939 there were less 

than 30 educational radio stations in tlie United States© At the present writing* 

there are more than 1000 Since 19E>0* some I4.O have been licensed© These are largely 

public school stations© It is interesting to note that although the early ones 

were developed in the large cities* the more recently licensed stations are in 

cities of medium size and in smaller communities where a power .of 10 watts ade¬ 

quately serves a school community© This encouraging growth of school participation 

in radio augurs well for the use of the television channels set aside for education© 

In considering the contributions xiiich broadcasting can naks to education* 

it should be remembered that it can never be a substitute for the teacher© Radio 

and televison are teaching aids which help achieve the goals of education© Programs 

should be geared to the curriculum at various grade levels and teachers should be 

encouraged and trained to use them© 



Iteport of the Philosophy Committee (Continued) 

The functions of educational broadcasting are many and varied0 Potentially, 

the school station should be organized to provide a broadcast service which 

(1) stimulates and enriches class-room instruction 

(2) complements the work of the teacher with irethods of presentation 
and materials not otherwise available 

(3) aids in curriculum development and up-grades teaching skills 

(li) affords children and young people experiences which improve 
communicative skills and contribute to personal and social 
growth 

(£) provides opportunity for vocational training 

(6) facilitates the car lying out of normal or emergency school 
adminis tration 

(7) furthers school community relationships by interpeting the 
school to the community and the community to the school 

(8) presents programs which meet the needs of the adult neiTbers of 
the community® 

By recognizing and accepting responsibility for the broadcast media, 

schools are cariying out their obligation to mobilize all available resources to 

bring together for the common good the school, the home, and the comnunityo 



Written by Alvin Gaines 

ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF 
SCHOOL BROADCASTING 

Any consideration dealing with education must begin with the young — 

the child where he is now* the youth in today8s world© The adult of the next 

generation will not be ths exclusive product of radio or television* of motion 

pictures or maps© He will be the product of his environment which will — indeed* 

must — contain all of these media and much more© 

The school is faced with the almost impossible task of giving an increas¬ 

ing nuntoer of children the ability to cope successfully with an increasingly complex 

environment© There is also a greater awareness among educators that the school has 

a responsibility for training in how to think on an individual basis* for developing 

attitudes that make for creative group living* for mental and emotional flexibility 

that can absorb the shocks of modern livingo All this* in addition to an essential 

body of knowledge and skills to aid in understanding today's technological society and 

tha desire to continue to learn© 

These objectives cannot be net on the basis of yesterday9s schools* 

teaching me dia or curricular© OuF technological civilization has fortunately 

provided a variety of teaching instrumentalities that properly used will enable 

the school to aceonpliah its increasing responsibilities © Motion pictures* models* 

maps* recordings* radio* television* tape recording and many other devices are 

available to the teacher to enable her to increase the speed and indelibility of 

her instruction© 

The teacher is still — and will remain — the central motivating force© 

All itedia are but instruments in her hands to enable her to make the learning 

experience more meaningful* raore vivid* more lasting =>« and more practical© The 

central role of the teacher cannot be overemphasized © The use of these media* 

however* place a responsibility upon ths teacher to know their characteristics* 

their power* their weaknesses and that none of them can do the job without her 

guidance* planning* and presence© 



It is likewise encunbent upon school administrators to provide these media 

to the extent of the community's ability to export theiBo It is also encumbent 

upon the school administration to understand the basic characteristics of these 

media because understanding is necessary for wise and productive administration© 

No one of these teaching madia possesses all of the characteristics 

thatirake it the teaching medium© Motion pictures* for example* possess the ability 

to bring the world* tbs ssnll, the large* the inaccessible into the classroom, but 

on a time delay basiso It is, however, not a creative medium in the hands of the 

administrator© Radio and television, on the other hand, are creative media, offer¬ 

ing flexibility, instantaneousness0 They can in a different sense also bring vie 

world, the small, the large and the inaccessible into the classroom© Radio in 

addition is peculiarly an individually creative medium in the mind of the listener© 

Television is showing now and will probably continue to show a powerful impact© 

This Impact must not blind either the teacher or the administrator to the vital 

and necessary contributions that the other media have to make© The exclusive 

emphasis upon one madia denies the child many learning experiences that are re ¬ 

quired for the fillest development© A relief map, for example, provides a learning 

situation that television, motion pictures, radio «- in short, no other medium 

provides© 

We must as teachers, educate the whole child with all the media at hand, 

using that instrument that provides by its characteristics the most meaningful 

experience© 



lie ADMINISTRATION 

The manager of an educational radio*»TV station or the director of broadcast** 

ing must be concerned not only with the overall operation of the station but must 

be willing to explore areas that might broaden and enhance the objectives of 

educational broadcasting* 

Managing a station is obviously a full time position* The manager must 

allocate and supervise activities of staff, promotion, public relations and eval¬ 

uation« He must also be concerned with future developments of broadcasting* 

Among the duties of the station manager or director is the responsibility 

to* 

1* Formulate a basic policy with the school administrator© 

2« Assume leadership in the planning and production of the Schedule of 

Broadcasts© 

3o Build an adequate staff trained and certified in teaching techniques 

as well as radio© 

ho Cooperate with networks, local stations and community groups in the 

presentation of public service broadcasts of educational value* 

5* Publicize the services of the station* 

6a Evaluate the broadcast service© 

The expansion of radio s tatians advent of television will demand 

the services of a number of additional broadcasting personnel* Therefore it is 

recommended that NAEBs 

1* Explore ways and means to s et up internships with School Broadcasting 

Stations* These internships would aid station staff members and give 

practical experiences to individuals entering the school broadcasing 

field© 



ADMINISTRATION (Gon«t) 

2o Act as a clearing house for applicants for positions in school bi'oadcas't- 

ing and advise managers regarding sources of supply of personnel* 

3* Sponsor the establishment of television workshops open to those engaged 

in school broadcasting* 

Encourage Foundations to give financial support to the production of 

programs for in-school to parallel -the significant contributions being 

given in the field of adult education* 



IIIo REPORT OF THE SCRIPT COMMUIEB 

One of the problems facing educational broadcasting is the preparation 

of worthy scripts for prograns designed to achieve the objectives of education 

in elementaiy aid secondary schools 0 Since the planning* research and writing of 

scripts demands many work hours and since so many have common educational objectives* 

son© definite plans should be formulated to exchange materials* publicize script 

sources* encourage participation in script contests that result in publication 

of scripts in the public domain* and set up plans to encourage organizations to 

use funds for preparation of scripts in designated areaso 

The warm response of broadcasters to the NAEB tape service demonstrates 

the value of co-operative effort on the part of educational broadcasterso 

In view of the great need in this area it is suggested that* 

(1) NAEB publish a list of all available sources of scripts that are not restricted 

in use0 This should include organizations such as the Office of Education*, 

Public Service Agencies and books and magazines containing non-royalty scriptso 

Sources for scripts useful for study purposes should be listed separately o 

(2) Educational Broadcasters encourage participation in writing projects such as 

Scholastic Awards, Payne Awards* AER Script Contest and similar projects that 

are the sources of non-royalty scriptso 

(3) Individual members of tie NAEB assume the responsibility of sending to a 

designated canter samples of what they consider good examples of dis¬ 

cussion* interview* quiz and dramatic scripts for radio and/or T0V0 

to serve as standards for presentation of these types of broadcastso It 

is suggested that these scripts be stenographic transcriptions of broad¬ 

casts, 



REPORT OF THE SCRIPT COMMITTEE (Continued) 

(1*) NAEB set 15) an Advisory Study Committee vhich shall have the responsibility 

of collecting, screening and selecting scripts suitable for use by many 

educational stations® The committee shall suggest plans for distribution 

of copies of scripts to NAEB menbers0 

($) NAEB be encouraged to set up plans for the develop roan t of documentary scripts 

that would be of vital use to educational broadcasters for observance of 

special days, or significant events® It is suggested that top writers in 

the field of radio and/or T«Vo be requested to offer their talents for this 

purposeo 

(6) NAEB provide an opportunity far writers to meet for an exchange of ideas 

and techniques© The consultants should be talented, experienced writers in 

the field of broadcasts for elementary and secondary schools and psychologists 

in this are&o 



IF* FACILITIES 

THIRD ALLEKTON CONFERENCE - SCHOOL BROADCASTING - 1952 

FACILITIES 

To achieve the maximum use of school broadcasting* the schools must provide 
adequate facilities for both the transmission and the reception of suitable programs<? 
Commercial radio stations have in many instances been used for educational broad- 
casting; but to render the greatest service to the classroom teacher® the school 
system must operate its own radio station« 

The following considerations should be kept in mind in regard to the facil¬ 
ities of a school radio station: 

I« BROADCASTING FACILITIES© The special problems include the following* 
1© Transmitter «— The transmitter should be of sufficient power to reach the 

school community to be served© In purchasing low-power transmitting 
equipment, it should be ascertained that the unit is capable of acting 
as the exciter unit for a station of greater power© 

2© Studio The studio should be adequate to provide for the activities of 
educational broadcasting, which include: 
&o Production for broadcasting© 
bo Rehearsal in studio© 
Co Radio classeso 

d© Future growth, which may include community participation* 
3« Other important considerations are: 

a© Adequate sound isolation* 
bo Sound air locks on doors® 
c© Adequate conduits® 
d* Adequate lighting, heating, and ventilating equipment© 
Qc One control room per studio® 
f c. Sufficient office and clerical space® 
g© Equipment conforming to high broadcast standards©. 

II© RECEPTION FACILITIES® 
1© Acquisition and assignment of classroom radios should be considered early 

in the planning for school broadcasting® A specific plan for purchase 
of receivers must recognise varying local conditions© Some purchase 
plans which have worked sueessfully are the following: 
an Administration purchase® 
b„ Individual school purchase with student body participation* 
c* Purchase by parent-teacher association® 
d® Gifts® 

2* Reception within the classrooms may be accomplished by either of the 
following provisions: 

a® Individual classroom receivers* 
b® Centralized sound systems* (In some such installations, individual 

classroom receivers are also used where desired for frequent or 
independent listening©) 

3© A possible adjunct, allowing for delayed schedule requirements, is a good 
tape recorder within the school building© 

U» The high schools offer listening problems quite different from those found 
in elementary schools® The regular change of classes make for listening 
problems as well as scheduling problems© 

5© It is recommended that the type of receivers chosen be capable of repro~ 
ducing the quality inherent in FM broadcasting, in sufficient volume 
to be easily heard without distortion throughout the room in which they 
are used® 

® 'When television receivers are purchased, it is recommended that they have 
provision for the reception of the FM radio band® 

6. 



FACILITIES (Page 2) 

IIIo SMI VICE PROVISIONS* Servicing of equipment should be arranged for by one 
of the following, or a combination: 
1® Staff service personnel* 
2o Contracted commercial service® 
3« Vocational students® 

/&/ Merle Kimball 
M «• McCabe Day 
/s/ Alvin M® Gaines 



Yo PRO CRAMMING 

For broadcasting to be of greatest aid, school stations must consider the 

following questionss 

(1) Oo the broadcast help the teachers do a more effective job of leaching? 

(2) Are the broadcasts of such quality that listeners will be encouraged 

to think? 

(3) How well do the programs serve the out-of-school needs of the community? 

A program service of high quality requires an adequate staff© Sometimes the 

school station director is in a position where he tried to do too much with too 

little© It is wiser to broadcast a few hours of good programs than to broadcast 

a full day’s schedule with programs the director thinks are poor in quality* 

Program needs and possibilities in school stations will vary greatly© Let 

us consider some suggested ways of determining what and when we broadcast© 

(1©) HOW DO WE DECIDE WHAT PRO CRAMS SHOULD BE BROADCAST? 

Co-operation from other representatives of your school system is greatly 

needed© 

Wherever school organisation makes it possible, subject consultants or 

supervisors of instruction should help decide whether to use broadcasting as a 

class-room aid© They should be encouraged to a scums some of the responsibility 

for the general planning of a series of programs® Practically speaking, this 

responsibility may be carried out by the supervisor and a teacher committee, 

assisted by a station co-ordinator and/or a script-writer assigned to the series© 

In some of the larger cities, it may be practical to have a writer assigned 

to a curriculum centre or laboratory school© This permits experimentation to 

take place in the development of improved methods© 

(2) WHAT RESOURCES ARE AVAILABLE TO HELP SATISFY OUR PROCRAM NEEDS? 

Station staff members, supervisors and teachers within the school system 

may, in some cases, be the primary source for programs* 



PROGRAMMING (Gon*t) 

Educational stations a re very helpful in offering each other scripts or 

sample programs« This general practice has become much more effective through 

the important work of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters© 

This organisation is offering a fine service of high quality programs to educational 

stations© This service includes programs specifically planned for class-room use© 

Such programs have been sucessfully used by school systems originating them© 

The United States Office of Education has a script and transcription excharge 

which has been, very helpful® In addition to material they can supply, their 

catalogue lists many national and international sources of material© 

It is important to establish friendly relations with commercial stations© 

They can and are often quite willing to have school stations use their educational 

programs© 

Community resources should be explored for aids in programming© Soma of 

the groups which may be able to contribute to a rich program service includes 

little theatre groups, university faculty and students, musical organisations, 

social service agencies, medical and bar associations, service clubs, govern-** 

ment officials, museums, libraries, local newspaper staffs, and safety organize 

ations© 

(3) WHAT DETERMINES THE TIME WE BROADCAST OUR PROGRAMS? 

Various methods are used for making schedules® Obviously, local circum¬ 

stances will be the most important factor in the time schedule for broadcasts© 

In organizing the schedule for the lower grades, these suggestions are 

madet (a) It is well to be cautious about scheduling one elementary program 

immediately after another© Caution is suggested because it is 

often necessary to move a class-room radio from one room to another 

for a different class© 

(b) Txy to keep a good spread of programs for various grade levels© For 

example, it might be unwise to have more than three weekly programs 

for lower elementary groups and none or one for upper elementary 



PROGRAMMING (Con*t) 

(c) For convenience of classes and because of differences in individual 

school operations it may be wise to repeat an elementary broadcast 

one or more times during a week* 

Scheduling becomes more difficult in the secondary grades where synchroniz¬ 

ation with individual school schedule becomes a problem# A great help here is to 

have high schools or junior high schools move toward a uniform city-wide bell 

schedule® If this occurs it may be practical to broadcast a program many times to 

satisfy classes meeting at various periods in the day# An alternate or accompanying 

plan* where schools have satisfactory recording equipment, is for them to record 

the broadcast and use it according to convenience of their own school schedule* 

At any grade level it is advisable to have ample tome before and after 

programs so that proper use can be made of the broadcasts® 

In the paragraphs above, we have discussed how to decide what programs 

are needed, what resources we use in getting our programs, and when we should 

broadcast them* 'Weaving its way through all these problems should be a constant 

reminder of the need for securing the judgment of those on the reception ends 

pupils, teachers, principals, and supervisors® 

/s/ Jay Stillinger 

/s/ Marguerite Fleming 

/©/ D«F» Whitley 

/a/ Elaine Tucker 



PUBLIC SCHOOL BROADCASTING SEMINAR 

ALLBRTON HOUSE 

June IS - 2S, 19S2 

VIo REPORT ON UTILIZATION 

June 23, 19S2 

Since radio and television are recognized as being two of the most 

challenging modern tools of instruction for teachers, it is important that 

they be used wisely© Progress has been made in other areas connected with 

these media, but it is felt that the area of skillful utilization is one wiieh 

needs much exploration and development0 It is recognized that in the final 

analysis it is the teacher who determines the successful utilization of these 

media0 

Io Effective utilization of these media includes* 

A* Selection of the broadcast, based on the needs of the specific 

group who will use it© 

Bo Study by the teacher of the guide sheets describing the 

individual programs © 

Co Preparation of the class and the class room for this learning 

experience with the same care as for other learning experiencese 

Do Adaptation, not adoption, by the teacher of all suggested 

broadcast preparation activities, including those for follow- 

up at the program3 s condos ion o 

Eo Guidance of student out-of-school listening and viewing, with 

the objective of helping to build in young people critical 

tastes and discrimination in both areas© 



REPORT ON UTILIZATION (Continued) 

Ho Teacher Training 

Inherent in the problem of insuring skillful utilization is the 

training of the teachero This is accomplished at two levels of training* 

(A) pre-service, and (B) in-serviceo 

Ao Pre-service Training 

Courses in the use of specific audio-visual materials alone are 

not enougho It is strongly recommended that the professors and 

teachers in all subject area courses in our teacher training 

institutions and colleges of education make wide and varied use 

of such media in their courseso 

Bo In-service Training 

Suggestions for helping teachers in this area includes 

la Demonstrations by 

ao Station personnel 

bo Teachers 

Co General curriculum consultants 

20 Workshops by personnel suggested above 

3u Broadcast Coordinatorse (from schools) meetings 

Uo Bulletin helps for teachers 

£o General curriculum consultants5 help 

60 Graduate -level courses 

III* Evaluation Procedures Imperative 

Research shows that9 to best meet the noeds of young people in' 

their learning experiences., some system of continuing evaluation must be 

piannedo Evaluation by teachers of broadcasts for in-school utilization 

should be considered with reference to the ajuss and objectives of the 

learning experiences for a particular group of children<? 



REPORT ON OTILIZATIOK (Continued) 

Instruments of evaluation also may be constructed by station 

personnel and general curriculum consultants, in the light of their aims 

and ob^ectiveso There is a recognized need for research to determine, by 

these instruments of evaluation, the quality of response to broadcasts, 

rather than for e valuation to emphasize mass numbers of responses alone 0 

It is in the skillful utilization of these two madia of coi&» 

immication that both the success and the reason for their existence lies* 

Submitted by The Committee on Utilization 

Patricia Green, Chairman 
Marguerite Fleming 
McCabe Day 



Standards 

Any radio or TV production regardless of source and type is a challenge 

to achieve the highest artistic standards of production© The standards observed 

by an educational broadcasting station should constitute its proudest possession© 

If these are established and maintained at a high levels the reward in recognition,) 

listening, and appreciation can be greato In the consideration of programming the 

observation was made that quantity is no excuse for lack of quality—it w ill bear 

repeatingo A fewer number of productions with a greater measure of all^tround 

achievement is more desirable than many shoddy ones© 

Educational broadcasters are completely at liberty to utilize production 

techniques and skills on material of their own choosing© Thus the educator in 

radio and television is in a position of limitless opportunity and challenge© The 

whole storehouse of truth and beauty and knowledge is open to him, as is the means 

of transmitting this heritage to all ears and eyes© 

Formats 

The program format is the means by which the radio and television program 

transmits ideas, thoughts, facts, opinions, and emotions© Just as the painter uses 

different techniques to achieve the desired effects on canvas, so the educational 

broadcaster must exercise judgment and discrimination in the selection of format© 

The proper format enhances the transmission of ideas and contributes to tte emotional 

and artistic effectiveness of the programs; a poor format detracts from it and nay 

even render it ineffective © 

There are certain limitations imposed upon formats by the station itselfo 

Chief among these are2 

I© physical facilities of the plant, 

2o size and abilities of the staff, 

3© production budget, 

U© purposes for which the station is U3ed, and 



PRODUCTION (continued) 

available talent© 

In any educational station such limitations should be considered not as permanent 

but as temporary obstacles to the achievement of the greatest potentialities of the 

media* within the f rams work of the philosophy and purposes of the station© 

Among the more common formats used in radio are talks, interviews, dis¬ 

cussions, quizzes, on spot reporting, audience participation, narration, dramatic 

narration, dramatization and any conciliation of these formats© To the radio 

formats television has added films, pictures, models, slides, and other projections 

and demonstrations© 

The choice of proper format is not easily made© Considerations that in- 

fluence the selection ares 

station facilities and limitations, 

2© age level of audience, 

3© type of expected audience, and 

1}© purposes of the program© 

• In general, formats must stay within station limitations© A simply 

produced program well done, with a clear script line and simple microphone format, 

is superior in every respect to the more ambitious effort which leaves the listener 

feeling that the program has been striving for something just beyond its grasp© 

The educational broadcaster should weigh all factors to determine which format 

will achieve the purposes of the program most effectively© 

The educational television broadcaster is challenged to develop new and 

original formats, for commarcial television is still struggling under the super— 

imposed techniques of radio, stage, and screen© Television is a new and in many 

respects different medium with its own peculiar problems, limitations, and 

possibilities© Therefore, educational broadcasters must bring their special 



PRODUCTION (continued) 

knowledge, experience, background, and imagination to the creation of formats that 

will fully realize the revolutionary potentialities of television not only as a new 

medium of mass communication but as a new and potent tool for education,. 

Recommendation: Successful educationalformats developed through experi¬ 

mentation and proved in practice should be filed with NAEB and JCET* 

Writing 

Writing for educational radio and televison must not only satisfy the 

standards of good writing but it must also observe the standards of the media 

involved* First of all it must be based on a thorough understanding of sound 

educational theory and practice0 But most important «- it must capture an audience 

and hold it and contribute its full share of those changes in the listeners which 

are termed educationalo 

This is a large order* Some school systems may find within their own 

ranks potential authors and writers who win find radio and television writing an 

outlet* These are ideal discoveries because often within a single person all 

essentials are combined* Otherwise it is necessary for the educator to chart 

goals, outline teaching steps, and to edit carefully any script produced by the 

writer, professional or otherwise, who is not a teacher* Other school systems 

may find teachers within their ranks who can be developed into good writers* *© 

dramatics, speech, journalism, and English are perhaps the most fruitful fields in 

which such teachers may be foundo Successful teachers who use creative play tech« 

niques are also likely candidates* Radio and television writing is helped by a 

touch of genius, but like most writing it is achieved by an understanding of the 

desired goals, fcy a willingness to experiment and to revise, and by the expenditure 

of considerable energy and imagination* The classroom teacher with adequate study 

and training can contribute a great deal and can work very effectively into radio and 

television writing, for these media are largely mechanical extensions of the oom^ 

municative arts already successfully employed in the classroom. 



PRODUCTION (continued) 

Classes in radio and television writing /nay be established in a school 

system at the secondary level* either independently or as part of a workshop® 

Necessarily the objectives of the school system and the particular department of 

instruction must be observed, but under proper direction and guidance the needs 

of both broadcasting and education can be met® At the same time the script students 

have had a valuable learning experience® Adaptations of short stories, dramas, and 

novels are well within the range of high school students and the gifted teacher 

can achieve scripts of professional qualityo 

Writing for educational radio and television has not been fully exploredo 

New techniques®®0new variations of older formso o athe constant quest for the right 

word®0®the telling dramatic statement®o®all serve to keep interest in writing at a 

high levelo 

Talent 

For our purpose talent my be defined as the actor or speaker to whom is 

entrusted the responsibility for breathing proper life into script and evoking at 

the highest level the message or communication values of the script® In other 

words talent must meet the standards previously set forth® Although the use of 

professional talent is highly desirable, still the majority of school radio and 

television stations will be forced to use local talents school or community® 

Talent from high school classes or workshops may be used if it approximates pro*- 

fessional quality® But the schools are not limited to the use of talent within 

their ranks® They may levy upon the resources of the community at large® For 

example, most communities include adults with som experience in college or com¬ 

munity theaters who might welcome the opportunity to participate in radio and 

television productions® Through evening classes or workshops in acting and 

production this adult talent can be trained for effective use in educational 

pro grains o 



PROGRAMMING (Gon’t) 

(c) For convenience of classes and because of differences in individual 

school operations it may be wise to repeat an elementary broadcast 

one or more times during a week® 

Scheduling becomes more difficult in the secondary grades where synchroniz¬ 

ation with individual school schedule becomes a problem® A great help here is to 

have high schools or junior high schools move toward a uniform oity-wide bell 

schedule® If this occurs it may be practical to broadcast a program many times to 

satisfy classes meeting at various periods in the day® An alternate or accompanying 

plan* where schools have satisfactory recording equipment, is for them to record 

the broadcast and use it according to convenience of their own school schedule® 

At any grade level it is advisable to have ample time before and after 

programs so that proper use can be made of the broadcasts© 

In the paragraphs above, we have discussed how to decide what programs 

are needed, what resources we use in getting our programs, and when we should 

broadcast them© Weaving its way through aU these problems should be a constant 

reminder of the need for securing the judgment of those on the reception ends 

pupils, teachers, principals, and supervisors© 

/sf Jay Stilllnger 

/s/ Marguerite Fleming 

/s/ DoP* Whitley 

/s/ Elaine Tucker 



VUIo TBIEVISIQN CQH4ITTEE REPORT 

Io PHILOSOPHY 

Televisions the newest addition to the mass media of communication, is 
a most potent instrument for instruction and enlightenmento Its potentialities 
for informing and promoting understanding, and for raising standards of apprecia¬ 
tion are very great® Television combines the assets of other media with the fac¬ 
tors of immediacy and mass simultaneous viewing® It is truly an instrument by 
which man can come to know and understand the world around him® Paul Walker, 
Chairman of the Federal Communications Commission says, wIt is challenging^ It is 
revolutionary/! This new element will have to be reckoned with in all deliberations 
of American educators from now on0R 

The specific uses of television, both in and out of school, have been 
referred to in reports under Programming, Production and Utilisation® It should 
be pointed out that in the class-room television replaces no existing aid but adds 
a new one for the teachero Tbs general uses of television ares 

A® In School 
(iy~instruction 
(2) enrichment 
(3) training opportunities 

Bo Out-of-School 
{1) aduXt education® Formal—with or without credit 
(2) general educational—informal 
(3) community service 

Ho HOW TO BEGIN 

It must be strongly re-emphasized that the two hundred and forty-two 
channels reserved for education are for a period of one year only® After June 1» 
19535 anyone may petition the Commission to change an edwationai assIgnment”to a 
commercial assignmento 

A first step for any educational organization contemplating operation 
of educational, television facilities should be to request aid and information 
from the Joint Committee for Educational Television, 1785 Massachusetts Avenue, 
NoWo, Washington, D® Co The JGET is equipped and stands ready to provide such 
groups with authoritative, up-to-date information and the services of consultants 
in the three areas of? 

(1) methods of financing and legal advice 
(2) engineering 
(3) programming sources 

All educational institutions in an area have equal rights to petition 
for the educational television channel assigned to that area® 

In general, there are three methods of organization for obtaining 
educational stations; 

* (1) Parent Institution Type? 
(a) one institution files for license and operates the station 
(b) co-operating institutions have access to facilities 



Television Committee Report 
- 2 - 

(2) New Legal Entity 
(a) me Tiber institutions form council or foundation and incorporate 
(b) council holds license and operates station 

(3) State Network — planned and financed by the State 

Costs vary so widely with the purposes and proposed facilities that any 
general, figures may be misleading* It is recommended that JCET is in the best 
position to supply cost estimates in terms of local conditionso Possible sources 
of financing includes 

(1) Public Tax Moneys 
(2) Participating Institutions 
(3) Private Endowments 

IIIo OPERATION 

Ao Training and experience© 

During the planning and construction period of the educational television 
station, training and experience in production is important* Where a closed circuit 
production and training center can be set up in advance of a television station, it 
can also back-log kinescopes for broadcast when the station begins operation* Since 
this equipment is incorporated into necessary station equipment, this is a practical 
procedureo 

Using time offered on commercial television stations provides groups 
with an opportunity to gain experience by presenting and utilizing programs0 

Bo Personnel 

Improvement in educational programming will be one of the greatest 
responsibilities of the educator and the educational broadcaster* To ensure 
that the purposes of education are fulfilled, trained personnel is necessary,, 
Because of this, it is essential that those responsible for this operation have 
successful experience in education or educational broadcasting, and preferably 
in both* Additional staff positions may be filled by qualified educational per¬ 
sonnel, and in son© stations there will be opportunities for student participation 
at the operational level* If necessary, a station should start on a limited 
schedule with a few good programs* It may expand its services as rapidly as con¬ 
tinuance of high qualTlJ will permit* “ 

IVo RECOMMENDATION 

It is considered important that kinescopes of outstanding program of 
different types be made available for demonstration purposes in areas in which 
attempts are being made to establish educational television stations* A list of 
these sources should be filed with both JCET and NAEB* 



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

W. K. KELLOGG5POTODATION 
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING NETWORK 

STATEMENT OP EXPENDITURES 
FOR THE PERIOD JUNE 1, 195* TO MAY 31, 1952 (1) 

Capital Budget 

Original Revised Actual Balance 

L. S. Toogood tape duplicator 
Tape recording equipment 
Tape playback and speaker 
Reels of tape 
Shipping cartons 
Installation costs 
Cost of administration 

n 000 00 10 266 25 
i 000 00 3 191 25 
1 000 00 
5 250 00 4 925 00 

100 00(3) 
1 000 00(4) 

967 50 

6 989 50 
5 503 20 
1 303 36 
4 268 12 

967 50 

3 276 75 
2 3U 95 (2 

115I # 

Total 19 350 00 -teass ss 19 031 68 318 32 

(1) A supplementary report to coincide with University fiscal year closing 
as of June 30, 19f>2 will be submitted when final figures are determined. 
It is estimated that June expenditures will be slightly over fe 000 and 
that a balance of approximately $5 000 will be used to apply against the 
$8 000 debt for tapes. 

(2) Deduct - overdraft. 
(3) Included In operating expenses of Network Operating Budget. 
(4) Included in purchase price of duplicator. 

RNPsdic 
July 15, 1952 



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
BUSINESS OFFICE 

Operating Budget 

Original Revised Actual_Balance 

Network manager and assistant 
director 

Engineer, 1/2 time 
Recording Technician 
Clerk 
Packaging and shipping tapes 
Office expenses 
Operating expenses 
Replacement and maintenance 
Workmen's Compensation 
Cost of administration 

6 000 00 6 000 00 6 000 00 
2 200 00(1) 
3 000 00 3 000 00 3 000 00 
2 400 00 2 400 00 2 400 00 
4 400 00(2} 

500 00(2) 
5 903 00 8 888 10(3) 

3 000 00 3 000 00 
162 00 162 00 

T 035 00 1 075 00 

2 985 10(4) 
3 000 00 

40 00(4) 

Totai 21 500 00 21 500 00 21 25 10 2^ 10(4) 

(1) No engineer has been used. Recording work has been done on contract basis 
and billed under operating expenses. !2) Included under operating expenses. 

3) Includes Recording charges $3*070.90; Mailing charges $1,358.37; Telephone 
and telegraph charges $354.26; General charges $2,4®.49; and Tape $1,699.08. 

(4) Overdraft. 

Project Budget 

Original Revised Actual Balance 

Project director 9 000 
Director's annuity 
Secretary 3 000 
Extra labor 
Workmen's compensation 
Cost of administration 
Working committees 2 500 
Workshop 8 000 
Central office materials 4 000 
Community studies 2 500 
Unassigned travel 5 000 
Regional seminars 
Board meetings 
Reserve _ 

00 9 000 00 6 750 00 2 250 00(1) 
1 020 00 1 019 88 12 

00 2 400 00 1 800 00 600 00(1) 
834 63 834 63(2 

171 00 114 89 56 11 
1 700 00 1 700 00 

00 964 97(3) 964 97(2) 
00 5 000 00 

98 
5 000 00 

00 4 709 00 3 929 779 02 
00 

256 68 00 2 000 00 1 743 32 
5 000 00 2 000 00 3 000 00 
2 000 00 3 438 13 

00 
ip

 
ir** 13(2) 

1 000 00 1 000 00 

Total 34 000 00 34 000 00 24 295 80 p 704 20 

|1) Director assumed office September 1, 1951 . 
2} Overdraft. 
3) Tape network Engineering Committee; Tape network Program Acceptance Committee; 

and the Tape network In-School Programs Committee. 

RNP:die 
July 15, 1952 
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/ June % 1952 

Hr* Robert VanBuyn 
I 

Associate Director f 
W* K* Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Bob* 
}/ 
the Board of Directors of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
has asked me to request that the monies remaining in this year’s budget at the 
end of the fiscal year, June 30, 19£2, be used to purchase reels of tape* 

The original estimate of 1,£00 reels of tape has proved wholly inadequate to 
satisfy the needs of the network* Under arrangement with the university of 
Illinois, we secured 3,000 reels of tape about January 1, 1952. It was our hope 
that certain savings would be made in this year’s budget which could be applied 
to this purchase. 

These savings were not wholly forthcoming, but another scheme was devised which 
will allow us to at least partially pay for the tape. First, it was determined 
that there could be only two seminars in the summer of 1952. The first of these 
needed to be for public school broad ting and the second in the area of tele¬ 
vision. Because of the intense inte t in television, it was felt that very 
littly money would need to be taken from this budget to support it. Therefore, 
only the public school broadcasting seminar remained. It was agreed to take 
the cost of this seminar, which is approximately $5,000 from the 1952-53 budget. 
Our thinking is that we can still hold a seminar, if such is needed, in the sum¬ 
mer of 1953 out of the 1953-5U budget* 

I Would, therefore, like to formally request that the monies left in the Kellogg 
budget for the educational broadcasting project, which will be between Hi,500 
and $5,500, be used to pay for a portion of the 3,000 reels of tape which we 
secured through the University of Illinois• 

Sincerely, 

JSMtll 

Jim Miles 
Executive Director 



The z\U Kellogg Foundation 
Battl* Creek, Michigan 

Qssitlansnt 

This report is la four parts* 

(a) A summary of the first 

(b) A more detailed 
the chief aecoapliahasni of the 

I m happy to transmit herewith a report ~““ 
Association of Educational Broadcasters eoneeroinc the 
radio project fear milch you granted funds last year to 
Illinois cm behalf of the mm* 

the national 
year of the 

University of 

netwo**?, which nas been 

(c) A report m 
«hleh your grant has asade 
the country, and 

of the kinds of program 
to distribute throughout 

(d) A proposal of the project. 

The* 
be glad to 
a home* b 
to house tl 
funds 
a change* 
herewith 
souths to 

: . an ■. 

changes are nade. 

this proposal of hAKB and will 
second year and to give the project 

however, that if IWSB and the Foundation wish 
this next year, and' therefore to place the 
of Illincie will be wholly agreeable to such 
also that we hope and expect that the budget 

aeaswhau notified within the next two or three 
activitie s in MKB*a aslf-etu^y and long- 

mill be discussed with the Foundation before any 

A financial report will be transmitted shortly after the close of 
ths project year on July 1. 

itespecifnUy yours. 

Wilbur sehraaei 
Dean 



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
business OFFICE 

W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 
EDUCATIONAL BR QADCASTIHG NETWORK 

statement of receipts and expenditures 
JULY 7, 7952 - JUKE 39, 7953 

Balance July 1, 1952 
Receipts for year 

Total balance and receipts 
Expenditures per attached report 

Cash overdraft June 30, 1953 

72 871 79 
50 500 00 

63 371 79 
C-Zg-,12 
i ooi 00 

c! 1 4) ft\kl 
£yle M. mhlenburo. 

Assistant Chief Accountant 

LMDsvg 
July 22, 1953 



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
BUSINESS OFFICE 

n. k. 1021x000 wmmmnm 
ETOCATIOMAL BR0ADCA3OTG HEWC3RE 

wf@w of wmmsmmm mm *zm mam 
jum i# 1952 to jots 30, 1953 

Summary (Detail Attached) 

Budget Actual Balance 

Salaries and wages 
Supplies and expense 
Seminars 
Overhead 

Total 

27 600 00 24 152 23 3 447 77 
10 000 00 26 033 60 16 0B3 60* 
17 700 00 n 13S 96 3 563 04 
^i>iSLgs,,11 

5I^S6_. «L37g 19 . g-347J9(^ 

* Deduct, 
'1) Overhead will be charged to receipt© In 1953-54. 
2) Of this deficit $5*54o*79 was applied on balance carried forward 

July 1, 1952- Present deficit of $1,001.00 to be charged to 
MEB Broadcasting Revolving account. 

JA0*vg 
July 22, 1953 



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
business OFFICE 

' report of mmmvmm 
for the mam mi i* 1952 to jure 30, 1953 

TO KELLOGG FCitITIMTION EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING HEWCRE 

Salaries and Plages 

Budget Actual Balance 

Executive director 
Secretary 
Assistant network manager 
Traffic manager 
Duplicator operator 
Shipping manager 
Extra labor 

10 000 00 
2 900 00 
3 900 00 
2 900 00 
3 500 00 
2 900 00 
J 5® QO 

3 799 9B 
3 736 S3 
3 502 86 
1 210 59 

 1 133.23 

2 650 03 
71 59 

100 02 

83i & 
1 689 41 

J2S& 79* 

Total 27 600 00 24 152 23 3 447 77 

Supplies arid Expense 

Budget Actual Balance 

Hecording charges 
Photography 
Printing 
Retirement 
Railing 
Stenographic work 
Workmen? & compensation 
Express and freight 
Purdue retirement 
Telephone and telegrams 
Miscellaneous 
Supplies 

787 13 
37 60 

2 402 89 
1 210 26 
5 075 20 

256 13 
350 58 
380 95 

Is 
H 5 49.35 

Total 10 000 00 26 083 60 16 083 60* 

♦Deduct. 

JA Crjvg 
July 22, 1953 



UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 
business OFFICE 

REPORT OF EX PEMDITOKES 
FOR THE PERIOD JOTS 1, 1952 TO JtJHE 30, 1953 

TO KELLOGG FOUHDATION FDOCATIOKAL BROADCASTING BEWCRK 

§mmss 
Budget Actual Balame 

Seminar 
Hegioml meetings 
Executive comltkt meetings 
nc-search - Internal 
Research - external 
HAEB coasslttees 
Office travel 
Travel 

5 cm oo 
4 000 00 
2 000 00 
1 000 00 
2 000 DO 
1 500 00 
2 200 00 

4 505 03 
4 223 01 

842 38 
150 00 
120 00 
819 13 

1 093 28 
. ? 384 15 

494 97 
223 01* 

1 157 62 
850 00 

1 880 00 
680 87 

1 106 74 
2 384 15* 

Total 17 700 00 J&&SL. 

♦Deduct. 

jacsvc 
July 22, 1953 



( S/ . . 
■ \BDDGET FOR NAEB HEADQUARTERS AND THE NAEB TftPE NETWORK 

^MJuly 1, 19£2, to June 30, 1953 

OVERALL BUDGET 

^SALARIES AND WAGES 
SEMINARS, ETC. 
SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES 
OVERHEAD 
4^$%0TAL 

BREAKDOWNS ^ 

^salaries and wages 
h Executive Director 

Secretary 
Assistant Network Manager 
Traffic Manager 
Shipping Manager 
Duplicator Operator 
Extra Labor 

q^POTAL S & W 

SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES 

(jfc 

^ Rate Only 
$10,000.00 

2,900.00 
3,900.00 
2,900.00 
2,900.00 
3,500.00 
1,500.00 

$27,600.00 
17,700.00 
10,000.00 
2,525*00 

& 
157,825 OO 

$27,600.00 

$10,000.00 

SEMINARS, ETC. 
Seminar 
Regional Meetings 
Executive Committee Meetings 
Research - internal 
Research - external 
NAEB Committees 
Office Travel 

TOTAL SEMINARS 
TOTAL 

INTERNAL BUDGETS 
PROJECT AREA 

Salaries and Wages 
Seminars, etc. 
Overhe ad 
Supplies and Expenses 

TOTAL PROJECT AREA 

TAPE NETWORK AREA 
Salaries and Wages 
Travel 
Overhead 
Supplies and Expenses 

TOTAL TAPE NETWORK AREA 
TOTAL 

$ 5,000.00 
U,000.00 
2,000.00 
1,000.00 
2,000.00 
1,500.00 
2,200.00 

$12,900.00 
16,700.00 
1,700.00 
2,700.00 

$1U,700.00 
1,000.00 

825.00 
7,300.00 

INCOME 

FROJECT AREA 

from Kellogg Foundation $3U,000.00 

TAPE NETWORK AREA 
from Kellogg Foundation $16,500.00 
from member assessment fees 7jrj25.00 

$17,700.00 

$57,825.00 

$3U,000.00 

$23,825.00 

$57,825, do 

a %Oootbo 

$23,825.00 
TOTAL $57,825.00 



BUDGET FOB NAEB HEAD. JARTERS AND THE KAEB NETWORK 
July 1, 1952 to June 30, 1953 

-BUD ..■filiffiALL. 

SAURIES AND WAGES 
SEMINARS* ETCo 
SUPPLIES AND,EXPENSE 
OVERHEAD 

TOTAL 

BREAKDOa^ 

r /^C. ICO ) 

[_gftLARIjSS. AND WAGES 
Executive Director 
Secretary 
Assistant Network E mger 
Traffic Manager 
Shipping Manager 
Duplicator Operator 
Extra Labor 

TOTAL S '& W 

L SUPPLIES and expense 

j SEMINARS. ETC,, 
Seminar* s 
Regional Mae tings 
Executive Committee Meetings 
Research » internal. 
Research ~ external 
NAEB Cofljaittees 
Office Travel 

TOTAI SEMIN RS 

TftJ 

jyf^KffN i\ T. RTTH T3 
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PROPOSAL ELABORATION 

NAEB—KELLOGG PROJECT 

Jim Miles 

(NOTE:- I will put down in narrative form the arguments for and against 
each proposal — or the alternatives — and then state at the end which 
proposal I favor* and if I feel I can add anything, why I favor it.) 

NAEB TAPE NETWORK 

1. - One of the growing discussions centers around the exact service the tape net 
should perform. There are several proponents for placing emphasis on the 
"network1’ idea and all it implies — particularly immediacy and flexibility. 
There is at least one exponent for even more advance planning than the net¬ 
work does at present — saying in effect why not plan a whole year in advance 
— or at least four months. This of course means that the network more 
closely resembles a transcription ”service”. I111 not take sides in this 
argument for as a station manager I could use it either way. I would like 
to point out the economics of the situation. We are operating on a set 
budget — to get the most out of that budget requires planning, planning the 
best use of facilities and manpower. The best plan would call for 100$ 
use of time and facilities — this of course is impractical because it 
allows for no breakdowns or sicknesses. I would suggest therefore that we 
plan at about 1% capacity and allow the remaining 2$% of the time to take 
care of breakdowns, sicknesses and for immediacy shows. 

PROPOSAL:- THE NETWORK MANAGER, SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
SHALL DETERMINE WHAT QUANTITY OF TAPES CAN BE TURNED OUT AND SHALL PLAN ROUGHLY 
Tft ON A "SERVICE” BASIS AND 2% ON A ’’NETWORK” BASIS. 

2. - One of the knottiest problems connected with the network is the matter of 
program acceptance. The only solution seems to be a network acceptance 
group. This group should meet at least four times a year — and should 
have mechanics set up for auditioning shows between meetings. The question 
here is to get someone with mature judgment and the time to listen. Past 
acceptance committees broke down because we chose busy people — people who 
could not take the time to listen. I suggest we take good program directors 
for this assignment — three should do it. 

PROPOSAL:- THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHALL RECOMMEND TO THE PRESIDENT FOR APPOINT¬ 
MENT TO THE NAEB TAPE NETWORK PROGRAM ACCEPTANCE GROUP REPRESENTATIVES OF THREE 
MEMBER INSTITUTIONS WHO ARE ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN PROGRAMMING. 

THIS CROUP SHALL OUTLINE IN WRITING THE QUALIFICATIONS IT DEEMS ESSENTIAL 
FOR NETWORK ACCEPTANCE. THESE SHALL ALSO CONDUCT A STUDY TO DETERMINE % OF 
VARIOUS TYPES OF SHOWS TO BE OFFERED. THESE SHALL BE SUBMITTED TO THE NAEB 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS FOR APPROVAL. 



THIS GROUP SHALL HAVE FULL AUTHORITY TO ACCEPT OR REJECT PROGRAMS WHICH SHALL 
BE OFFERED ON THE TAPE NETWORK. NO OTHER CROUP OR INDIVIDUAL CAN COMMIT THE NET¬ 
WORK TO ANY OFFERING. 

Cost:- four meetings yearly 

if regionally centered $1,000. 
if nationally chosen $2,000 - $3,000. 

3.- At least one station has asked the tape network to defray some of its costs 
in securing a show for the network. This whole matter seems to hinge around 
the question of intent. If the station is going to some expense to secure 
a show and would do so even if it were not offered on the network — then 
certainly no payment should be made. The reverse certainly should be true 
within limitations. Certainly if the network were to add even the modest 
sum of $10.00 per hour for each show secured the cost would soon eat us up. 
Add $5,000 yearly to the cost of operation and the membership fees would 
have to be increased sharply. 

PROPOSAL:- THE NAEB TAPE NETWORK MANAGER SHALL MAKE EVERY EFFORT TO SECURE ALL 
SHOWS AT NO COST. IN NO EVENT SHALL HE PAY MORE THAN $10.00 PER HOUR (Plus 
supplying the tape). IN NO EVENT SHALL HE AGREE TO PAY ANY STATION MJKE THAN 
ITS YEARLY SERVICE ASSESSMENT. 

1*.- Much has been said about "in-school" programs on the tape network. There 
are at least three distinct types — those used by school stations with a 
master teacher plan — those without a master teacher plan — and those 
college stations who work on a regional basis© There is a school of 
thought that holds out for evaluation similar to films. Others say the 
film evaluation never meant anything and neither will this. There are 
many other points of disagreement so that this seems like the best. 

PROPOSAL:- THE WHOLE QUESTION OF IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMS OFFERED ON THE NAEB TAPE 
NETWORK IS REFERRED TO THE PLANNING GROUP (See NAEB Kellogg Project below) 
WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO DELINEATE THE PROBLEMS AND~SUG(&ST WORKING CROUPS WHO GAN 
RECOMMEND WAYS TO SOLVE THEM. 

Estimated cost:- for one meeting each for three groups 

if regionally centered $1,500. 
if nationally chosen $2,500 to $3,500. 

5.- The master file problem is not as urgent as others at this time. Nor is 
there any clear recommendation to make. There seems to be no danger to the 
tapes until hot weather therefor I make the following; 

PROPOSAL:- THE NAEB TAPE NETWORK MANAGER SHALL BRING IN A RECOMMENDATION ON 
THE PROPER STORAGE AND HANDLING OF TAPE MASTERS FOR APPROVAL AT THE NEXT BOARD 
OF DIRECTORS* MEETING. 
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6.- The relationship between the Network Manager and the Executive Director 
as presently existent is not a problem* I felt originally that this should 
be more carefully spelled out for years to come« As of this wilting I am 
not too sure that there needs to be two executives in the Headquarters* 
Office* Much of the work that Rider has been forced to do could as well be 
done by a chief clerk. Similarly, once the pattern is set — certainly by 
the end of this year — Miles* successor would be available to do more. 
It is a problem that needs only thought at this time. Therefore, I 
make the following: 

PROPOSAL:- MILES AND RIDER SHALL EVALUATE THEIR JOBS AND BRING IN A RECOMMENDATION 
AT THE NEXT BOARD OF DIRECTORS* MEETING. ALL BOARD MEMBERS SHALL BE THINKING OF 
POSSIBLE SUGGESTIONS FOR MILES* SUCCESSOR AND SHALL COMMUNICATE SUCH SUGGESTIONS 
TO THE PRESIDENT. MILES* SUCCESSOR SHALL BE SELECTED AT THE NEXT BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS* MEETING AND SHALL BE RECOMMENDED TO THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOR 
APPOINTMENT. HIS TERM SHOULD OVERLAP MILES BY AT LEAST ONE PDNTK. 

NAEB HEADQUARTERS 

1. - Several discussions have been held regarding the charging of some of the 
activities normally borne by the NAEB treasury to the Kellogg Grant. 
Realistically we must at the end of five years support outselves. Inasmuch 
as this is the paramount issue I make the following: 

PROPOSAL:- ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES WHICH NAEB HAS NORMALLY CARRIED ON THAT CAN BE 
TRANSFERRED TO HEADQUARTERS SHALL BE SO TRANSFERRED. THE MONIES IN THE NAEB 
TREASURY SO SAVED SHOULD BE LEFT THERE AGAINST THE DAY WHEN THE GRANT STOPS. NO 
UNUSUAL EXPENDITURES FOR SUCH THINGS AS BOARD MEETINGS, ENGINEERING OR LEGAL 
TALENT SHOULD BE ALLOWED UNLESS AND UNTIL THERE IS PROVIDED A WAY TO CARRY ON 
WITH SUCH ACTIVITIES AFTER THE GRANT IS ENDED. THIS APPLIES* ONLY TO REGULAR 
OCCURANCES — SPECIAL PROJECTS SHALL BE CONSIDERED ON THEIR MERIT... .. 

2. « The Executive Director has attempted to visit as many stations as time would 
allow. He has in every instance tried to tie such visitatiorjup with a meet¬ 
ing or other event — thus expenses are held to a minimum. Both the head¬ 
quarters and the station benefit from this visit. It has been suggested 
that regional directors should do this visitation. I personally do not 
feel that this will have the effect of strengthening the central source of 
information which headquarters should be. Perhaps in the light of the recent 
emergence of the headquarters operation the duties and responsibilities of 
the regional directors should be re-examined. This question too might be 
tossed to the planning group for delineation and recommendation. 

PROPOSAL:- THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHALL VISIT AS MANY MEMBER INSTITUTIONS AS 
TIME AND MONEY WILL ALLOW — ALWAYS TYING THAT VISIT TO A MEETING IN THE VICINITY 
WHENEVER POSSIBLE. 



3.- There have been many discussions regarding the type of communications head¬ 
quarters should have with the general members* The Board in its wisdom saw 
fit to leave the editing of the News-Letter with the Secretaryo With this 
I have no objection at this time — later when and if we change secretaries 
it may be advisable to reconsider the whole matter. The secretary now sends 
the copy to Headquarters for mimeographing and mailing. The Executive 
Director has been issuing sporadically a "Policy Letter”. This has gone 
to the Board and certain other members who have been involved with policy 
determination. These two approaches seem to me to be the only practicable 
ones. 

PROPOSAL:- THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SHALL CONTINUE TO ISSUE THE "POLICY-LETTER” 
TO A RESTRICTED LIST. HE SHALL PREPARE A REGULAR MONTHLY PAGE FOR THE NEWS¬ 
LETTER. ALL OTHER COMMUNICATIONS WILL BE IN THE NATURE OF SPOT NEWS, CORRESPOND¬ 
ENCE, SURVEYS, ETC., OR TO TRANSMIT SOME PUBLISHED DOCUMENT. 

NAEB KELLOGG PROJECT 

1.- All of the previous discussion of "mechanics" to make the association and 
network run will go for naught unless we go to work at once on the listed 
purposes for which the grant was made. Briefly these are: 1. To improve 
the quality of educational programs; 2. To improve educational station 
management and to upgrade personnel; and 3* To help institutions become 
more efficient broadcasters. The question that is left up to us is "HOW?" 
I re-submit the idea that the area is far too large for any one man to 
attempt an answer. It requires concentrated action on the part of a group 
for several days. I re-submit that this group should be a visionary group 
— not too closely bound to the day to day operation of a station — and 
not already encumbered with the responsibility of board membership. The 
NAEB Board is, in my opinion, an operational group. It should continue to 
concern itself with the implementation of the plans we have already made 
— and leave the plans for the future to another group. Needless to say, 
any such group would be subject to Board approval before releasing their 
report. 

PROPOSAL:- The EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR SUGGESTS THAT THE PRESIDENT APPOINT, AND THE 
BOARD RATIFY, THE FOLLOWING TO ACT AS THE PLANNING GROUP: LEVENSON, MCCARTY, 
TYLER, HUDSON, COLEMAN, AND MCCABE DAY. THIS GROUP SHALL SPELL OUT THE QUES¬ 
TIONS — THE ANSWERS.TO WHICH WOULD LEAD TO THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE THREE 
PURPOSES STATED ABOVE. THIS GROUP SHALL ALSO NAME, FOR PRESIDENTIAL RATIFICA¬ 
TION, THE GROUPS WHICH WILL DISCUSS THE QUESTIONS SO SPELLED OUT. THE GROUP 
SHALL ALSO PLACE A PRIORITY ON EACH QUESTION SO THAT THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR WILL 
BE ABLE TO CALL FIRST GROUPS FIRST — AND GO AS FAR DOWN THE LIST AS MONEY 
WILL ALLOW. THOSE LEFT OVER WILL EE HELD FOR USE NEXT YEAR. 

o- If the Board decides favorably on the above course there is one other bit 
of policy direction it should give the planning group. This in regard to 
regionally centered or nationally chosen groups. The point that must be 
determined is whether the following statement is true:- "A group of 

2 
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educational radio people, all from the same geographical area, can validly 
discuss and recommend a nationally valid program," I have proposed this 
because of the obvious financial savings — it will let our money cover 
more than twice as much ground, and do it just as well, I sincerely believe 
this so I make the following: 

PROPOSAL:- THE NAEB BOARD OF DIRECTORS RECOMMENDS THAT THE PLANNING GROUP 
REGIONALLY CENTER THE WORKING GROUPS WHENEVER THAT IS POSSIBLE. 

If the Board rejects the planning group idea, then it is encumbent upon the 
Board or at least the Executive Committee to meet at once with the Executive 
Director to go over in detail the areas to be covered and how they shall be 
covered. 

REPORTS 

The question of reports has often been raised. I feel that Headquarters and 
Network should report often enough to keep the Board informed but not too 
often to become a burden either on the writer or the readers. Therefore, 
I make the following: 

PROPOSAL:- THE NAEB HEADQUARTERS AND TAPE NETWORK SHALL MAKE A DETAILED ANNUAL 
REPORT WHICH WILL BE DISTRIBUTED TO THE BOARD, MEMBERS, AND FOUNDATION. THEY 
SHALL ALSO PREPARE QUARTERLY, NARRATIVE AND FINANCIAL REPORTS FOR SUBMISSION TO 
THE BOARD. 



W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 1 

DIVISION OF EDUCATION 

HUGH B. MASTERS 
Dl RECTOR 

ROBERT G.VAnDUYN 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR July 2, 1952 

Mr. Jim Miles 
Executive Director 
University of Illinois 
119 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Jim: 

This is to approve for the Foundation your request 

that the balance which remains at the end of the June 
30, 1952, be used toward the payment of the 3,000 reels 
of tape which you secured through the University of 
Illinois. We would appreciate it if you would indicate 
in the financial statement what the balance was and how 
much will have to be found to complete the payment for 

the 3,000 reels. 

We certainly enjoyed having you fellows with us a 
few days ago. The report is really quite impressive 
in spite of all the handicaps we have had. 

We are in the midst of project reports and budget 
hearings clear up to our ears. It was fortunate we found 
the time we did for you to come. Otherwise, I am afraid 
it would be impossible after that date. I hope your work¬ 
shop proves to be even more successful than you anticipated. 

Sincerely, 

Robert VanDuyn 

RVD:hmn 



Radio 
Received 

Nation 

August 3£T 19$2 

Once again it's billing tin© for the NiLEB Tape Network. 
A bill for your fee for the period July 1* 19^2—June 3 
19£3* is enclosed® The bill originates in the business 
office of the University of Illinois* and your check 
should be made payable to the University of Illinoiso 

These checks are handled through a revolving fund which the 
University of Illinois maintains for us® Monies my only be 
expended for tape network ope ration P, 

Remember — make your checks for tape network assessment fees 
payable to the University of Illinoise 



NAEB HEADQUARTERS Radio 2zc?.ved . 
station 

MJB2S 
8 1952. 

,L NAEB TAPE NETWORK STATION 

Gentlemens 

August 2$, 19$2 

The fall offering (Package #9) of the NAEB Tape Network will include the first 
series of programs produced by the Adult Education Committee* who administered 
the Fund for Adult Education grant to NAEB* You have already had considerable 
information on this series from Sy Siegelo May I urge that you make evexy effort 
to use all of the promotional material S>y has put in your hands? This is one 
series which can back up all the bragging and ballyhooing you can give ito 

PROMOTION 

It will be well worth your while to re-type the press releases Siegel has sent 
you — inserting* of course* your call letters* location* and time and day of 
broadcast Distribute these to all newspapers which have any circulation in your 
coverage area® I say re -type the releases because we have found that the newspaper 
editors will pay more attention to typed stories than they will to mimeographed or 
multilithed stories which have your local information typed or written in* Of 
course* if you can*t re-type them* do send them out with the information written 

in® 

In addition to the material which you have already received from Siegel* you will 
be receiving from headquarters a quantity of brochures which you can mail to 
influential people in your area, These are beautiful two-color folders, designed 
by the University of Illinois Art Department and lithoprinted in Chic ago ® Some 
of you ordered sufficient quantity of these to enable us to inprint your station 
and time of broadcast on your folders® Those who didn®t should utilize the back 
blank page of this folder for such informationo It will be worth your tfiile to 
invest a few dollars in a rubber stamp for this purpose* Be sure you say when 
the program will be heard* The folder loses its effectiveness if it does not 
contain this information® This blank back page is also usable as a place to put 
addresses* The post office says that this does not need an envelope and that it 
does not need to be sealed in any way® I advise that you check with your local 
post office on the best way to handle this material® 

May I urge again that you set up a firm schedule for handling all of this promo¬ 
tional material? Here is a vehicle adequately planned with adequate material 
available for some real audience promotion at the local level® This is a very 
real part of the value of these programs to NAEB menber stations® 



DISTRIBUTION 

As far as the network is concerned, you will receive THE JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE 
as a part of the weekly shipments from headquarters* As you know* under the 
system headquarters mil serve directly each station of the network and all st&Uons 
Will return tapes to network headquarters© PLEASE DO NOT CONFUSE PACKAGE $9 WITH 
PACKAGES #7 AND #8 WHICH WILL CONTINUE TO BE BICYCLED UNTIL IHET HAVE COMPLETED 
THEIR PREVIOUSLY ARRANGED SCHEDULESo 

Package #9 will leave headquarters on or about September S' for each member station© 
It is for use by you during th© week of. September lit© Subsequent mailings will be 
made from headquarters at weekly intervals© This applies to the entire package of 
which THE JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE is a part© 

As George Prdbst has said. THE JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE is an tfenduring program©rj 
He means by this that it csn be played five or ten years from now and have as. 
raucli meaning as it does today* This undoubtedly means that you will want to keep 
THE JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE as a part of your permanent tape library© 

There was no money available in the FAE grant, to enable us to give you these 
tapeso The cost of giving you these tapes from headquarters Is* of course* 
prohibitive (70 x 13 x $3,00-$2730)© We* therefore, have* only these tm 
solutions i First* you keep the ’tape you receive from the NAEB Tape No.wrk md 
replace it with a new Scotch taps from your supply^ or, second- you to to your 
own tape this series of programs and return th© tapes you get from the network to 

headquarters© 

Because of the large number of tapes headquarters must handle mch week. It »U1 
be impossible for us to keep many of the records we have kept in the past, On# 
record, however, will be faithfully kept. We will know how may ty.es have bey 
sent to each stati.cn and tow many tapes have been returned. Should any station 
on the network fail to return the tapes promptly after using then* we mXl ax 
necessity have to discontinue service to that station until the tapes are returned, 

OTHER USES OF THE JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE 

HAEB Tape Network stations my make THE JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE tapes available for 
non-broadcast use. This mens they may baooi® a part of your local tape library® 
end they may be used before civic groups, assemblies, or in individual classrooms. 

Any broadcast use of THE JEFFERSONIAN HERITAGE tapes on non-NAEB Tape Network stations 
is strictly prohibited© Such broadcast rights can only be authorized from head¬ 
quarters and will only b© granted to those non-NAEB Tape Network stations which 
purchase from NAEB a sat of Columbia l«p© transcriptions of the ®eilaa© 'Ihose 
sets will be sold at the nominal price of $2^,00© These will not be avails . 
before mid-October or early Novenber© Hence* the only release of the series at 
this time will be on NAEB Tape Network stations* 
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CONCLUSIONS 

This lias been a very involved lettero I am sure Waldo Abbot Hill call it "much 
too long*" but we are embarking on a new course as far as the network is concerned 

and upon4 a golden opportunity as far as educational broadcasting is concerned* I 
SiT^peaWro^reat 4° that each and everyone of you will take every poe- 

sibId step to adequately use these programso . 
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August 29, 1932 

Mr. Robert VanDuyn 
W. Km Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Bob* 

Many thanks for your fine letter of August 19 and for the attached check. 
The check has been properly credited to our account by the University of 
Illinois Business Office. 

Thanks, too, for the kind words on our progress report. I do think we have made 
progress this past year and am very hopeful for the year to come. We are pro¬ 
ceeding with the idea of making the Minneapolis nee ting more than just a "con¬ 
vention.Incidentally, we would be happy if you and Hugh could find tine to 
attend this nee ting. It will be held Koventoer 6-7-8. 1 will be happy to make 
any reservations for you which you desire. 

As you know, I do agree that an "improvement program for NAEB and its board" 
is a must. Would there be any possibility of us talking about this further 
in the very near future? I plan to be in Urbana most of the time between now 
and tiie Minneapolis meeting so would be available whenever It seems convenient 
to you. 

I will remind the Board again of our responsibility for evaluation of the 
project. I assure you a complete evaluation will be accomplished. 

In answer to your specific question regarding what progress has been made to¬ 
ward the accomplishment of Purpose 3, nay I point out the followings the Regional 
Conference held in Norman, Oklahomaj the All©rton Conference held in June) and 
the Iowa State College TV Works hop just concluded. These have all helped on 
the first two points mentioned under this purpose. They have more adequately 
trained personnel. They have concentrated some expert attention on the problems 
of educational station management. They have provided sessions on surveys and 
studies. They have carefully examined the knotty problems of programming and 
production. 

I don’t mean by the above that we have done all that could have been done or 
will be done, but I do think we have made a fine start. 

There are at the moment 87 active members of NAEB. 70 of these subscribe to 
the NAEB Tape Network. To the best of ny knowledge there are but 10 to 20 



Mr. Robert VanDuyn - 2 - August 29, 1952 

other educational stations in the country. We are constantly working on the 
membership problem and are adding menfcers almost daily. I found six application 
blanks on w desk when I returned from the Iowa State meeting. As far as the 
New England and Southern areas are concerned, I believe we have almost all of 
the stations on the air in those regions. As with some other areas which mi^t 
be called "progressive education,” these regions are notably backward* 

I would greatly appreciate expansion either via mail or in person on your next 
to the last paragraph* I have long felt that the basic objectives of NAEB and 
of the Kellogg Project at the University of Illinois were completely intertwined. 
I think the others working with me in NAEB have much this same feeling. Do I 
interpret correctly that this is not your feeling at this moment? 

Needless to say, I agree whole-heartedly on the need for developing cooperation 
among radio, publications, and the extension service* I would be happy to spark¬ 
plug a meeting which might inplement such cooperation. Do you think the time 
is ripe for such a meeting? 

As I have said before, it has been a very real pleasure to work with you and 
Hugh this past year. Tour wonderful cooperation, your understanding of our 
problems, your fine guidance has been something I will long remeuker. 

Sincerely, 

JSMill 

Jim Miles 
Executive Director 

P.S.i Attached are two pictures of the tape duplicator of "Little Monster" 
as we call it. Why don#t you come down and see it in operation? 
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August 19, 1952 ROBERT G. VAN DUYN 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 

Mr. Jim Miles, Executive Director 
National Association of Educational Broadcasters 
University of Illinois 
119 Gregory Hall 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Jim: 

The delay in answering your letter is due to the fact that for the 

past many days we have been having budget hearings and have as a part 
of this activity been making a very complete review of the NAEB project- 
proposal, progress reports, and supplementary materials. 

You and your staff has developed an excellent report on the work 
that is being carried on and there seems to be ample evidence that con¬ 
siderable progress has been made. We are, of course, pleased and de¬ 
lighted to know that the tape duplicator is in use. The very fact that 
during the past year NAEB has developed permanent headquarters and es¬ 
tablished a tape network is a real accomplishment; and plans for the 
second year seem to offer many possibilities for even further growth 
and development. The convention planned for this fall in Minneapolis 
would seem to be an excellent next step. We are agreeable to the sug¬ 
gestions in the proposal that special speakers and consultants be used 
as needed for this meeting. 

Even though there has been some excellent accomplishments made 
during the first year, we share with you a real concern in many ways 
for the program.'7 We hope that in the year ahead the NAEB Board, with 
the assistance of the staff, will be able to develop a more effective 
kind of operation with respect to its many and varied activities^’ It 
would seem wise to set up an improvement program for NAEB and its 
Board using outside consultants until after its own staff and the easily 
accessible help from the affiliated agencies are used. We are most sym¬ 
pathetic with the problems confronting the Board and are more than will¬ 
ing to be helpful in any way we can. Also, are there not others within 
the institutions from which the Board members come that they could draw 
upon for counsel and advice? We would like to do some thinking along 
this line with you, if you think it has merit. 

We also hope that the staff and the Board will be able to lay a 
basis for a more systematic and complete plan of evaluating the work 
of this particular project than seems to have been done so far. We 
recognize at least some of the difficulties involved, but believe that 
it must be done and that the full responsibility for doing so rests with 
the Board and the staff. 
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In reviewing the annual report materials in light of the original 
proposal we could not help but wonder what progress has been made toward 
the accomplishment of Purpose 3 as stated on Page 14, i.e., 

"3. To improve the management and upgrade the personnel of educa¬ 
tional stations: 

It is proposed to help the educational broadcasters, by means 
^ of conferences, fellowships, and related devices, to train ade¬ 

quate personnel; 

, It is proposed to concentrate some expert attention on the 
\problems of educational station management; 

It is proposed to help these stations develop audience on 
the effect studies by which to judge their performance and 
redirect their planning.,” 

In studying the distribution of the stations now participating in 
the tape network it is not clear as to why so few in the New England 
area and the Southern region are participating. Is there a relationship 
between the stations participating and the contacts made directly or 
otherwise by the staff? We are pleased to know that the staff will be 
able to circulate more widely this year. 

We hope you will not misunderstand this next question, but feel 
compelled to raise it with you: Is there any possibility that the central 
staff of NAEB is likely to become so involved in the "many and varied ac¬ 

tivities" of the (NAEB) Board that it will fail to accomplish the ob¬ 
jectives agreed upon in the original proposal to the Kellogg Foundation? 
You may feel that this is^a valid question but it stems from a concern 
that we have about this program. In the original proposal we were concerned 
with the development of a cooperative relationship involving radio, publi¬ 
cations and extension service with the view of bringing to rural people a 
better and more varied kinds of educational offerings. We hope this par¬ 
ticular purpose might be worked on in great detail in the years ahead". 

The financial statement as of May 31, 1952 submitted by the Uni¬ 
versity of Illinois has been received and is approved by our auditor on 
condition, of course, that we receive, when the final figures are available, 
a supplementary report to coincide with the University fiscal year closing 
as of June 30, 1952. Acting on the request made in the annual report, we 
are enclosing a check in the amount of $50,500.00, which fulfills the 
Foundations commitment for the second year of the program: 

With all best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

XrsSP-' 
Enc. 

HBM 

RVD 

Hugh Masters 
Robert Van] _ 



uroana, j 
June 10t 1953 
Urban a, Illinois 

Mr, Robert VanDuyn 
Associate Director 
W. K* Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creekv Michigan 

Dear Bobs 

On behalf of the Executive Committee of the National 
Association of Educational Broadcasters# I am submitting 
budget proposals for 1953-5*** 

1, The proposed budget for continuation of the 
third year of the original five-year grant is 
submitted. Basically, it is the same as for the 
two previous years, with adjustments to meet the 
anticipated inooroe from NAEB assessments, 

2* Also, a proposal for increased services to 
educational radio and television through NAEB, 
The memo explains each itemized request. I shall 
be happy to supply additional information on any 
or all items, if you wish. 

May I suggest that it would be helpful if we could have 
a conditional approval of the regular budget at an early date. 
Obviously, I underetand that formal approval of the Foundation 
must await submission by us of a formal report on 1952-53* 

Sorry you can11 get to Ann Arbor* We#ll miss you. 

Frank e. senopiey 
Treasurer 

FEBses 

Transmitted through 
Dean Wilbur Schramm 

End, 
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TO: Robert VanDuyn, W. K. Kellogg Foundation 

From: Frank E. Schooley, Treasurer, NAEB 

Re.: Proposals to expand the W. K. Kellogg Foundation support 
to N. A, E. B. for 1953-5**# either by transferring funds 
from the 1954-55 budget, or by supplying new funds. 

New Tape Duplicator for the NAEB Tape Network $ 9,900.00 

The Network has grown to such size that it is 
difficult to give satisfactory service to all 
members at all times, and Network size continues to 
increase. Specifically, it is proposed to secure 
another Tape Duplicator, same size as the present 
model, to (1) expand the program offerings 
by about 50%9 (2) to give greater flexibility to 
members in selecting programs for use, (3) to have 
facilities for special timely programs which is not 
possible under present capacity operations, and (4) 
to provide for emergency operations, should the one 
and only present Duplicator need repair. 

Additional Tape Supply for the NAEB Tape Network 5#000.00 

The growth in size of Network and amount of 
service rendered has far exceeded the original 
estimates. The Network has never had ample supply 
of tapes for efficient operation. This has been 
simply an underestimate of needs for such type of 
service. 

Additional staff for Headquarters to give service 
to increasing demands of educators and educational 
institutions in both radio and television. 18,400.00 

a. Associate Director - To provide program and 
station management consultation services to the 
stations now operating, (2) to arrange further 
exchange of ideas between stations, (3) to 
encourage development of new educational stations, 
and (4) to encourage the educational utilization of 
educational radio programs by schools. ($8,000) 

b0 Arsociate Director - The same type of services 
for television as indicated in *a* above. This is 
an area where service is needed, where NAEB must 
fill the gap. This person would place emphasis upon 
programming needs. ($8,000) 
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c. Additional help in NAEB ‘PAPE NETWORK operations, 
to provide additional service indicated by 
new duplicator. This amount probably will not 
supply the help, but this amount might be supple¬ 
mented from the "labor* item in the regular 
Kellogg-NAEB budget. ($2,400) 

Travel for each of the two Associate Directors, at 
$2,200 per year. 4,400.00 

Duplication of service materials for educational 
broadcasters. Such service materials would be on 
educational and radio television programming, 
management, operations, and utilization. 3,600.00 

~~ Radio Program Service for Schools 2,160.00 

This would be the initial effort to make available to 
school systems program series that had been accepted 
and used by the NAEB Tape Network. This would be tried 
on a small scale, to determine needs and potentialities 
for future expansion. Simply stated, this service 
would be inaugurated with previous and present NAEB 
Tape Network series made available by tape recording. 
Master copies of programs would be kept on file. 
Tape8 would be sold to stations at $5°50 per 30 minutes 
of programming, limiting each tape to two programs, or 
programs would be copied upon tapes furnished by 
school at $1 per program, or rented on a nominal basis, 
if the rental demand arises. 

The cost factors arising are: (1) small storage 
cabinet, (2) tape supply, (3) cataloging of available 
programs, (4) securing "rights* holders permissions 
to use the series for such purposes, and (5) 
preparation of description materials for distribution, 
and (6) distribution and handling of programs. Estimates: 

-Tapes for first 3-year Network programs, 
in-school programs only $1260.00 

-Storage cabinet 300.00 
-Cataloging, duplicated materials, 
clearances 600.00, 

WlbOoOO 
It should be noted that approximately 
$1500 could be diverted to the NAEB 
Tape Network at a later date if this 
project is found not to be filling an 
apparent educational need. 

Regional In-service and Consultation Services 3,000.00 

Service to educational broadcasters, members or 
non-members of NAEB, to be provided by the Regional 
Directors, or others selected, at no compensation, 
but with expenses paid. Six regions O $500 per region* 
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~~ In-service committee meetings, 1,200.00 

Additional funds are needed to get the working 
committees together to plan and take action on 
problems of educational broadcasting. Examples: 
Engineering, on engineering standards for school 
stations, and their needs; long-time planning of 
in-school program series, and planning of needed programs 
for adults. 

—* Prestige Radio Series, 80,000,00 

To produoe this series of programs would cost 
approximately §5,000 per program, for series of 
13 programs, and approximately ^15,000 to promote 
listenership for the series. 

The series would, or could be, in the area of 
education, agriculture, or community health. 
They would be intended for the adult audience, 
with possible secondary usage in study groups 
and in sohools. 

This series would be planned and produced by 
professionals, with eminent consultant or con¬ 
sultants to check the authority of the productions. 

For example, see attached memo outline of possible 
series. 

— Staff Study on Organizational-Operational Needs of 
Television Network. 

This study to be made within five-month period to 
determine the needs, uses, program problems, pro¬ 
duction problems, organizational, and operational 
needs of an Educational Television Network, and to 
ascertain costs of initiating and operating such a 
network. 

Director $5*000.00 
staff. Including secretarial 2,000.00 
Travel, and contingencies 1,500.00 

8,500.00 

— Establishment of an NAEB Office in Washington, to 
serve NAEB in Washington and In New York City, 

This office would serve: 

a. Representative of NAEB with other educational 
organizations, with headquarters in Washington; 
such as U. S. Office of Education, Association 
of Land Grant Colleges, the American Council 
on Education, and the u. S. Office of Education, 
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b. Representative of NAEB in relationships with 
government , including the FOG, and other 
agencies. 

c. Supply members with printed or duplicated 
reports on government activities that affeot 
broadcasting. 

d. Supply NAEB Tape Network with weekly or semi¬ 
monthly programs on Education from Washington. 

e. Serve similarly in New York on weekly or semi¬ 
monthly basis9 as services are needed. 

Funds needed would be allocated: 
a. Associate Director 
b. Secretary 
c. Radio programs 
d. Service materials 
e. Travel 

$10,000 
3 #600 
2,600 
2f400 

Qfift $19,600 

Grants-ln-Aid for Series of In-School Radio 
Programs. (3 series) 18,000.00 

These grants would be administered by NAEB, and 
would be made available to educational institu¬ 
tions with radio stations or with radio program 
production centers. The grants, to be made upon 
application, would be used by educational institu¬ 
tions to improve a series, which might need the 
"lift- to bring it to NAEB Tape Network quality. 

Grants—in—Aid for Television Series of programs 
(2 series) 20,000.00 

To aid an educational institution in the planning 
and production of series of educational programs 
for television. The funds to be administered by 
NAEB. Grants to be made upon application, and 
upon showing of potential good to educational 
television to come from such series. 

In-Service Training Program 7,800.00 

To provide for the exchange of staff personnel 
on six stationsb to provide for upgrading of 
personnel and stations* staffs. The funds would 
be used only to cover differentials in such items 
as travel, subsistence, and salaries. 

Exchange fellowships, to cover out-of-pocket expense 
of Fulbright Scholar to Great Britain ($2250), and 
travel and incidental expenses of return-fellow to 
USA ($750). 3,000.00 

Indirect costs to be added to above items approved. 
@ 5 per cent. 

>10-53 
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Prestige Radio 

AND MAN SHAM* < 
(Education 

Series - 

Purpose - 

Contents - 

Techniques - 

Authorities - 

Uses - 

Series —* Proposed — Sample Outline 

in' the U.S.A.) 

Thirteen (13) one-half hour programs. 

To show the role of education in the development and 
growth of the U.S.A. to government, to society, and 
to the individual. 

Resources of education, based upon research. To 
include educators and the educated, the child and 
the adult, the stories of trials—successes and 
failures, and examples of contributions to a 
developing Democracy. 

Basically, woven documentary and narration. 

To be planned and produced by competent professional 
personnel, under direction and supervision of pro¬ 
fessional producer, aided by professional educator 
or eduoators as consultants. Example of possible 
consultants: Professor James Bartlett Edmonson, 
Dean Emeritus, College of Education, University of 
Michigan; Professor Ralph Tyler, University of 
Chicago; Professor Edgar Dale, Ohio State University. 

(1) By NAEB Tape Network stations, first choice; 
(2) commercial radio stations, on non-commercial 
basis; (3) adult education groups; (4) in-school 
use; (5) libraries; and (6) the general public. 

6-10-53 



Na£B BUDGET 

:,Ax,io ai*«» 2: mAsiFv& wr-r 

Salaries and wages 
Seminars, etc* 
Supplies and expenses 
Overhead 
Contingencies 

Total 

NAEB HfcADtJJAHTERS (NiiEB 8: 

$ 

§ 

KEUUXiG) 
Salaries and wages 
Seminars, etc. 
Overhead 
Supplies and expenses 

T 

Total 3 
NAEB TAPE NETWORK (NAEB 8: KSIXQGO) 

Salaries and wages 
Travel 
Overhead 
Supplies and expenses 

51 
>00*00 

17*700*00 
10*000*00 

2*5^5.00 

12* )Q0*00 
16*700*00 

1*700.00 

14*700.00 
1*000.00 

825oOO 
JL3£SUQ£l 
Z1*&ZSjJUL 

Contingencies 
(Totals, Hdq. & Network) (3 57.825.00) 

BUDGET Ai iALYSLS 
SALARIES A.'ID wAGES 

Executive Director 
Secretary 
Network Manager 
Traffic Manager 
Shipping Hana^er 
Duplicator Operator 
Labor 

. Total 
SUPPLIES and EXPENSES 

SEiil’E ?!S, CGtjpSJiEHCES aMD RESEARCH 
Seminar 
Regional Meetings (2) 
Executive Committee meetings 
Research 
NaEB Committees 
Offire travel 

$ 
Overhead 
Contingencies 
(Totals, Analyses 0 

INC O. IE 
Headquarters (Project) v 
NaHB Tape Network-Kellogg 
NAEB Tape Network - Fees 

. , NAEB Tape Network - Totals 
S-4-53 TofcalB_ _ $ 

5,000.00 
4,000.00 
2,000.00 
3,000.00 
1,500.00 

iZeZmt&L 
2,525.00 

57,825.00 

34,000.00 
(16,500.00) 
( 7,325.00) 
21.8;~’.q.oo 
57,825.00 

($ 

I2£is54 
30,790.00 
19,200.00 
12,000.00 

2,250.00 

14,027.00 
19,200.00 
1,560.00 

16,763.00 
1,000.00 

690.00 

1,910.00 
66,150.00) 

10,790.00 
3,237.00 
4,522.00 
3,237.00 
3,237.00 
3,885.00 

JLM&J18. 
30.790.00, 

12.000". 00 

5,500.00 
4,500.00 
2,000.00 
3,500.00 
1,500.00 

E^S£«.aa 

"2,250.00 
1,910.00 

66,150.00) 

34,000.00 
(11.500.00)1 
1%57S5O7C0~r 
42j-S,P..i)iL,, 

66:150.001 



FOR INFORMATION GF^ 

June 12, 1953 

Mr. Robert Van Duyn 
W. K. Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Bob* 

I enclose a 1953-51 
by Frank Schooley. 

board, signed 

You will notice 
year of the five-year 
$U*,500. This is reduced 
contribution of the MSB 
is a considerable 
have at least 
so that our 
fiscal year. 

provides for the third 
planned, a total of 
year’s amount, while the 

been increased $13*325* This 
It would be helpful if we could 

grant is likely to be renewed, 
disrupted at the end of the 

further proposals for an 
needed lines, as discussed in Chicago* 

this, and I shall be glad to talk over 
you at your will. 

say again how deeply gratified we are with the 
this development which your grant has made 

With very best wishes to you all, I am 

Sincerely yours. 

Wilbur Schramm 
Dean 

ccx Mr. Schooley 
Mr. Skornia 



Urbana, Illinois 
July 20, 1953 

Mr, Robert VanDuyn 
Associate Director 
Division of Education 
W. K. Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Bob: 

On bahalf o the national Association of 
Educational Broadcasting, X am submitting herewith 
two copies of the annual report of N. A. E, B. on 
the Kellogg project, along with requests for renewal 
of the grant for the 1953-5A fiscal year, and a 
supplementary request for additional grants which 
would enable the Association to perform even more and 
better services to educational broadcasters. 

There is one item temporarily missing. The 
University Business Office has been unable to com¬ 
plete the financial report, but promises to get it 
done tomorrow. I shall transmit immediately, and 
directly, by special delivery. 

As always, we*re more than ready to provide 
additional information if it would be helpful in 
evaluating the Kellogg project. 

Sincerely, 

Frank E. E. Schooley 
Treasurer 

FES/bc 
CC; Harry J. Skomia ^ 

Graydon Ausmus 

Transmitted through Dean Wilbur Schramm 
Division of Communications, 
University of Illinois 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

119 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

mm MtyZL, 1953 

TO i Sobert YaaDqyn, W* K* Kellogg Foundation 

VHOKi M E* Sohooley, KAKB 

lit Tape Itecord^rs in Public aehools 

Latest fi-gff*# for Tin available 
era m of Oetotwr, 1951. At that tins, 1707 
aohools tad tagra raoartwra. 

Mr. 3. X. Alfclm, ScgpwLoteatat of Puttie Iiurtaraetim 
0me#, SUct# of nilnrtU, esfcimtas lnmue avera@»t 
200 p$r year that tine* 

Mr# Donald Salih, &perrieor of Viaual Aide, tMversity 
of Illinois, believes the inereas© of yee of tape rc» 
oorteri in yit**^* ie greater than that 

eetiaated by Mr# JOMre# 

Thar® are no toamaa data for U# S# A# A ratio of ©a*- 
half that to mined* far the rest of the nation venld 
indicate a figure far In mmm of 10,000 tape recorders 
in lice 'by schools. 

A CEiaspaign, Illinois, dealer reports he *>atf ecld lore 
tape recorders, year % year# to schools cw the last 

rmTfod, i.o.. an 4> maI; vaar ©va» the IptAlPi ajrw - •^«Pia \w WHi, few* f e> #■ I OwMI aSWCelill wifliM V**3W* w »W« 

previous year* 

wa-53 



Sir* 

14 (Iregory Ha32 
Urbana* ruiaoia 
July 21* 1953 

TOi Officers and Board of Directors 

FROM* Frank E« Schooley* For Harry Jo Skornia 

RE* Report to Kellogg Foundation* and Requests for Grants 9 1953*»54 

Report is attached herewith, such portions as you baron*t 

seen« Certain appendices ar© missing because you haro 

prcsdous copies • Howror* should you find your file 

copy missing* let us know and m* 11 send along the 

missing appendix* I trust all is in order* One mors 

note? the financial report of the IMrorsity is 

missing too* Xt5s a difficult part* and may reach 

you late* but rather than hold* I*m dispatching tihat 

you receive* 

ccs Hilbur Sehrassa 

Barry Slsoraia 
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SECOND YEAR 

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING PROJECT 

A Report 

from 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

to 

THE W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 

JttLy 1, 1953 



This report vbb prepared tQr EraoSc £• ScboeXsgr for 

Kawaxfeive Uixwtar Harzy J« &D®rai& an bsh&Xf of 

The Bstionfil Association of Sdoosttoeal Broadcasters* 

The writer ma aided fcy the former Ex&cofciw Director^ 

Masses So Miles, to *fem ha vlshm here to ©apress his 

thanksa 

This report «ae transmitted to the &• K* Mlsgg 

Foondatlon through HUhur S* Schramm, Dean, l&trtslm 

of CoB^mimtiois, Thdwcd:% of ZUioois* 

My 1, 1953 



imxxsm* ASOTo^xcii m EsocmassL mmtesma 

B2HHT TO THE tf. E. KmOGG FOGBDmOir, IH, 1953 

toociaMcm AofteMt&aa, 1953-53 •»••••••«*•*»• 1 

Bitrototlsn ••••••••••••»*•.,,,,««• I 

HASH Tape Istak ••«•••***•*••••«••••• S 

FXseass for X95>54.  .     9 

MwiTiiti1! FimsifjiaX B®pom> «*••*•*•«••• . , • XX 

M^rt ftaa$?aX Raqi2©0t fog? X95>54 • *...«***. .*12 

St^Xsismte^r BMgst Baquaat© •••»*•••••«•*•• 13 

Appendices* 

Histcsdoal 3m®mw of the lluobar of Statics 
FasftleiprtlBg In the MSB Tc^b lfefcwa& ******* A 

Varies Biistritetod % HAEB Taps Ustwaaefe: end 
TMLr BtcUimtlm.* 1952 « 1953 ****** B 

Tap© &m& • *««**•**•*•* 0 

Third JOXartcs^^^ SsheoX Ifeoedoastiag /.D 

Tolsrsdsion Ikpipsasst^ Export tgr the Eagiasog&aag 
Coesaitts© of tha MSB *•**.****•**.*. E 

SMI Count fog* 8®trufi*y# 1953* at MSB il©®aq«sart©rs . F 

Motion Pietoes and Hicaesoop© Roocareling fa? 
S&t8a&&0B&X Television •.••««••••••••• G 

Hsadio « T®Xm±sXm WLWdogmj^ • * *.. E 



This Is tbs sicecy of edumttoml broadening — radio aid 

television la the U. S. A.* 1953*52* This Is the stossy of the 

activities of the National Association of Ed^tioaol Brocd* 

casters, X953-53* 

This is a story mM possible bmmzm the H« K. Kellogg 

Fcmndatioa saw fit to assist N. A* E* B« earn two years ago* 

The N. A# S* B. story of 1953*53 accentuates the B. A* E# B« 

report nad® to the Kellogg FbradaiAoa at the end of the 

Fauxdatian*s first yoar grant to th© Association. 

The story of the year is an account of increased grcsiih of 

•the Assertion, of Increased service to sasabers end uso«ibsrs 

in edocaticnal broadcasting, in inenroaaed sphere of the MSB 

Tape Xfetvcrk, of recognition given the Association fcy educatorss 

by the press, by governsaeat, aid by Ftrandations, and by cooperative 

affiliation csf other educational groups interested in serving 

society through the mm Madia. 

K. A. £* B. pseefccsed a special serviCQ for educational 

broadcasting by holding a School Broadcast Seminar in the sussaaer 

of 1932* This brought together outstanding eto&tors 

and educational broadcasts Kith special interest in utilising 

radio and television for serving the schools* A report of this 

seminar is appended (D). This Stssinar *m© ssade possible under 

the Kellogg Foiindatim grant. 



Contizaolng Its series to members through regional meetings, 

H* A* E. B* held two such eonfcrmcac this year, am for Region V 

at Chapel mi, Udrfch Carolina in March, and the other for Region 

in at Am Alter, Michigan, during May, 1953. A repent of the 

Region V Vtorksfaop is appended (B). The report of the Region HI 

Workshop is now in procsess of being duplicated* Copies of sudi 

meetings era furnished all ME3 members active, associate, 

and affiliate mm and to others Interested in the problems ca>» 

sidered at such matings. These Regional meetings, like the 

School Seadnar, mm made possible by the Kellogg grant. 

Mention of meetings shich serve educational broadcasting 

^ould not be complete without reocjgnitioa of many others. 

The national Convention, held in Minneapolis in the fall of 

1952, ms the largest such meting ever held in the United States. 

But what«8 more important is that there* vac active interest ex¬ 

pressed in the comm problems of utilising radio and totoylaion 

to serve oont^xsrary society, an interest eaqpressed not only 

cy IIAEB siasnbsrs, tot hy others who attended. Others included 

representative of organised educational groups and of foundations 

interested in assisting an active organisation seeking to ssms 

through broadcasting. 

The meetings of th© Board of ^restore, and of the Executive 

Conaaittee, served to bring the operations of MSB to a higher 



X@*rel* to a closer imdeTsstasdlag w5Mi the MSB testers* The Bosrd 

set at the itowipofltg Goii^oatlsm, and in Ohio* in cm** 

section t&th the Amml Institute fat Edueation by HadiJ>€3le^dsion. 

The Shaseotiv© te&sitte© met four additiosml times during that year* 

In connecting idth the OolmmiB m&ting, MSB eesmiti-mrs mt 

to ooeostder the problem facing MSB and to isals© xecemm^idm& 

to the Board for re®efcing solutions to these protil&sg* Oat of 

these reports and xeecxaaH^ftfctais* the Board and officers of the 

Association received guidenos for iE$awving the mmSjsm to th© 

MSB jaashers* hot isoace ispesrtant to all etaaticsasl teoadcasfcse?®* 

For aasE^sl©, on® action reccsssandsd (and tahsn) w that MSB 

affiliate itself with other edBeafctonal groups Interested in cosaaon 

psrobtas* Bore action ma initiated that lad to an mmlw®$& of 

raaffibarship between MM and the teslean Association of Agricultural 

Cc&lsge Editors* Subsequently, arrangeiijsnts haw been mde for «a» 

ehang© of rafterahipo mm and the University Him Producers 

Association, as '^ell as the League* Other mash osaE&aages 

are amtesplated* 

This lad to another action* An MEB Ilsaon Council has been 

created* Its membership shall oanzdab of edncatiGn&X caimmicators 

engaged in the use of mass media for educational purposes* Thus, 

HAEB hopes to bring dossr together those organisations %dth a 

oamon purpose, a &smm goal* 



It 3ms bean suggested that MSB Ccsmittme &m actA*e groups. 

They arc* The®& ooemltteaa, appointed by the president., all s»t 

during the year. Most of thm set and reported at Colunbtas* as 

Indloated. It ms at the Cc&uaabos meting that plans mm imd® for 

a special stutip and report by the MSB Engineering Ctadttee. This 

ccm££tmf with support supplied by tm Fund, for Adult Education* 

studied television ©quipaaent on display at the Exhibit at the 

National Association of Radio and Television Broadcasters1 tzamex** 

tion in Lon Angelas during April* This csxssittee report has tern 

saede available to all ismbars? and to others interested in educa¬ 

tional television equipsasot* The report is appended (£}« 
{ 

Tho Intai*mti.ooe2 Relations Caae&tte© has had a busy year* 

It w instroMtifcal in waridng out *&th the State Depertisaat 

ammgrntmte for broadcasting FuLbrigfct Sehol^rsliips in the United 

Kin$3o% France* and Italy daring the cosing year* A special MEB 

GossEdttee screened the applicants and r©cus®snded the mm& of the 

thro© Sc&oXorc* who have been notified of their acceptance only 

within the past few days* Ooin<ddentallyf MBS has arranged for 

an asohanga of ©cfeolsra feesa the three countries cwsesmd* Those 

exdmn^ scholars will serve in the U* S. A. as the Fulbrights 

selected by MSB serve across the Atlantic. 

The Cb&taaaa of the Integrations! Relations CoBSdttee attended 

a meting of the Infcerraiional University of the Air in Paris this 

spring. Out of this meting mm plans for an esechsngo of edue®** 

tional program between 52 countries of the world* The Chairman 
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* 

is also arranging to also hssm mm entries in mx Italia oonpetti* 

tioru He also hOI attend the Prix Italia meeting in tea© later this 

year* 

Mm is a mm&ev of the Joint Cksssitte© on BdfoeaticmX Mission, 

and of the Aiaerioaa Gounodl m Bdtmtdm* 

In late June, the Iffi Pmfid&mt attended an III2S‘X0^«ms«TOd Xt*> 

stitut® for Hude Education for loath and Adults in Bm&sels* The 

MEB president attended in the interest of the aasahimffl* @£ ba»* 

tmm th© various coiastries. H© also averred Kith officials of the 

British Broadcasting Corporation in Londm i^^rdlng exchange of 

prc^sess* 

Daring th© yssr* H&&B adsdnistared a gr&Hts^ta*aid program. for 

seven radio program aeries and six tolsvi^m assies* The gmnt of 

180*000 ms asad© to MSB by the Fta! for Mult Iktue&tion* 

Also HAEB organised and held the MEB B&a^thanal Television 

Spinor at Xtooln todge* tMvraitgr of ms®3CTda* teing to©* 1953* 

Bare the rol© of th© educational television station* the audience^ 

based needs* and th© rosourees and potential resources of such stations 

-yore considsred by leading educators and ty leading troadoasfears of 

©toational institutions, A report of the Seminar tdU be publishod 

about Septate? 1* The Seminar mis mda possible by a grent fresa 

the Fund for Adult Eto^ction* 

To this point no specific msMum of Basdquarters operations has 

been 2zada «*» no xseatiosri as such* AH of these service© and operations 

«sre possible only because of th© Headquarters opsratioiis^ m^pported 

ty the grant from th© W* S* Kellogg Foundation* 

It should ha noted bar© that HAEB came throt^h smother successful 



year of cperatlma because of the toltoaried mz^pcsrh smd cooper&timi 

of its officers, m mH as to lqpOty of its asp&arc. 

Unfortenately, MEB lost the a&rrXoss of it© first EscscutivB 

Dtexatar, James S. miss, on Stehruary 1, 1953. The current BssmsuUvb 

Bii^otor, Dr. Harry J. 3eornla, began service Otene 1. la*. Stania, 

serving the United States State Depesrtsasmt as adoiadstratca? of the 

Hod Milts Bed. SetwoBfc in Austria, could not assume his duties before 

that time. In the interim, the Emcutim Mrector duties we 

carried on by the IUMB Treasurer, Frank B. Sbbedlay, of the University 

of rUino&B. la fact, the Treasurer CKmUnue® to serve in MSB Has&* 

quarters, iMl® Hr. Narnia visits liAEB aoashsrs froca Coast to Coast 

on an FAE grant. Thus, vfcdl© absent f&om educational hpoadcosting 

circles in the tJ* S* A. for two years, the incu&bent actually will 

undertake his duties tdLth a fresh hot thorough aci^aintasaoeship 

vith @«fecailansl hroadciasting and the educational broadcasters, 

both radio and television. 

There are other services tMch might be mentioned. Headquarters 

cantinaaes to distribute LP recordings of three radio series it pro* 

dnosd THE JEEFSSSCSmH HERITAGE, THE WUS OF MAHKXBD, and PEOPLE 

UNDER CGHJ4DHISM. It conducted a television msaitcaping study in 

Haw York City, January 4*40, 1953, th© third successive mash study. 

Headquarters handles hundreds of requests froa organisations 

and institutions minting to educational radio and television. Ia 

fact, *the growth of to organisation and to service© performed by 



it are such that It i® difficult to izaagina a staff of the present 

sis® being able to oope with the harden far any great length of tine* 

Tea? & sampling of sail eotiidties, sea Appendix F* 

The Headquarters of floe continued publications of the NAEB 

J&aP-iottqg on a nwnthly basis*, A service to its oaabers, the 

Item Letter ms supplemented each &mrth by special sendee items 

oailed as a packet to neaaberso As an example of the type of mterials 

frequently sailed the report on Television Kimsoople Re* 

oorders9 ty Yemen Putnam, tlai^arsity of Illinois* is appended (<*}• 
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TBS MSB TAPE HEffUORK 

July, 1953 

Th© story of this year is not so complicated as that presented 

to the Kellogg Fcradation a year ago* Hot so complicated, if one 

considers the various tames of problems* But that is not to suggest 

that problems ware non-^eslstent. 

The problems of 1953-53 were primarily those of growth* The 

demands upon the KAEB Tape Network amoeeded esspeetaticms* Mm 

stations joined the network, more programs were available for dis¬ 

tribution at times than the Network wee able to handle* The quantity 

of progress duplicated each week was practically capacity every 

week* 

The quality of progress was maintained only by hard work of 

the operating staff, and ty cooperation of the MSB Network Acceptance 

Cocisittee* At one time during the year, the Network Acceptance 

Caanlttoe auditioned am 77 programs as an aid to the Network staff 

in program, selection.* 

The In-School Program Committee of MSB also auditioned program 

offering for the year, and mads the In^Schcol program selections for 

the Network* 

Cervices and uses of the Network are best told in the statistics 

to be found in the appendices. A, B, and C* 



PUBS Ke 1953-54 

The plans end hopes of H* A* B. B* for 1953*54 are those of 

increased service, *&ioh ere indicated in the attached 

budget request* The regular budget request falls into three sain 

categories* 

1. Headquarters office functions* 

2* BABB Tape Betwzsk operations* 

3* Sesdnars, wmUxtga, and services* 

lath regard to the request for renewal of the (regular) grant 

hgr the Kellogg Ptodatien, based tfficn the original fiw*year grant 

to the University of Illinois for H. A* E* B*, and subject to 

cnaual review^ the total eoqjaaded budget should b© noted* It is 

based upon anticipated revenues frcsa ©ambers taking the Na&uork 

service* The Kellogg stsae are in accordance nith the original 

grant, providing for a reduction in the amount granted for purpose® 

of supportijQg the BABB Taps Betaaork* 

Plans call for ccmtinuation of the regional meetings* Already 

three (of six) regional meetings have been held* Hare* HASS has 

been able to K£ouehrl mmy ssmi$sr on the hosa© grounds, to sorve 

■sdaer© service is needed* The next planned Regions! meting is for 

Region VI on the y&at coast* Later this year, a iseeting cf Region 

I, on the Bast Coast is planned* 

The Board of Directors and the Sssoitive Cossaittee uill con* 

tinue their saeetdnga at about the eem freqtssnoy, and the 33AEB 



« io«* 

Camaittma vUI mb in attraction with the National Conation 

mt tha Bz&warsity of CfeXahoraa in lata Oe&otar* 

taTlng the- ooessiQg year, It is proposed that NAEB have & sfcatfy 

®£d© of th© liASB Taps fiatwcrk to loam of its ©ffeoUvenoitf? over 

a thyaee**yaar period, to laam «&at its me®txm mod md turn# to 

learn of its effectiveness in raising th® standards of educational 

fecoidmsUng. lath this sfcudfcr, a similar on© of th© ©ffocUveno&e 

of tha omoe is also proposed* Oterious^, these 

firdlngg will ha transmitted to th© Ibund&tton for its guidance® 

H® Am E* B* also isulujits for consditaaticn of tha jBfeHqgg 

Foundation taklgetaxy requests which idll aa&bdb it to offer isor© 

and better servic©© in the field of eduoatlffluO. radio and television 

troedoastlng* The a%^plflBantary biadgetaiy requests, with anaota- 

timm9 Is attached® 

The proposals for ^uppleasntary grants, with anootailons, best 

speak for thoE^lves individually® B. A® S® B. believes they h&m 

mr±t9 believes that m naast go forward, not coast, nor stand 

still® 



TQs Tim W* I* Kellogg Foundation 

HlOHs Frank B# 3€&qo10£> fesammsr* MEB 

HE »s Proposals to expand the W* K* Kellogg Foundation support 
to H. A* E« B. for 1953*545 either hgr trsmsfe^ing funds 
fraa t£ss 1954-55 budget* or h7 suppling new funds* 

«* Hew Tap® Duplicator far th© MSB Top® Bsttwk $ 9^9CK>»€X> 

Th® Jletucrk hm gram to such sis© that it is 
difficult to give mrv&m to all 
imsssters at all tims$ and Network sis© oontisuos to 
Increase. Specifically* it is proposed to secure 
another Tap® Xto^&icat®* asm els© aa tha present 
i*od©X* to (1) ©smai*I the gsegrsa offerings 
t$- about (2) to giro greater floodlbilitgr to 
Bejabers in sa2iofcing program for use* (3) to hssm 
faoilitio© for special tiaa©2y program vfalcfh is not 
possible undsr present oap&olty operations* and (4) 
to provide far ewaganqy op©r©Moas* should the am 
and only present Duplicator m®& repair. 

«■* Additional Tap© Sapper far the MSB Tap© Tmtvosfk 5*000«00 

The growth in elm of Hetmt and esa&axt of 
service rendered has far ©acceded th® original 
esttomto®. She &tDd baa mror bad m%&a supply 
of tapes for efficient oporattoi* This has bron 
sisply an tmderesttoate of mads for such type of 
msndc®* 

Additiosael staff for Bsadqu^rtsrs to give service 
to imraasdng derails of educators and ©imational 
institution in both radio and tetevisdna. 13*40&«CO 

a. Associate Direct® « To pwid© progrm and 
station Baaagmmi oaneultatlon mmriGoe to the 
stations now operating* (2) to arrange farther 
•ambling© of ideas between stations?* v3) to 
emmsraga doroOLcgsaBat of ng¥ ©dmatdos&sl stations* 
and (4) to tha aftflieetioxi of 
ednoatimal radio psoggma Iff sd^cils. (|8*000) 

b. teooiste Biseal®* « The ot® iyp© of services 
for taleviMon as indicated in %* ahorse. This is 
an area t&era service in needed* whore MSB Mist 
fill the gap. This pm would place emphasis upon 
progressing needs. (#8*000) 



Kellogg Iteqm&b® •** 2 

o. Additional help in M&B TiPH WWOBR €rpemt&am$ 
to preside additional service Indicated by tms 
ch^Acatcr* This asoant porohafely vDX not supsdy’ the 
help, but this asounfe s&ght be augplaaastad te the 
^abar* item in th® regular l&llagg-RAEB budget* (|2,4P0) 

— Trawl fop each of the two Asaceia&e Directors, at 
$2,200 pax* year* 

— Duplication of service amtsrlsls far ediaeatioml 
teoadcasters* Such aarviee s&tss&als %mxld be on 
educational and radio television 
mxm&Bumfc, opemttass, and utilisation* 

«** Radio Pro^m Service for Softools 

Mls wold be the initial effort to saals® available to 
school s^rsies® prograa aeries that bad been accepted 
and used hy.ih© MSB Tap© Botucsk* This would be triad 
csa a amll seal*, to dot^rsda© needs and potentialities 
for fefcur© ecspanaioa* SSssply stated, this 
^lould be iiiei^iEpated ulth previous and preset K&HB 
Tape Sfetuork series made available by tap® reeardingo 
I'&ster m$&&B of progress trauld h© kept on file* 
Tape© would be ©old to statlcw at $5*50 per 3® minutes 
of pgrogpsaaaiug, limiting ©teh tape to tua progress, or 
programs would be copted sgpeu tepes teslsted by 
school at $1 per pragma, or rented on a se^&nal basis, 
if the rental darotnd arises* 

The ooet factors arising ores (1) oil etr^g® 
cabinet, (2) tops supply* (3) mtalogtng of available 
prograssa, (4) seeming ®rI^hisR hdldSrs pamisslona 
to i*ij® the aortas for such purposes, and (5) pr©» 
psra&ioB of description satorials for distribution^ 
©nd (6) distelbatlm sad hilling of progress* E^tiia&tesi 

«T@pos for first !3sterk programs* 
i3«eh©Ql programs only $1260*00 

oahlnet 3(30*130 
d^liosted aateiaX®, 

It ®ta0d be noted that apj&usdii^tely 
$1500 couXd b© diverted to the MSB 
Taps Iteteqck at a later date if this 
prelect is found not to b© filling an 
apparent sduoatlooaflL need# 

*** Bagloaal In^Sarviee and Consultation Services 3,000*00 

Service to ©dimttenal ba?oatester®# members or 
noo-rcsbsrs of I3AEB, to be pswddsd by the Regional 
Xdreetors, or others selected, at no caaponsation, 
but Kith e^enses paid* Six regions 0 $500 par region* 

$4,400*00 

3*600*00 

2,160*00 



EteHqgg Requests «■» 3 

Inrtsmrrim corneltte© meetings. 

Additional funds ar© needed to get the wooing 
coraaittees together to plan and take action on 
ryroWmm of ©duestional brcmdcaating* Examples 8 
S^ginesrlng, on engineering standards for school 
stations, and their needs; longtime planning of 
ija-schoal program series, and planning of needed 
programs for adults* 

— Prestige Radio 3ariaa* 

To produce this series of programs wild coat 
ap^osdimtaly $5,000 per progssm, for series of 
13 programs, and appmslmtely $15, OCX) to pmaote 
llstenorahip for the series* 

The series wotsM, or ooald be, in the area of 
education, agsdooltim, or ooe»mi.t$r health* 
Thegr would be interned for the adult audience, 
with possible secondary usage in sto^r groups 
and la schools* 

This aeries would be planned end produced hr 
professionals, with eminent ^on^sltaat or oon«* 
sultants to eheek the inithorltgr of the sa?odnatioES« 

For essasgO©, see attained asao outline of possible 
series* 

*•* Staff Study on CT^misational^ Steeds of 
Television Ifotwark. 

This study to be made within flv©*«K»fch period to 
<feterodn@ the needs, uses, program problems, pro* 
duetion probksas, organisational, and operational 
needs of an Educational Television lietwark, and to 
ascertain oasts of initiating and operating such a 
network* 
Xtoeeto 15,000*00 
Staff, inclining secretarial 2,000*00 
Travel, and contingsnoies 1,500*00 

«*** Establishment of an IMEB &£Ic© in J&shlngtcn, to 
serve MSB in fefashington end in Dew York City'* 

This would serves 

a* Bspireoentative of MSB with other educational 
organs nations, with headquarters in Waehingtoni 
such as U. S* Office of Bdiwatim, Association 
of Land Grant Colleges, the itaarloan Council 
on Education, and the TJ. S. Office of Education. 

1,200.00 

80,000.00 

8,500.00 



Kellogg Eaqisaats «* 4 

b* Representative of MSB in rolatioasliips with 
gpvsmxmnt, incXEK&ng the mo9 and atImp agsnc&es. 

e. Supply Misers with printed osr duplicated reports 
on gom&mmA activities that affect broedoestirtg* 

d* Supply MEB Taps Ifetwcrk with weakly or tmsfr* 
tenthly program on Education flra ^ahingto. 

t. Serve siaAiarly in Hew York on op- a«E&*» 
sonthly basis, as service© ®e© needed* 

Rinds needed would be allocated* 
a* Associate Director $10/XB 
b* Secretary 3*600 
c. Radio programs 2,600 
d* Sarvioe sarterlals 2,400 
a* Travel 1.000 

Ctents*in*4id for Series of Xn«&)hoal Radio 
fvo&mm* {3 seriss) 18,030*00 

These grants would b© admirdsb^d by MSB, and 
mtld be mad© available to educational instita» 
tions with radio stations or with radio programs 
production centers* The grants, to he made upon 
application, would be used by educational iastite* 
ticns to improve a series, which night need the 
mft* to bring it to HAE3 Tap® Ifetwark quality* 

—» Grants-dn^Aid for TeXensision Series of program 
(2 s©riea} 

To aid an edteKMctloml institution in the planning 
and production of series of educational pragmas 
for television. The finds to be administered by 
MSB* Grants to be im%, upon application, end 
wpon showing of pct©nt&&L good to edsamtlcnal 
tolsvisiosi to mm fte such series. 

«** Inj*S©rvioa Training Progimi 

To provide for the ©asohsags of staff psTsanrual 
an eAx stations, to provide for iipgrading of 
personnel end stations* staffs* The funds would 
be used only to oovwr differentials in such item 
as travel, subsistence, and salaries* 

~ Ssebange fencwghipg, to cover out^f^pocdaet asqpense 
of Fulbright Scalar to (test Britaia ($2250), and 
travel and inetdantftl wspmma of retur^eXIow to 
na& ($750). 3*000.00 

Indirect costs to be added to above ltees apptoved8 
® 5 par cent. 

20,000,00 

7,800,00 
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Fseatigs BeSto «* Sarnia Outlie 

Series ** TMrfcesn (33) Qa»*fca3f tesr parograas* 

tepos© « To im the so3a of edo£G&&fln in tbs sM 
of to U*S*A* to pw»tf to £md 

to to 

Contents ** of education.* teed x%m To 
im^d© edhaeste® &isd the educated, to <Mld sb& 
to adult, to ater&oo of mm 
£e£kms* and csse^toe of to a 

ItesOTaej* 

Techniques e^tea&oallj* vssso doaasxsntassr and xmmMm* 

be Atoned Mad pxoducedl % ooe^etent g^^staaX 
personnel, ml® dtoc?tim and si^nrisim of 

p«'teer, sided l$r p^eeatoml cdsmtor 
tap ©testCT a© ecnst&tau&a* Is®^3® of poaaiMa 
eoasoltasheit ^mm Bartlett B&sacsen* 
Sean Collage of Edswaton, of 
Mta&dgan? BnMx Tyte, tte±wsa?atty of 
GhSaagpf Psateeoo? Edgar Bale? CMo State g| % MSB Tap© B8toK& stations, first cbo&eej 

| ooansydLfll radi^ stations* on JKJs^os^eoi^l 
teisj (3) adult ©tamt&on £p?m^af {4} ii>€#iscd. 
nm$ (5) litasrless end (4) to general gx&fllo* 

WW3 



IN SUMMARY 

HIGHLIGHTS OF KKLLOGG-N#A• E#B* C-^-OPERATION 
X°52~53 

1» 21,477 hauras 21 minutes of arogram supplied 
NAEB ?ape Network stations * 

20 N®A®R*B. had 99 active members, 84 associate 
members, 19 affiliate members — a total of 202© 

3® N*A.E*BW held its largest Planning Convention at 
Minneapolis*, 

4; N®A®E*B® held the Lincoln Lodge Seminar at Madleon9 
•vlsconsin, to determine the future course for 
educational television in U.S.A, 

5o Held two re felons meetings, one at Chapel Hill- the 
other at Ann Arbor® 

6« Established the N.A®K*B. Linson Council to bring 
together those organizations working with the 
mass media© 

7© Co-operated with the State ©apartment in granting 
Fulbrlght Scholarships to the United Kingdom* France, 
and Italy9 and in arranging for exchange scholars 
to come to this country© 

8® Administered grants-in-aid in the amount of §80,000 
to up-grade educational radio and television 
programs© 

9» Issued School Seminar report for guidance of 
school broadcasters© 

10® Participated in International University of the Air 
meeting in Paris and the UNESCO-sponsored Institute 
for Iluelc Education of Youth and Adults in Brussels® 

7-1-53 
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appendix 

HISTORICAL SUMMAKT OF THE HUMBER OF STATIONS 
PARTICIPATING IN THE HAEB TAPE NETWORK 

February, 1950—The first Baades to be distributed by HNYC, originator 
of the NAEB Tape Network, ms W HUMAN BEINGS* 

This series was distributed to •••••••••• 19 stations 

December, 1950—The tenth series, IDEAS AND THEIR COJiMUNICATION, 
was the last series to be distributed fay NNYC* 
The Headquarters was moved to the University 
of Illinois in January, 1951* 

IDEAS AND THEIR COMMUNICATION was distributed to • 
41 stations 

May, 1951———In the NAEB Tape Network Progress Report #2 
Network Manager, Dick Rider, reported that the 
number of stations now being servled by the NAEB 
Tape Network  £••••••••.»••••• •••••*•43 stations 

June, 19S3L*«-—The zasaber of stations increased to«»»*«*o4& stations 

July, 1951— ■« Of the 69 active members of HAEB, the number 
receiving network service was.»»*#»«<»««a»®52 stations 

November, 1951—With the start of the package method of die* 
tribution, the network was servicing®•••••70 stations 

December, 1951—A service assessment fee was levied for the 
NAEB Tape Network Service® 

January, 1952—Of the 79 active members, those receiving 
network service were*****.**,**®**..••••»,62 stations 

May, 1952———The number of stations now being serviced by 
the NAEB Tape Network totaled.•••••••••••»65 stations 

July, 1952——The Mass Duplicator was delivered® The number of 
stations now being serviced vaa®.**...,.*«68 stations 

September, 1952—fe&th the beginning of individual service for each 
station, the Network was servicing®»».**..74 stations 

January, 1953~“4ftth the Winter *53 offerings, the Network 
was servicing®•••*••••••••••••••••••••••••30 stations 

July, 195> •Qm year after the receipt of the Mass Duplicator, 
the Network is servicing*.*•••*.••••..*•••85 stations 



hiss OF STA.TXG11S CORREHffir PARTICIPATING 
Hi SEE HABB TAP£ KEJWOBK 

KACC (RS) 
KAKW (R4) 
KBGG (W) 
KBPS (AM) 
KCSH (FM) 
KGVK (FM) 
KBPS (iM) 
KFJM (AM) 
KFKB (AM) 
KM® (TO) 
KMUH (FM) 
KQAC (AM) 
KOKH (FM) 
KFFA (SM) 
KBW (AM) 
kses im) 
KSLH (fm) 
KTCK im) 
KOQSI (AM) 
KUOH (Hi) 
KUSC (FM) 
khsd (am) 
kvof (no 
KHAR (IM) 
KWAX (FM) 
KHGS (FH) 
KULC (AM) 
KUSC (AM) 
WASB (FM) 
w (fm) 
WAJC (FM) 
U3AA (AM) 
wbes (fm) 
mho (fm) 
HBGD (Hi) 
HOT (FM) 
W3CE (FM) 
mm (fm) 
HDET (HO 
uora (im) 
HDUQ (Ri) 
WSFS (FM) 
W3E (FM) 
whj (im) 
HFH, (Ri) 
WG2H (IK) 
HOPS (FM) 
wghe (fm) 
«HA (AM) 
HHA (IM) 
UHAZ (AM) 

AMletta Chelation College 
Albuquerque Me of Education 
CS&afacsaa Baptist Univarsity 
Portland Public Schools 
Sm Mateo Jr, College 
Collage of 'Ota Pacific 
Bee Moines Public Schools 
Calvarsity of Earth Batata 
University of Kansas 

ft tl ft 

Abilene, Tex* 
Albuquerque, H#M* 
Stems®, Cfola* 
Portland, Ore* 
Safi. Mateo, Calif* 
Stockton, Calif* 
De© ItelRes, Iowa 
Grand Forks, N*D* 
Lasses©, Kim* 

» n 

Urdv^rsity of Wichita 
Oregon State College 
Cldaham City Bd* of E&u&z&lm 
Pacifica Foundation 
Kansas State Calloge 

Biego City Schools 
SU Louis Bd* of Education 
%sessa Public School© 
University of Minnesota 
diversity of Washington 
University of Stauthern California 
University of South Dakota 
Tessa© Western College 
Wartburg College 
University of Oregon 
University of Tulsa 
Luther College 
State College of Washington 
Atlanta, Co*, M* of Education 
Syracuse University 
Butler fhsiversity 
Purdue University 
Chicago M* of Education 
Bowsrk, Bd* of Education 
Holding Green State Diversity 
University of Kentuoky 
Cleveland Bd* of Education 
Boston University 
Moyne University 
Detroit Bd* of Education 
Buquesne University 
Elgin, HI*, Mm of Education 
Public Schools of Flint, Mich* 
Indiana University 
Louisville Free Public Library 
hoveH Institute Cooperative Sroadeasting 
Gtesestsbeco Public School® 
BeP&uw University 
University of Wisconsin 

Wichita* Kan* 
Coi»vallis, Qro* 
ddahosoa City, d&a« 
Berkeley, 4 Calif* 
Manhattan, Ian* 
Sm Diego, Calif* 
St* Louis, Mo* 
Tacoras, Wash* 
Mtoeapcdl®, Minn* 
Seattle, Wash* 
Los Angeles, Calif* 
Vermillion, S.D* 
El F&so, Tecs* 
Waverly, lorn 
Eugene, Ore* 
Tulsa, (Ha* 
Decorah, Iowa 
FulXjsan, Wash* 
Atlanta, Ca* 
Syracuse, K»T* 
Indianapolis, lad* 
Lafayette, IM® 
Chicago, Ill* 
Newark, H.J* 
Bowling Green, (Mo 
Leadngton, Ky* 
Cleveland, (Mo 
3oston#MBSs* 
Detroit, Mich* 
Detroit, Midi* 
Pittsburgh, Pa* 
Elgin, HI* 
Flint, Mich* 
HLocv&ingtan, Ind* 
Louisville, Ky* 

Council Boston, Mass* 
feeensboro, H*C* 
Qreesicastle, Ind* 
Madison, Wis* 

Bsnsselaer Polytechnic Institute Troy, H.Y* 



STAncmS (CCK’2) 

WOL (AM) 
WIDC (IK) 
HIPR (AM) 
KKAR Lm) 
HKAR (im) 
msu (m) 
HLStJ {F!l) 
VEER (m) 
miA (im) 
W®B (IM) 
HUD (AM) 
UHAD (IM) 
WH&S (FK) 
WSOR (FM) 
msc (AM) 
WBTC (FM) 
was (bk) 
HOI (AM) 
HOI (IM) 
Hoar (am) 
HOSO (FM) 
WOUI (IM) 
WPRK (IM) 
USAf (AM) 
HSHS (IM) 
HSOO (IM) 
VBPS (IM) 
wsai (am) 
ksui (IM) 
UTIS (IM) 
WIHS (IM) 
WIRI (Fli) 
ram (FM) 
WDS (FM) 
WIQA (IM) 
WtJOK (IM) 
WOT (IM) 
WSC (IM) 
WBST (IM) 
WISH (Fit) 
WSd (no 
WFS8 (IM) 

Dnivarsity of Illinois 
m n » 

Gficina de Hadiootaision Publics 
Michigan State College 

« « a 

Kent State IMversity 
Louisiana State University 
Foster® Michigan College 
University of Massachusetts 
Miami University 
University of Oklahoma 

8 • ■ 
New Albany City Schools 
Uorthwestem Univarsi ty 
Municipal Broadcasting System 

® raw 

Bd. of Education 
Iowa State College 

tt » « 

Ohio State University 
n & it 

Ohie University 
RqUIhs College 
Qrov© City College 
Seuanhafea High School 
Seten Hall College 
Griffith Institute and School 
State University of Iowa 

w « n & 

Tde&o Public Schools 
Lindsay Hopkins Vocational School 
Teazle University 
Tampa University 
University of North Cardins 
University of Alabama 
University of Michigan 
University of 
University of South Carolina 
University of Scranton 
Huntington City Schools 
Wilson Jrl High School 
Hew Castle-ilensy Township Schools 

Urbana, Ill. 
n it 

San Juan, Puerto Rico 
East Lansing, Mich. 

» » © 
Kent, (Mo 
Baton Rouge, La* 
Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Amherst, Mass. 
Oxford, Ohio 
Norman, (Ma» 

» M 

How Albana, Ind© 
Evanston, HI. 
New York, K«Y» 

© & n n 

Brooklyn, K.Y® 
Mum# lorn 

8 91 

(k&nmhus, (Mo 
ft n 

Athens, Ohio 
Winter Bark, Ha® 
Grove City, 
nam& ftsafc, H.Y. 
South Orange, 
Springville, N®Y® 
Iowa City, 1mm 

tt . n n 

Toledo, Ohio 
Miami ■ Ha# 
Hiila^dphia, Pa* 
Tempa, Ha.- --- 
Chapel HU1* H.C. 

University, Ala® 
Asm Arbor, Mich. 
Knoxville, T®tm» 
Cdumbia, S*C« 

Scranton, Pe® 
Huntington, fed® 
Jtaei®, lad® 
New Castle, fed. 
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APPENDIX «C» 

TAPE IJETIiQRK ASSESSMENT FEES 

Period—July 1, 1953—June 30, 1953 

Gfctss A (5kw or more) #200.30 
Clear, 3 (lkv-*U9kv) 125.00 
Class C (loss than Xkw) 75.00 

Period-July 1, 1953—Jure 30, 1954 

Class A $400.00 
Class B 250*00 
Class C 150*00 



APJESDIS f 

HUL-Cflmr FCR FEHRg&Er. 19q3. AT KAEB pBADfflnimaS 

DATE 

irate j&teate 
TAPE HETWCRK (Pastor) 

jy^ggyjg Cfatosfas. 

Feb® 2 68 104 31 5 

3 15 126 22 44 

4 34 266 26 90 

5 46 u6 29 16 

6 50 123 21 45 

7 46 0 22 12 

9 63 22 21 5 

10 30 22 34 82 

11 44 35 15 5 

12 55 18 22 6 

13 40 487 12 7 

14 36 1 42 2 

16 82 143 45 3 

17 24 24 13 8 

28 63 16 Z2 0 

19 44 43 17 0 

20 31 a 22 132 

21 2p 30 23 0 

23 68 92 40 0 

24 14 12 29 0 

25 12 0 IX 0 

26 33 62 12 9 

27 36 145 24 3 

28 _JL •JL —JL 

TOTALS 983 1966 562 474 

>1-53 



mmmsTn cf mjMms 
Busines© (WB1CE 

sm 

¥• k. Kellogg fmmmm 
ebogatickal moMJCAsnm mswm. 

MUZ 1 1952 - 30, 1953 

Balance My 1, 1952 12 871 79 
Receipts for year 50 500 00 

Total Balance and receipt© 63 371 79 
Expenditures per attached report© 64 372 79 

Gash overdraft toe 30, 1953 1 QQ1 QQ 

..M. feta Hi flaMfflfaire 
Lyle IL Dahlenburg 

Assistant Chief Accountant 

LHDsvg 
My 22, 1953 



w 

urarasm CF ILLXUOIS 
Business OFFICE 

w. e. Kellogg Foounmos; 
EDUCATIONAL mOADCASTIBG M3? WORK 

BEPCST OF EKPEHKmffiES FOR THE PERIOD 
Jim: 1,1952 to jam 30,1953 

o*» c 
Budget Actual Balance 

Sal 

atppHen and Expense 
Seminars 
Overhead 

27 600 Ot 24152 23 3 
10 OOO 00 26 083 60 16 
17 700 00 M136 96 3 
jl&us a, 

TOTAL 57 825 00 64 372 79 6 

• Deduct. 
(1) Overhead win be charged to receipts in 1953-54* 
(2) Of this deficit $5*542.79 was applied on balance carried forward 

Jfcly 1, 1952. Present deficit of $1,001.00 to be charged to 
MSB Broadcasting Revolving account. 

JAGivg 
July 22, 1953 

m
i § 



^ imitersity of Illinois 
Business CWFm 

m?cm CF SIPEHDXTOSSS 
im tm period mx 1, 1952 to a® 30,1953 

to muom nmmmm msamam* mommzim hetwcrk 

Budget A/vhmsl 

Executive Director 10 000 00 7 349 97 
Secretary 2 900 00 2 328 41 
Assistant network manager 3 900 00 3 799 98 
Traffic manager 2 900 00 3 736 63 
Duplicator operator 3 500 00 3 502 36 
Shipping manager 2 900 00 1 210 59 
Extra Labor .Lmfla. 1.722, ,29. 

Total a. &a,.«L.. 24152 23. 

Budget Actual 

Recording charges 787 13 
Photography 37 60 
Printing 2 402 39 
Retirement 1 210 26 
Mailing 5 075 20 
Stenographic wark 256 13 
totaanfs coEpmsatioii 350 53 
Duress and froigfct 380 95 
Purdue retircauent 255 00 
Telephone and telegmas 632 47 
Miscellaneous 146 04 
applies „ .14 547.35 

Total 10 000 00 26 083 60 

♦Deduct 

JAGivg 
Only Z2, 1953 

9«sr$ff 5 



rnm^m cf maims 
Business OFFICE 

RgPCRP OF EffiEWOTH I jftffiff 
ke the mam mx 1,1952 to toe 3a, 1953 

TO KELLOGG FOGHBATICK inmiTIOm mOABCASTIM HET1&EK 

Budget Actual 

foamnnay 5 000 00 4 505 03 
Regional meetings 4000 00 4 223 01 
Executive cosamittee nestings 2 000 00 m 38 
Research - internal 1 000 00 150 00 
Research - external 2 UQOOO 120 00 
NAEB coEoitteoo 1 500 00 319 13 
Office travel 2 200 00 1 093 26 
Travel .jjbljz 

Total XUSOM MJt3L2L 

1 

1 

1 
JL 

^Deduct 

JAGsvg 
22, 1953 

f
e
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

119 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

mm My a* xm 

TO* Eobsrfc Yw£kwn9 1* K* Soilage fmnkMm 

fflOKt STnrde E* Scgnolay, 

lit Tipi BeoortlQra in Malic 

Latest trmllaSU figures Her TUlnof available 
are as of Oetoiw, 1921. At that tte, 1707 

Jw* mm m§ m IWWKiiff XQIRV^ 
0$* fl.TittHi ttf 

200 mboolc pur yam? alaoa tint tlna* 

4,An* fr% 4vlU irtu I in ii ifMiMiiiiit# mu ffiiiim .*ml& tli A- *t J&tt* Amh* Hr# mmm. OfiT flJPalUl iuMB^ Wm^wmmrn^Sg 
of Ti!i4ini>iji| b©li<m>s tin looroaat of mo of tope ra** 

OCK^Rni tgT In TllAiMilii I ft gyumtftt* thtt& tint 

•itiaKtidly Hr* AUd*®* 

Tbasr® am m taovo data for fl# 0* A* A ratio of ocn» 
half tint In niinoia for mo rant of tto natioa vooM 

a ffy in of W|iOO0 tap® xnooriar^ 
In vm ty aota^la* 

A BAJUX*i®| fOpSTtO b® ftfUf fMiftA WX&Q 
tap® rooortto®, yam? % |W| to oc&ools ovar tin loot 
tt#a#*tmar fmdo&ji A«o*# an inorsao© oaoli yam? ovar tin 
psmodotii yaar* 

W&-53 



(COPY) 

July 28, 1953 

Wo Ko Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Attention: Mr. Robert Van Duyn 

Gentlemen: 

We are enclosing a statement of the 

Educational Broadcasting Network account at the 

University of Illinois for the oeriod ended June 

30, 1952* 

Please accept our apologies for not having 

submitted this report at a much earlier date. 

Very truly yours. 

Lyle Mo Dahlenburg 
Assistant Chief Accountant 

LMDsvg 
Enco 2 
cc ~ Director F. E. Schooley 

Mr* Co C» DeLong, Bursar 



UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS 
Business Office 

W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING NETWORK 

STATEMENT OP RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
JUNE 19 1951 ~ JUNE 30, 1952 

Receipts to June 30, 1952 
Expenditures to June 30, 1952 
(per attached budgets) - 
Capital 
Operating 
Project 

Balance June 30, 1952 

74 850 00 

10 816 27 
24 7^7 89 
2641405 6197821 

12 871 79 

""~ iT0w,Ba!3S5Eurg“ 
Assistant Chief Accountant 

RNP:vg 
July 28, 1953 



UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS 
Business Office 

SJ 

W.Ko KELLOGG FOUNDATION 
EDUCATIONAL 3R0AUCASTING NETWORK 

STATEMENT OP RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
JUNE 19 1951 - JUNE 30, 1952 

Capital Budget 

Tape duplicator 
Tape recorder 
Tape playback and 

speaker 
Reels of tape 
Cost of adminis¬ 
tration 

Total 

Bevlsed 
budget 

Expendi¬ 
tures to 
Mdy 31, 
1952 

Expend!** 
tures 
June, 
1952 

Total 
expendi¬ 
tures 
to June 
30, 1952 

Balance 
June 30, 
1952 

10 266 25 
3 191 25 

6 989 50 
5 503 20 

6 989 50*(1) , 
1 312 10*(1) 4 191 10 

10 266 2f 
999 8f 

4 925 00 
1 303 36 
4 268 12 86 19 

1 303 36 
4 35^ 31 

1 303 3( 
570 65 

967 50 967 50 967 50 

19 350 00 19 031 68 8 215 41* 10 816 27 8 533 73 

* Deduct» 
(1) Order placed during 1951-52, Material was not recieved as of June 30, 

1952, Charge is included under supplies expenditures in 1952-53 
report. 

RNPsvg 

July 28, 1953 



UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS 
Business Office 

W. K» KELLOGG FOUNDATION 
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING NETWORK 

STATEMENT OP RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
JUNE 1, 1951 - TONE 30, 1952 

Operating Budget 

Expendi¬ 
tures 

Revised to May 
budget 31, 1952 

Total 
Expend!- expendi¬ 
tures tures 
June, to June 
1952 30, 1952 

Balance 
June 30, 
1952 

X 
Network manager and 
assls 

Recording^televisio 
Clerk 
Operating expenses 
Replacement and 
maintenance 

Workmen*s compensation 
Cost of administration 

6 000 00 
3 000 00 
2 400 00 
5 903 00 

3 000 00 
162 00 

jLS3tS.au. 

6 000 00 
3 000 00 
2 4oo 00 
8 888 10 

162 00 
1 075 00 

6 000 00 
250 00 3 250 00 250 00* 
200 00 2 600 00 200 00* 

2 757 04 XI 645 14(1)5 742 14* 

3 000 00 
15 75 177 75 15 75* 

1 075 00 40 00* 

Total 21 500 00 21 625 10 3 222 74 24 747 89 3 247 89* 

* Deduct. 
(1) Includes recording charges $4,301.07; mailing charges $1,883.99; 

telephone and telegraph charges $39o.79; cartons $136.02; general 
charges $3,228.19; and tape $1,699.08. 

RNPsrg 
July 28, 1953 



UNIVERSITY OP ILLINOIS 
Business Office 

vJ ; 

W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 
EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTING NETWORK 

STATEMENT OP RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
JUNG X, 1951 “ JUNE 30, 1952 

Operating Budget 

Total 
Expend!- Expendi¬ expendi¬ 
tures tures tures Balance 

Revised to Hay June, to June June 30, 
budget 31, 1952 1952 30, 1952 1952 

Project director 9 000 00 6 750 00 750 00 7 500 00 1 500 00 
Director^ annuity 1 020 00 1 019 88 1 019 88 12 
Secretary 2 400 00 1 800 00 225 00 2 025 00 375 00 
Extra labor 834 63 216 05 1 050 68 1 050 68* 
Workmen1 s compensation 171 00 114 89 15 58 130 47 40 53 
Cost of administration 1 700 00 1 7Q0 00 1 700 00 
Working committees 9*4 97 964 97 964 97* 
Workshop 5 ooo oo 5 000 00 
Central Office 
materials 4 709 00 3 929 98 3 929 98 779 02 

Unassigned travel 2 000 00 1 743 32 147 05 1 890 37 109 63 
Regional seminars 5 ooo oo 2 000 00 2 000 00 3 ooo 00 
Board meetings 2 000 00 3 438 13 764 57 4 202 70 2 202 70* 
Reserve 1-000 oo 1 000 00 

Total 34 000 00 24 295 80 2 118 25 26 414 05 .-7.593-25- 

♦Deduct® 

RNP:vg 
July 28f 1953 



Tog NAEB Officers and Board Members 

From: Harry J. Skornia* Executive Director 

Reg Kellogg Projeot, Financial Statements 

The University of Illinois Business Office has reoently 

filed financial reports on the Kellogg Project (NAEB) with the 

Kellogg Foundation* I thought you°d like copies of the reports 

for your files. 

7-30-53 



Urbana, Illinois 
July 31, 1953 

Mr. Hugh S. Mast©re 
Director, Education Division 
W, K. Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

Dear Mr. Masterss 

While I have been giving all my 
correspondence on behalf of N.A.E.B to Bob 
YanDuyn, I know he is departing for Europe 
today. So, I am dropping you this note 
Just to be sure that Kellogg receives from 
the University of Illinois Business Office 
the financial report covering the fiscal 
year closing June 30, 195?. 

Sincerely, 

Frank 2. Sehooley 
Treasurer 

FES/bo 
cos Harry J. Skorni 



W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 

DIVISION OF EDUCATION 

HUGH B. MASTERS 30 
August 26, 1953 DIRECTOR 

ROBERT G. VAN DUYN 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 

Mr. Frank E. Schooley, Treasurer 
National Association of Educational 

Broadcasters 
University of Illinois 
Urbana, Illinois 

Dear Mr. Schooley: 

We are enclosing the Foundation's check in the amount of $45,500 
which fulfills our commitment for the third year of the program of 
the National Association of Educational Broadcasters for the fiscal 
year beginning July 1, 1953* These funds are to be used in accord¬ 
ance with the original agreement and the proposed budget submitted 
July 10, 1953* on behalf of the Executive Committee of NAEB. Please 
acknowledge receipt of this check as we must have the acknowledgment 
in our files for the auditors. 

At the close of the 1953-54 fiscal year we will need to have the 
usual reports of the progress of the program, including the narrative 
report, the financial statement, and the letter of request for the 
fourth year of the project indicating how the plan will be carried on 
and showing the official breakdown for the budget for the year. 

A final decision has not as yet been reached regarding the proposal 
submitted by you on behalf of the NAEB Executive Committee for increased 
services to educational radio and television through NAEB, but as soon 
as possible we will let you know the Foundation's decision in this 

matter. 

We are pleased with the progress that NAEB is making in the project 
and wish you continued success in this undertaking. 

HBM:ees Hugh Masters 

Enclosure - check 



3* 1933 

ftreeidonfc Uoyd 
Adafatataattai B»04i^ 

Baar Bfs&eitejfe Meters 

Following diso&as&m tdth th® 8tsp®s&% €££!$©* I aai 
sn^cg&ng a cog-y o€ th© lottos? bslng saat todaj to Da?* 
ttetara* of the W* K* Kellogg Fosidattoid 
rootlet of chads fas? U$9%&*Q0$ mti® oat to th© fWwsssttgr 
of XXIiaaia* 

In vietf of Urn xmd fcs? g&Xf$%mm Id, actasd&dgl^ as 
Mulf of HASB, I bali^md I should pstmtd at oao®* X 
hop© ay as$go®tim ig a latter flrais th© TMvmltar 
lasats with yousr ajjprofeu 

BoqpM&tiHyt 

BISijk 

KncXogqr© 

oos B©aa HUte Waram 

K«7 X* Sboen&a 
E:mdM>m Bisector 



Sesfcafcar % 1953 

Dr* Hugh B« 2 tasters, Dtete 
Dfyg.friftyi ©£ 
W# &* Kellogg FotmteUfltt 
Battle <&©®k, Michigan 

Boar Sr* tfeshors* 

3h the ahaenoa of H&EB !i^©m^ea? Frank Sohoolay, t&® is ss®y 
on a %©ll*aai^md vacation* X hashon on behalf of HAEB to 
roosipt of tbs Kg&logg Foundation cteak in tbs cnaosmt of $45*90Q«QO« 
IMs has bean turned ew to tho proper Eniwrsity of ZUindLs 
o€£3m$» and X bellow you t&Xl h© haeafing £$m ths IMwsity, 
ocEjfinaing zm@±pt and officially mating this pm* 

For th© Itetltinal Aasoctovta of BdaeatlOGal taadoaotm, I 
should Ito to cs^cwas mat sinoor© apgmmSMSm for tho slgalf&eant 
**»& *Moh tho Kellogg grant has sim^r it possible for our 
organisation to mm^SMh* I bsXicm* hiotosy *&H record tte 

i&mm of tho chaag® in status mid dteotioa of oduoattool 
oossasiioatims sdaoo tho Kellogg Foundations first tmomW& 
oonitfdorattau 

%e6ktns porsonalSy, X hop you are moiling tan us ©ray** 
thing you n©od mid raaM liln to haw# Xf not, would you lot m 
know, pSoas©? And sosetls© in the not too rssaofce futeo X hop® to 
haw the .pleasure of zaooting you* 

Sia»?©3y yours, 

Hsray J* tela 
Sacoutlw 2JSreober 

IWStjk 

ooi Prealctet Lloyd tfam/ 
Doan Yttlteas? Ste 
MSB QCXtoars & Directors 



Sopteto' 3$ 

UX&&& Hragr 
afapnfeftpft 

Dm# fm$££m& Mtagrt 

Ffi&te&ng diemwicei with tb» Buras?*® G£fio®$ X am 
mv&ming m copy of th® lotto? b&ing rani to&egr to Ds?» 
ltet«3PSlP of tis® W* K» MDLogg Feoadatloa^ aatamOBdfi&a^ 

fcr &4§»5OO#0O* ssado out to th* mrnmMy 

M vim of th® mod far pron$&a®&a in m^srm^Qlog ®a 
Malf of HAESP X hollowed X should pmmd at X 
bop® sgr iu^oatte roprtilng a Xsttsr ita th® 
sseste with yoor qpgjroto# 

BospootfuXXjr# 

Bsoeagr «T* Steal®, 
D&poote 

SUStjfc 

EsoXcocra 

oot Doan Uilte Steam 

££ ; \dyU^rujL J& 



Sapteetar 3, 1953 

fir* Ho0i B. ifastara, ai*eefc«r 
DMslQSI of 
W# K« Kellogg Foimdatlea 
Battle Crooks MMdgaa 

Bear Br# Maevtaanu 

2h the silxiaziao of MSB Xroaows? Frank SehocOijy, to is away 
on a motion, 1 hasten cm behalf of S3AEB to ®ctemi!&e%8> 
ssooipt of to Kellogg Fouadaftioa took in the onaunt of §45,500*00* 
This has bean teoad owar to to j^apor IMmwity of XUindlo 
q££Um, end X beSUUm ym vXXk bo bearing from to tMwsity, 
ec&ftadng and offlolatty aooepfcirsg this am* 

For to Ikbional iksaooiation of Ea^mtional Breadsasters, X 
should life* 'bo emress amt sincere ap^eiaUoa for to significant 
wads tddeh to Kellogg grant has etoaty md& it possible for our 
organisation to aooofipliah. J boliovo history ulll record to 
significant© of to change in statue mid direction of educational 
OOTamtotinnss atoe to Kellogg Faiadation’s first f&wrabl© 
dcaiflddflMtlaa* 

p@rsorB.tty, X hops you ere receiving ism m mmp* 
thing you w®& and raid H2m to teas# 2f not, w»0d you lot m 
knmr, please? And sceetfcae in to not too rracte future X bop® to 
haw to pleasure of laeeting you# 

Stoersly yoesre, 

Harry J# Stonia 
Krooutliie Director 

HJStjk 

cm* President Lloyd Hopsy 
Dean Vdtbur Scteasia 
HASS QGftom & Directors 



£JJLI 

U* K. KE2LL0GG FOOIIDATIC8? 
Battle Creeks I&dhigaa 

Division of Educatiosa 
b« Masters 

Director August 26* 1953 
Robert G» YanDqyn 
Associate Director 

Mr* Frank E. Schooley, Treasurer 
National Association of Sducational 

Broadcasters 
Bniwraity of Illinois 
Urbana* Illinois 

Bear Mr* Schooloy* 

We are enclosing the Foundation9® check In the amount of 
$45*500 which fulfills our cc&B&tDent for the third year 
of 'the program of the National Association of Educatloaial 
Broadcasters for the fiscal year beginning July 1* 1953* 
These funds are to be used in accordance with the original 
agreement and the proposed budget submitted July 10* 1953* 
on hfthftif of the Executive Committee of MSB* Pleas© 
acknowledge receipt of this check as we must have the 
acknowledgment in our files for the auditors o 

At the dose of the 1953-54 fiscal year we dll need to 
have the usual reports of the progress of the program* in¬ 
cluding the narrative report* the financial statement* and 
the letter of request for the fourth year of the project 
indicating how tha plan will be carried on aid showing the 
official breakdown for the budget for the year* 

A final decision has not as yet been reacted regarding 
the proposal submitted by you on behalf of the NAEB Eascu- 
tire Committee for increased sendees to educational radio 
and television through H&EB* but as soon as possible m 
will let you know the Foundation9© decision in this mattero 

Be are pleased with the progress that MSB is making in 
the project and wish you continued success in this under- 
taking. 

Sincerely* 

(Signed) Hugh Masters 

Hugh Masters 
EBMsees 
Enclosure - check 



Mr* Harry J* Skomia 
FOR INFORMATION OF 

Septeafcer k$ 1953 



September 25* 1953 

TOi Harry Skornia, Executive Director 
NAEB Officers and Board of Directors 

PROMs Earl Wynn* Director* Region II* 

Subjects Prioress3 Tale of the Canterbury Tales* 

The Canterbury Tales is established art* I do not 
•hi^/nir that we can delete a work of art because It possesses 
objectionable material on the subject of religious prejudice 
and discrimination* I think w© must* however, let all 
stations know that we are aware that it possesses such 
material and then leave the final decision to the stations 
themselveso 

Earl Wynn 
Director, Region II 

W dn 



14* 1953 

BHtiiflri M# QmAHQr 
3urmr*a Qgffim 
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W. K. KELLOGG FOUNDATION 

BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN 

DIVISION OF EDUCATION 

HUGH B. MASTERS 
Dl RECTOR 

ROBERT G. VAN DUYN 
November 1953 ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 

Mr. Frank Schooley, Treasurer 
National Association of Educational 

Broadcasters 
University of Illinois 
Urbana,^Illinois 

Dear Frgnk: 

I wanted you to know how much we appreciate the 
contribution you have made to NAEB. You were particu¬ 
larly gracious in filling the gap after Jim left and 
before Skomia was able to take over. 

I realized at the Norman meeting, as I never had 
before, that as Treasurer, you also carry a very heavy 
responsibility and a very important one. Your ability 
to go directly to the heart of a problem and give an 
honest reaction is always refreshing. I enjoyed being 
with you all at Norman last week. 

Best wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Robert VanDuyn 

RVD/ja 



NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

OFFICE OF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS 

119 GREGORY HALL 

URBANA, ILLINOIS 

- 

Mr. H. M* Edwards 
Director Purchases 
Business Cffto* 

Bldg, 

Dear Her* Edwards* 

This ts to request ewrgenfly oc^iderstlm of our Requisition Humber 
57 (Him Sroedoastog Revolving Fund) for purdmee of ft new top© 
duplicator sad repair of the present one, 

tha present duplicator is crittcadly near the hreafedown point, Bn- 
less a nev «s can b® secured by Xteoamber 18* HAEB Tape Network 
distribution will have to he discontinued or drastically curtailed, 
Siting for regular auroral would make i^oseible the maintenance 
and increase of service to the Hi® Tape network* s nearly IDO 
stations, 

la therefore most ©armrbly request o^»iderati<m of the above- 
mentioned request at the earliest possible moment# 

Sincerely# 

Harry 1* Skomie 
Esmcative Director 

HJBims 
cot Dean *#Ilbur Sdbram 

^radk Schoeley 
Drayden Ansmus, Hi® Fresldeat 
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Dr0 Robert Go VanBuyn 
Associate Director 
Education Division 
V/0 K0 Kellogg Foundation 
Battle Creek, Michigan 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Dear Dr6« VanDuyns 

Box 2002 
University* Alabama 

November 20* 1953 

Pleas© permit me to formalize the request of the National Asso¬ 
ciation of Educational Broadcasters for funds to underwrite the cost 
of certain badly needed projects in the operation of the Headquarters 
and Tape Networks 

Will© I feel somewhat apologetic in making a request for addi¬ 
tional funds* I should point out that it is really a compliment to 
the Wo Ka Kellogg Foundation in that this project* the launching of 
which was made possible by the Foundation* has proven so successful* 
has grown so rapidly* and has demanded so many additional services* 
thus requiring additional funds* that the need for additional funds 
is in effect proof of the value of the initial contribution and the 
continued supportQ 

I should like to say also that it would be impossible for me 
to convey fully to you arid the other officials of the Foundation 
the profound gratitude which NABB members feel for the support* 
financial and moral* given by the Foundation and for the confidence 
and trust which you and others of your Foundation have placed in 
the organization*, 

If the NABB is to continue to provide the leadership and ser¬ 
vice demanded in the development of educational broadcasting in this 
country* the following services and items must be forthcoming immedi¬ 
ately o We urgently request your consideration of making available* 
at an early date* funds for projects as described belows 

A SECOND MASS DUPLICATOR0 The mass duplicator currently 
in use* according to the manufacturer* has travelled the equivalent 
of an automobileSs running* with throttle wide open* well in excess 
of fifty thousand miles*, The distortion factor is so high that it 
is no longer possible to duplicate xausic on it0 Many hours of fine 
music from France and Italy and from the U0S*>A0 are back-logged in 
the headquarters office awaiting distribution*, The machine is in 
poor working order and must be repaired immediately0 It is important 
that a second duplicator be installed to relieve the work load of 
the first machine and to permit of the continuous operation of the 
network dur ing the period while this machine will be out of operation*, 
A second me diine would make it possible to provide additional pro¬ 
grams for t i© network and to guarantee a continuous supply of programs 
in the even; of a breakdown® 
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Cost of repair of the recorder 2^000<00 

Cost of a new machine 10,000.00 

m ADDITIONAL SUPPLY OP TAPES0 Although the NAEB annual 
provides for th© replacement of a large percentage of recording tapes 
each year, the tapes have continued to wear at a faster rate than 
anticipated and a constantly larger supply of tapes is demandedo It 
:1s imperative that the basic supply of tapes be increased* 

Amount requested for additional tapes »«■---*- 3*>000o0Q 

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR 0 The success of the tap© network has 
been so phenomenal and the growth in membership has been so rapid 
that the demand and need for services has increased greatly. The 
involvement of NAEB with other national and international educational 
organizations, the increased quantity of material received by head- 
quarters for national distribution, and the ever-increasing general 
demands upon the organization have far exceeded the ability of the 
headquarters staff to perform. It is necessary, therefore, that NAEB 
add a high caliber assistant to the Executive Director who would be 
responsible for coordination of many of the activities currently be¬ 
ing handled by the Executive Director and by the President* (It 
should be noted in passing that the President has devoted approxi™ 
mately 95 percent of his time to the organisation during the past 
12 months and can 111-afford to continue to take that much time from 
his own Institution.) Adding an associate director to the staff 
would freemthe Executive Director from many routine operational 
details and permit him to concentrate on organizational business, 
public relations, and professional development of th© educational 
broadcasting constituency« 

Yearly salary. Associate Director 8,000? 00 

TRAVEL FUNDSo During the past year, a greatly expanded 
committee system has been developed for increasing the amount of 
self-help or cooperative service within the organization,, The re¬ 
port of committees at the spring Board meeting in Columbus, Ohio, 
last Apr5.1 gave sure indication of the value of committee work and 
this impression was further strengthened by committee reports at 
the annual convention of the organization in October* The one great 
handicap to committee activity, however, is leek of funds for com¬ 
mittee meetings. Experience indicates that approximately $500c00 
is the minimum necessary for a two day meeting of either of the com¬ 
mittees? Since all committees and the Board and Officers pay their 
own expenses to th© two national meetings of the year, it Is unfair 
to ask the institutions and the individuals to provide additional 
funds for additional committee meetings and the result has been 
that committee work has been hampered for lack of fundsQ A supple¬ 
mental grant for this purpose would greatly increase the amount of 
work turned out by the organization* Some additional funds will 
be necessary also for travel of the Associate Director,. 

Additional travel funds requested 2 p 000c 00 

- - - =># 25p000o00 TOTAL AMOUNT REQUESTED 
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Another item which is incidental to the expansion of the head- 
quarters operation and the addition of personnel is securing more 
space than is currently available on the University of Illinois campusc 
The present staff Is badly crowded and new personnel and Increased 
facilities will make It imperative that additional space be secured 
at an early date0 The University of Illinois has indicated that no 
additional space is readily available on the University campus; however , 
they have not given a final statement on this subject0 Dra Skornia 
and Mr« Schooley are exploring the possibilitieso The only building 
they have located so far, would provide approximately three thousand 
square feet of 3pac8 and the rental would be approximately $l{.e8Q0o00 
a ye8r<> Certain repairs and alterations would involve some additional 
expenditure and janitorial services, insurance, and upkeep would have 
to be added to this amount0 NAEB is prepared to underwrite this addi- 
tional expense on e tentative basis, but it is a subject which may 
need further discussion at a later date© 

The total additional request covered In this letter amounts to 
#25*000o00o $X5,QOOoOO of this is non~recurring0 The $8,000000 
covering the salary for the Associate Director end the $2,000a0Q re- 
quested for travel should be considered renewable for the remaining 
period of the Kellogg agreement with NAEB* 

Should this request receive favorable consideration by the Founda- 
tion, NAEB would be completely agreeable to any plan of payment sug¬ 
gested by the Foundation A supplemental grant, as apposed to alloca¬ 
tion of funds from next year’s budget, might be considered more desirable 
In-as“much-as It would give the organization a greater sense of security 
for the remaining years of the contr&cto I repeat, however, that any 
plan proposed by the Foundation will be entirely agreeable to NAEBo 

May I assure you of the appreciation of this organization for your 
consideration of this request0 

Most sincerely yours. 

Graydon Ausmus 
President 

GA/sbr 



mm mm&mms 
BUDGET STATUS (for both budgets) 

As of December 31# 1953 

law duplicator f 9*600.00 
Old Duplicator Repair 2.000.00 

$18,905.00 

-11.600.00 
$ 7,305,00 

im. 
Balance left for year § 5,860.05 

Transfers from U„ of X.* 
Transfers from .MSB 

Available funds 

2,760.43 

rSfti 

Kellogg funds to coaa*** 
Total available 
Heeded for balance of year 

P3B38DIHa~DEFICIT for year 

nm 
J3U3S*& 
§17,791.07 

**For Processor9 Kin® recorder# other items* 
**Fcr mailing costs# customs# etc. on FAB projects. 
**#$25*6OO.G0 minus the $1*250 Ada. cost and §8*000.00 usable only 

for Assoc. Director. 

Difference between $20*000 allowed by Kellogg# and #9*600.00 actual cost of 
duplicator# will be used for shipping charges (on duplicator) and (new) spare 
parts. 



1-18-54 
BALABCB OF YEAR ESTIMATES 

^ Salaries & Wages © approx. $3,200*00 * $19,200.00 

Retirement © " £23.00 ~ 1,338.00 

Workman^ Compensation © n 50.00 
I3T473T00 

2= 300.00 
$20,838.00 

Supplies & Expenses (Major Items) 

filing Center ©$800.00 $5,000.00 

Mailing Materials 600.00 

Recording Service 500.00 

Stamps 600.00 

Steno Bureau 1,800.00 

Tape (From new Kellogg grant) (3,000.00) 

Telegrams 220.00 

Telephone 500*00 

University Press & Art and 
bills not yet through 750.00 

Art Work, rest of year 700.00 

Other Expenses (incl* $1,250*00 
U of 1 overhead, freer, and for 
new Kellogg Grant) 

2,850*00 

$ 13,520.00 

Travel and Seminarsi 

Regional Conference 2,000.00 

Board Meeting 1/21-1/23 Est* 1,800.00 

Committee Meetings (3)(From new 
Kellogg Grant) (2,000.00) 

0th$r Travel 4,000.00 

For-Seminar (Funds not available) 
t 7,800.00 1 21,320.60 
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Capitol 

APECO Copying Machine (incl. 
supplies) 

Shelving & Bookcases 

Other 

Fage 2 

571.75 

400.00 

300.00 
$ 1,271.75 

TOTAL OF ABOVE ESTIMATES 

Associate Director9© Salary 
(Inel. Retirement and W.C.) 8,000.00 

Comitt©© Travel 

Hew Duplicator 

Old Duplicator Repair 

Tape Supply 

2,000.00 

10,000.CO 

2,000.00 

3,000.00 

I” 25 j'6cd. 00 

$ 1,271.75 ” 

143,429.75 

525,000.00 

125,000.00 

This will provide some relief for committee travel and tap© (Up to $5,000.00 

of these two categories can be charged against new Grant), However, University 

is expected to deduct its % (#1,250.00), which will moan a further "Supplies 

& Expensesn item as noted above. 



>•*- — 
* 

SALARIES—HEADQUARTERS AMD HETWOBK 

Annual Retirement Workman* a Total 
Rate J82J21_ Compensation 

G 1..5* 
Annual 

Skornia $10,000.00 $ 779.00 $ 150.00 $ 10,929.00 
Schwarzbart 3,240,00 252,40 48.60 3,541.00 
Holt 4,200,00 327,18 63.00 4,590.18 
Biason 3,120,00 243,05 46.80 3,409.85 
Aronovsky 2,400,00 186.96 36.00 2,622.96 
Schneider 2,400,00 186.96 36.00 2,622.96 
Els 1,040.00 81.01 15.60 1,136.61 
Clark (6 months) 3,550,00 276.55 53.25 ($3,879.80 r 2 =] 

1,939.90 
Clausen (6 months) 3,967,00 309.03 59.51 ($4,335.54 ~ 2 =1 

^Present Annual Rat® 1 32,960.23" 

Actual Expenditures: 

Total Salaries first 6 months $ 15,685.25 
Total **Wages (hourly) first 6 months 1,203.28 
Total Workman's Compensation first 6 months 240.66 
Total Retirement first 6 months ..1.195.16 

TO’ - — 

* Using average rates for Clausen, Clark, Schwarzbart and others not yet on a full year, 

** Includes hourly work by following: Fink, Murphy, Jc-rdcp., Triolo, ills, Oliver and Hartse 

January 13, 1954 
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FIGURES ON TRAVEL 

Seminar $ 424.92 

Regional Meeting 1,841029 

Executive Committee 776c 57 

NAEB Committee 463.56 

Office Travel 1,284*62 

$ 4,790.69 

'Ausmua, Graydon 96’S 76 i,Xnc], above Exec* Comm* 
Seminar, Reg. Meet and 
NAEB Comm. Meet - several 
vouchers not in) 

Skomia, Harry J. 843.42 (Incl. above Seminar,, Exec. 
Comm., Reg. Meet, NAEB 
Comm, and office travel - 
approx,, $350® vouchers not in) 

#«****#* 

$1,001.00 

191.66 

14.93 

INHERITED DEFICIT (Partial) paid in July-Aug.,1953) 

Deficit from 1952-53 

Schooley June salary (two months salaries from July 
budget for Schooley, plus Skornia8 s) 

Schooley June retirement 

2.87 

2,525.00 

68.91 

*3,804.37 

2,275.00 

*6,079.37 

Schooley June workmens compensation 

U of I 556 Adm. Charge, 1952-53 

Rucker travel 

Charges carried over from 1952-53 

Adm. charge for 1953-54 deducted in advance from Kellogg check 

Expenditures deducted from 1953-54 budget to start fiscal year 



THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF 
Budgets, July 1, 1953 

NAEB BUDGET SUMMARY 
Salaries and Wages 

#Retireroent (Employer *s contribution) 
^Workmen8 s Compensation 
Seminars, etc, 

^Travel 
Administrative Expense (Overhead) 

*Bills and Deficit (1952-53) 
Supplies and Expenses 

* Capital Equipment 
Contingencies 

Total . 
NAEF HEADQUARTERS (NAEB AND KELLOGG) 

Salaries and Wages 
* Retirement (Employers Contribution) 
^Workmen1 s Compensation 
Seminars, etc. 

^Travel 
Administrative Expense (Overhead) 

*Bills and Deficit (1952-53) 
Supplies and Expenses 

^Capital Equipment 
*Contingencies 

Total 
NAEB TAPE NETWORK (NAEB AND KELLOGG) 

Salaries and Wages 
* Retirement (Employees Contribution) 
^Workmen * s Compensation 
Travel 
Administrative Ejqpense (Overhead) 

*Bills and Deficit (1952-53) 
Supplies and Expenses 

*Capital Equipment 
Contingencies 

(Totals, Hdq. and Network) 

BUDGET ANALYSES: SATARIES AND WAGES*** 
Executive Director (s) 
Secretary 
Network Manager 
Traffic Manager 
Shipping Manager 
Duplicator Operator 

^Duplicator Operator (Staff Addition) 
Labor 

Total 
*RETIHEMENT (Employer8 s Contribution) 
#V0RK5OT S COMPENSATION 

SUPPLIES AND EXPENSES 
*CAPITAL EQUIPMENT 

SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND RESEARCH 
Seminar 
Regional Meetings (2) 
Executive Committee Meetings 
Research 
NAEB Committees 
Office Travel 

Total 

OVERHEAD 
CONTINGENCIES 

Totals, Analyses 
INCOME 

EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 
- June 30, 1954 

ESTIMATE 

1.95MS54 
$ 30,790.00 

19,200.00 

2,250.00 

12,000.00 

1.910.00 
* 66.150.00 

$ 14,027.00 

19,200.00 

1,560.00 

4,700.00 

$ 

t 16,763.00 

1,000.00 
690.00 

6,300.00 

1.910.00 
t ^6.150.00 

£ 10,790.00 
3,237.00 
4,522.00 
3,237.00 
3,237.00 
3,885.00 

1.882.00 

$ 12,000.00 
Not listed separately 

Headquarters (Kellogg) 
NAEB Tape Network-Kellogg 
wtgn Tape Network - Fees (Brdest. Revolving) 
NAEB Tape Network - Totals 

TOTALS 
•evious Budget. 

July *52 
Jan. '54 

$ 16,888.53 
1,195.16 

240.66 
3,506.07 
1,284.62 

**(2,275.00) 
»»(3,804.37) 

19,772.41 
1,494.66 

GOB 
8,111.03 

537.11 
116.33 

3,506.07 
1,124.80 

**(1,700.00) 
**(2,979.37) 

9,586.14 
1,060.46 

I 24.fi41.-3C 

8,77^.45 
658.05 
124.33 
159.82 

*9 (575.00) 
**(825.00) 
10,186.27 

434.20 

5,383.30 
1,761.40 
2,066.66 
1,540.00 
2,237.06 
1,555.00 
1,141.33 

16.888.53 

’24ol66 
19,772.41 
1,494.66 

d in previous Budg; 
and Expenses and. 

.stance include Ret 

5,500.00 
4,500.00 
2,000.00 
3,500.00 
1,500.00 
2.200.00 

19.200.00 

$ 

t 

424.92 
1,841.29 

776.30 

463.56 
1.284.62 
4.790.69 

2,250.CO V 4,soSrotr 
1,910.00 

66,150.00) 

34,000.00 t 34,000.00 
(11,500.00) (11,500.00) 
(20,650.00) (18,905.50) 
32.150.00 30.405.50 
66.150.00 $ 64.405.50 

Requests 

foremen's Compensation 



THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS 

Budgets, July 1, 1953 - June 30, 1954 

m&Mwumm _ laadasa 
Salaries and Wages $ 30,790.00 

Retirement (Employer®s contribution) 
"Workman’s Compensation 
Seminars, etc. 19,200.00 

* Travel 
Administrative Expense (Overhead) 

"Bills and Deficit (1952-53) 
Supplies and Expenses 

"Capitol Eauipment 
Contingencies 

Total 
NAEB HEADQUARTERS (NAEB AND KELL0CG) 

Salaries and Wages 
"Retirement (Employer’s Contribution) 
"Workmen3 s Compensation 
Seminars, etc. 

"Travel 
Administrative Expense (Overhead) 

"Bills and Deficit (1952-53) 
Supplies and Expenses 

"Capitol Equipment 
"Contingencies 

Total 
NAEB TAPE NETWORK (NAEB AND KELLOGG) 

Salaries and Wages 
"Retirement (Employer’s Contribution) 
"Workmens Compensation 
Travel 
Administrative Expense (Overhead) 

"Bills and Deficit (1952-53) 
Supplies and Expenses 

"Capitol Equipment 
Contingencies 

(Totals, Hdq. and Network) 
MDSi._T ANALYSES; SALARIES AND WAGES 

Executive Director (s) 
Secretary 
Network Manager 
Traffic Manager 
Shipping Manager 
Duplicator Operator 

"Duplicator Operator 
Labor 

Total 
* RETIREMENT (EMPLOYER'S CONTRIBUTION) 
* ''ORKMEK'S COMPENSATION 

SUPPLIER ABC EXPENSES 
"CAPITOL EQUIPMENT 

2,250.00 

12,000.00 

66.150.00 

$ 14,027.00 

19,200.00 

1 560.00 

4,700.00 

$ 12».4S?.00 

$ 16,763.00 

1,000.00 
690.00 

6,300.00 

.,-LaCrflL 
($P6.150.0q 

10,790.00 
3,237.00 
4,522.00 
3,237.00 
3,237.00 
3,885.00 

$ 
-1.882.00 
^22^02 

$ 12,000.00 

SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND RESEARCH 
Seminar 
Regional Meetings (2) 
Executive Committee Meetings 
Research 
NAEB Committees 
Office Travel 

Total 
OVERHEAD •— ,— 
CONTINGENCIES 

(Totals, Analyses 
INCOME 

Headquarters (Kellogg) 
NAEB Tape Network-Kellogg 
NAEB Tape Network - Fees 
NAEB Tape Network - Totals 

TOTALS 

$ 
$ 

$ 

5,500.00 
4,500.00 
2,000.00 
3,500.00 
1,500.00 

19,200.00 

1,010.00 
66,150.00) 

34,000.00 
(11,500.00) 
(20,650.00) 

July 8 53 

„ Jmu-ISk 
$ 16,888.53 

1,195.16 
240.66 

3,506.07 
1,284.62 

(2,275.00) 
(3,804.37) 
19,772.41 
1,494.66 

t 44,382.11 

8,111.08 
537.11 
116.33 

3,506.07 
1,124.80 

(1,700.00) 

9,586.14 
1,060.46 

8,777.45 
658.05 
124.33 
159.82 

(575.00) 
( ) 

10,186.27 
434>20 

5,383.30 
1,761.40 
2,066.66 
1,540.00 
2,237.06 
1,555.00 
1,141.83 

JL2C2«,ai 
* -16.g88.55f 
$ -t;tv3:ib 

240.66 
19,772.41 
1,494.66 

424.92 
1,841.29 

776.30 

463.56 

i IE ' 
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jury AUGUST 8 r PTE? TER OCTOEER NOVEMBER DECEMBER 
3,254.68 1,918.66 2,791.05 3,061.99 2,777.25 3,084.90 

179,17 149.31 219.92 220.69 203 88 222.19 
33,6C 48.82 28.78 44.12 3 41.66 

565.57 
153-47 

2,199.04 314.69 
161.14 243.55 

315.40 
347.67 

111.37 
378.79 

- - (2,275.00) - • 
- ~ (3,804.37) - - «. 

2,640.20 - 6,454.46 5,460.70 2,255,53 2,961.52 
44.68 - 257.29 949.50 242,12 1.07 

1,910.00 “ ~ - - - 

1,934.45 835.33 1,303*28 1,426.78 1,263.33 1,342.91 
94.78 64.92 102.28 99.23 5,95 85.95 
14.80 29.02 12 ► 53 21.88 19.15 I8.05 

565.57 2,199.04 314.69 - 315.40 111.37 
153.47 - 161.14 243055 187.85 378.79 

- - 1,700.00 - - - 
_ ~ - 

1,328.28 ~ 5,895.76 219.55 1,410.59 731.96 
** 

- 
109,89 949.50 *■* 1.07 

1,320.23 1,083.33 1,482,77 1,635.21 1,513.92 1,741.99 
' 84.39 84.39 113.64 121.46 117.93 136.24 

If. 80 19.80 If.25 22.24 24.53 22.71 
.. - - - 159.82 
- - 57!.00 - - 

- «• — — 
1,311.92 - 55^.70 5,241.15 844.94 2,229.56 

44,68 - 17" »40 - 242.12 - 
1,910.00 *• - - - - 

1,316.65 833.33 83. >.33 833.33 833.33 833.33 
fAOC.OO) (380.95) (440.45) 270.00 270.CO 
333.33 333.33 350.to 350.00 350.00 350.00 
250.00 250.00 250.0) 270.00 260.00 260.00 
300.00 300.00 330.5? 330.58 330.58 645.32 
200.00 200.00 (373.64) (381.36) 200.00 200.00 

- - (178.55' (303.27) (373.34) (286.67) 
554.70 2.00 94.00 153.00 160.00 239,58 

179.17 149.31 219.92 220.69 203.88 222.19 
33^60 48.82 28.78 44-12 43.68 41.66 

2,640.20 - 6,454.46 5,460,70 2,255.53 2,961.52 
44.68 - 257.35 949,50 242.12 1.07 

245-78 _ 179.14 
- 1,752.58 68,91 - - 19.80 

565.57 - - 136.26 74.47 

446.46 17.10 
* 153,47 - 161,14 243055 347-67 378.79 
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